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ABSTRACT
This thesis explores the dependence of bedrock channel incision on coarse sediment
supply through laboratory flume experiments and quantitative field observations of
evolving channel morphology. Predictions of the saltation-abrasion model (Sklar and
Dietrich, 2004) for sediment flux-dependent channel incision guide our efforts although
the results are not model dependent. In channels where the dominant incision process is
sediment abrasion, sediment transport and erosion are inherently coupled. Flume
experiments support the form of sediment flux-dependent relations proposed in the
saltation-abrasion model, but also suggest that the model is incomplete: channel bed
morphology adjusts due to localized erosion, and bed morphology in turn influences local
flow and sediment transport. The experiments document a positive feedback in which
bedload is preferentially transported in local topographic lows due to lateral transport and
abrasion in turn deepens those topographic lows. Under sediment-starved conditions this
positive feedback results in the incision of narrow inner channels.
In the Henry Mountains of southeast Utah, we monitored channel flow and resulting
bedrock incision over 2.5 years in a human-perturbed bedrock channel where erosion had
incised a narrow inner channel in which sediment transport and erosion were focused,
similar to the flume experiments. In addition, the flow record shows that the maximum
discharge flood was much less erosive than a lower but prolonged flood due to snowmelt
flow. Large flash floods can be net depositors of coarse sediment in the channel,
mantling the channel bed with coarse sediment and inhibiting erosion.
Finally, a quantitative comparison of tributaries in a Henry Mountains river network
shows that channels with higher coarse sediment loads maintain steeper channel slopes
and are less incised than smaller drainage area tributaries with less coarse sediment but
more exposed bedrock. These field observations validate the idea that sediment cover
can inhibit channel incision into bedrock, and also suggest that the slope of incising
bedrock channels can adjust to transport the sediment load of the channel rather than to
incise bedrock. We found in the flume experiments that erosion adjusts the morphology
of bedrock channels until a state is reached where channel flow just transports the
imposed sediment load, suggesting that the equilibrium state of bedrock channels is a
transport-limited condition. Together, the chapters demonstrate how incising channels
respond to changes in coarse sediment load, emphasizing the effects of sediment cover in
inhibiting incision and morphological adjustments of channel bed topography.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Digital representations of Earth's topography now cover essentially the entire land surface
and can be collected at better than meter resolution using airborne laser mapping.
However, our ability to quantify landscape form exceeds our ability to interpret the
history of erosion, deposition and uplift that is recorded incompletely by topography. To
do this, detailed models are required that quantify active erosional and depositional
processes and relate them to landscape form. In this thesis I have studied how bedrock
channel incision depends on the coarse sediment load supplied to channels, with the goal
of improving predictions of channel and landscape erosion.
Understanding orogenic development and feedbacks between active tectonics, isostasy
and climate from the morphological signatures they leave relies on accurate models of
fluvial bedrock incision. River longitudinal profiles develop from the interplay of
external forcing (e.g. climate, tectonics, isostasy) and erosion, mediated by the internal,
autogenic dynamics of fluvial channel adjustment. Much of the work on feedbacks
between fluvial morphology and tectonics has been done using empirical relations
between channel slope and erosion. For example, erosion rate is commonly assumed to
be a power-law function of the shear stress exerted by the flow on the channel bed, which
in turn depends on slope and drainage area (Howard and Kerby 1983; Whipple and
Tucker 1999). This model has proven useful for interpreting variations in relative uplift
from channel steepness in a variety of tectonically active field settings (e.g. Kirby et al,
2001; Snyder et al, 2000; Wobus et al, 2006), but it also subsumes a wide range of
complexity into empirical parameters. The only "degree of freedom" for channel
morphological adjustment in this model is for longitudinal slope to change by vertical
incision. Refined bedrock incision models are needed to interpret changes in landscape
form over smaller length and time scales, such as to interpret activity on specific tectonic
structures from landscape form.
Channels in actively eroding landscapes not only incise vertically through bedrock but
also transport all of the sediment that results from eroding the surrounding landscape
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away from hillslopes and out of the local landscape domain. Channels set the local
baselevel to which hillslopes respond, driving hillslope erosion and sediment production.
As this thesis demonstrates, models of bedrock incision that incorporate sediment supply
effects more accurately capture the dynamics of channel erosion and can prove insightful
in interpreting relations between channel and valley form in erosional landscapes.
Sediment supply directly connects channels to the rest of the landscape.
Recognizing the importance of sediment supply to the dynamics of channel incision,
Sklar and Dietrich (1998, 2004) developed the "saltation-abrasion model" which
quantitatively predicts, using a minimum of free parameters, rates of channel incision as a
function of sediment transport. Bedload plays two competing roles in their model: tools
and cover. Sediment clasts are the "tools" that cause abrasion, and an increase in
sediment flux increases the rate of impacts and the rate of erosion. However, too much
sediment leads to local deposition of alluvial cover, shielding the bed and inhibiting
erosion. In predicting erosion along a river profile, the saltation-abrasion model
explicitly incorporates two degrees of morphological freedom, channel slope and alluvial
cover, that can naturally adjust to imposed conditions based on explicit sediment flux-
dependent relations between model variables.
In addition to sediment cover, channels also have a wide variety of other internal
dynamics by which channel morphology changes in response to perturbations in external
forcing. The parameters that collectively define channel morphology (e.g. width, slope,
bed roughness, bedrock exposure, sediment size distribution) all influence river incision
and deposition rates and dynamically adjust in poorly understood ways to imposed fluid
and sediment fluxes. Feedbacks exist between these variables but are poorly understood.
A better understanding of the functional relationships between them is needed to predict
channel response to imposed conditions.
This thesis combines laboratory experimentation and quantitative field observations to
explore the dependence of fluvial bedrock channel incision and morphology on the coarse
sediment load of channels. Flume experiments were used to study active abrasion in an
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idealized but well constrained setting. The understanding of erosion rates and
morphological controls from the experiments are consistent with active bedrock channel
incision monitored in the field, and also with systematic variations between natural
channels in long-term channel incision and morphology as a result of changes in
sediment supply. Predictions of the saltation-abrasion model (Sklar and Dietrich, 1998,
2004) guided field observations, hypothesis formulation and experimental design. The
insights gained into channel and landscape erosion are not particular to the validity of this
model, but more broadly demonstrate ways that sediment supply and channel
morphology control bedrock channel incision.
Chapter 2 presents laboratory flume experiments that show how rough bed topography
evolves from an initially planar state as a result of abrasion. Erosion is a sensitive
function of the evolving bed topography because of feedbacks between the turbulent flow
field, sediment transport and bottom roughness. Although actively transported
downstream, sediment also became focused in local topographic lows due to lateral bed
slopes and gravity. Positive feedback occurred between the sediment preferentially
transported in topographic lows and the further abrasion of those lows. The lows became
interconnected due to dowstream sediment transport and abrasion, resulting in an inner
channel that captured and transported the entire sediment load of the channel. Rates of
inner channel erosion show evidence for both tools effects and cover effects, but based on
local conditions of sediment flux and shear stress (which in turn depend on bed
morphology) rather than flume-averaged sediment transport and shear stress. The inner
channel width narrowed and bed roughness increased, reaching a state where the local
flow was only just able to transport the imposed sediment load--a transport-limited
erosional morphology.
Chapter 3 presents additional flume experiments designed to systematically evaluate the
sediment flux-dependent terms of the saltation-abrasion model (Sklar and Dietrich,
2004). Consistent with the model, we found that erosion rate scaled linearly with
sediment flux, all else equal. The extent of sediment cover in the channel was a function
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of both sediment flux and transport capacity as predicted by the saltation-abrasion model,
but only after significant bed roughness developed in the channel.
Many bedrock incision models assume that erosion rate will increase with increasing bed
shear stress (e.g. Howard and Kerby, 1983; Whipple and Tucker, 1999). An intriguing
and counterintuitive prediction of the saltation-abrasion model is that, all else held equal,
erosion rate should decrease with increasing bed shear stress. This prediction is based on
an explicit consideration of saltation trajectories which suggest that with increasing shear
stress the distance between sediment impacts increases faster than the kinetic energy of
each impact, resulting in an overall decrease in erosion rate with increasing shear stress.
In contrast, our experiments find that erosion rate does not vary with shear stress,
provided that sediment flux and bed cover remain unchanged. In the idealized flume
experiments, sediment flux and bed topography are the dominant controls on erosion rate.
Chapter 4 presents a 2.5 year record of flow and bedrock erosion in a short channel reach
in southeast Utah. The reach was artificially created through the forced diversion of a
natural channel through a blasted bedrock slot. Erosion at the site started from an initial,
well constrained and non-equilibrium geometry. The resulting incision of a narrow inner
channel from an initially steep but relatively flat surface is similar to those created in the
laboratory experiments. Unlike the idealized flume experiments, erosion in the field
resulted from a wide distribution of grain sizes and flood hydrographs. Erosion can be
rapid: we measured up to 1/2 meter of vertical incision into bedrock from -3 weeks of
snowmelt flow during spring 2005. However, later flash floods including one with a
calculated maximum discharge nearly 10 times higher than the peak snowmelt flow
caused little erosion and instead led to alluviation of the inner channel bed. This record
demonstrates that the largest floods may not cause the most erosion. In this case the
mechanism appears to be sediment cover: large floods that mobilize and transport the
most sediment can increase local deposition and thereby inhibit erosion.
Finally, chapter 5 explores sediment controls on channel erosion at longer timescales.
Quantitative field surveys of incising bedrock channels in the Henry Mountains of Utah
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show that channels with high sediment supplies have higher slopes and have incised
down less than smaller tributaries with less coarse sediment and more exposed bedrock.
This observation provides an unambiguous field verification that sediment cover can
inhibit bedrock channel downcutting. We interpret that the channel slope has adjusted to
transport the sediment flux supplied to the channel rather than in response to bedrock
resistance to erosion, resulting in a "transport-limited" bedrock channel.
In summary, this thesis explores how the coarse sediment load in bedrock channels
mediates abrasion, from short timescales and individual flood events to the longer
timescales reflected in landscape form. Much of the work is an evaluation of previously
proposed models for how erosion should depend on coarse sediment load. However,
three simple concepts from Chapter 2 are, to my knowledge, relatively new and represent
a start at understanding feedbacks between channel morphology, erosion and sediment
transport. First, local incision depends on local conditions (e.g. sediment flux and shear
stress), not on reach-averaged conditions. Second, a first-order transient adjustment of
channel morphology is for sediment to preferentially be transported in local topographic
lows, which results in the focusing of incision in those topographic lows and a positive
feedback between local erosion and local sediment transport. Third, a negative feedback
eventually occurs between local shear stress (which tends to decrease due to increasing
bed roughness, or other changes in morphology such as a decrease in channel slope) and
the locally increased sediment flux (due to lateral transport into topographic lows), and
erosional roughness continues to increase until local shear stress over the rough bed is
just able to transport the imposed sediment load. In other words, bedrock channel
morphology tends towards a transport-limited equilibrium state. These ideas are
recurring themes in interpreting the results of Chapters 3-5.
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Chapter 2: Feedbacks Between Erosion and Sediment Transport in
Experimental Bedrock Channels
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2.1 Abstract
Natural bedrock rivers flow in self-formed channels and form diverse erosional
morphologies. The parameters that collectively define channel morphology (e.g. width,
slope, bed roughness, bedrock exposure, sediment size distribution) all influence river
incision rates and dynamically adjust in poorly understood ways to imposed fluid and
sediment fluxes. To explore the mechanics of river incision, we conducted laboratory
experiments in which the complexities of natural bedrock channels were reduced to a
homogenous brittle substrate (sand and cement), a single sediment size primarily
transported as bedload, a single erosion mechanism (abrasion) and sediment-starved
transport conditions. We find that patterns of erosion both create and are sensitive
functions of the evolving bed topography because of feedbacks between the turbulent
flow field, sediment transport and bottom roughness. Abrasion only occurs where
sediment impacts the bed, and so positive feedback occurs between the sediment
preferentially drawn to topographic lows by gravity and the further erosion of these lows.
However, the spatial focusing of erosion results in tortuous flow paths and erosional
forms (inner channels, scoops, potholes) which dissipate flow energy. This energy
dissipation is a negative feedback that reduces sediment transport capacity, inhibiting
further incision and ultimately leading to channel morphologies adjusted to just transport
the imposed sediment load.
2.2 Motivation
Tectonics and isostasy combine to create positive topography that is eroded and sculpted
by surface processes. River networks propagate signals of base level change upstream
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through incision or aggradation and also move eroded material downstream through
sediment transport, making landscapes particularly sensitive to river channel dynamics.
Erosion in bedrock channels can respond to changes on human timescales.
Anthropogenic effects (e.g. mining, logging, grazing, dam construction and removal, road
building) and natural stochastic events (e.g. wildfires, landslides, debris flows) can
significantly change short-term sediment fluxes (Roering and Gerber, 2005) and have in
some cases increased bedrock erosion rates (James, 2004; Stock et al., 2005), affecting
riparian habitats and the structural integrity of dams, levees, roads, and bridges. At
orogenic timescales, a more quantitative understanding of erosion processes is needed to
understand the coupling among tectonics, topography and climate, and to rationally
interpret signals of external forcing (climate, tectonics) from landscapes (e.g. Willett,
1999; Whipple and Tucker, 2002; Hancock and Anderson, 2002; Whipple, 2004).
A variety of models have been proposed to predict the dynamics of river channel erosion
into bedrock (e.g., Howard and Kerby, 1983; Howard et al., 1994; Sklar and Dietrich,
1998, 2004; Whipple and Tucker, 1999, 2002; Stark and Stark, 2001), but data needed to
evaluate aspects of competing models is rare (van der Beek and Bishop, 2003; Tomkin et
al., 2003; Whipple, 2004). Numerical simulations of landscape evolution demonstrate
that the details of various bedrock channel erosion models can significantly affect
simulated landscape behavior (Whipple and Tucker, 2002; Gasparini et al., 2006).
Channels that incise into bedrock must also transport the sediment load imposed from
upstream because otherwise the channel bed will aggrade. Large shear stress thresholds
must be overcome to move boulders and other coarse sediment typically found in
bedrock channels, and a large volume of sediment must be transported through the
channel network to erode an entire landscape. Therefore, it is unclear at present whether
the factor limiting the ability of bedrock channels to vertically incise tends to be ability of
erosion processes to physically remove pieces of bedrock (detachment-limited end
member model, DL) or to transport the sediment supply (transport-limited end member,
TL), and what criteria would allow this interpretation to be made (Howard, 1998;
Whipple and Tucker, 2002).
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Directly linking transport and erosion, Sklar and Dietrich (1998, 2004) proposed a
physically-based bedrock incision model for abrasion by saltating bedload. In the
"saltation-abrasion model" having too little sediment inhibits erosion because few clasts
impact the bed (the "tools effect"), but having too much sediment causes deposition,
shielding the bed and also inhibiting erosion (the "cover effect"). For given flow
conditions the highest erosion rate occurs at the balance point between minimum bed
cover and maximum bed impacts. Sklar and Dietrich (2001) validated the tools and
cover concepts by experimentally abrading flat rock disks. The saltation-abrasion model
suggests that the rate of channel incision into bedrock is always influenced by both
bedrock detachment and sediment transport, and therefore that neither transport-limited
nor detachment-limited conditions can be entirely met when the channel is incising. In
the saltation-abrasion model, TL conditions correspond to complete bed cover with
incision rate going to zero. The DL end-member does not directly correspond to any part
of the of the saltation-abrasion model, although low sediment supply and strong bedrock
emphasize detachment controls. Another interesting and counterintuitive prediction of
the saltation-abrasion model is that at high transport stages (/tcr >> 1, where T is basal
shear stress and Tcr is the critical shear stress necessary to initiate sediment motion),
erosion rate decreases with increasing shear stress because saltation hop lengths increase
more rapidly than particle impact velocities.
Our experimental design was inspired by some predictions and limitations of the
saltation-abrasion model. The saltation-abrasion model incorporates flow and sediment
transport physics that are satisfyingly quantitative, but this physical rigor comes at the
price of several simplifying model assumptions (e.g. planar channel bed, single sediment
size) that are rarely met in natural channels. In these experiments we evaluate the planar
bed assumption by observing erosional feedbacks that create bed roughness and that in
turn influence erosion rates. We focus on understanding the tool-starved end of
parameter space (where sediment flux Qs is significantly smaller than transport capacity
Qc) because (1) tool-starved conditions naturally led to the development of rough bed
topography; (2) saltation-abrasion model predictions are arguably furthest from either
transport-limited or detachment-limited model behaviors in this range; and (3) Sklar and
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Dietrich (2002) and Davis et al. (2005) explore the behavior of sediment cover effects
closer to transport-limited conditions in similar flume experiments. We also demonstrate
that at least some sculpted erosional forms (Richardson and Carling, 2005) are robust
morphologies that naturally develop in flume settings as well as in the field.
Regardless of whether a river is dominantly alluvial or dominantly bedrock, many
feedbacks exist between channel morphology and erosional and depositional processes
that limit our ability to predict channel response (e.g. Wohl, 1993, 1998; Dietrich et al.,
2003; Jerolmack and Mohrig, 2005). Many properties of channel morphology and bed
state can adjust to imposed conditions, including flow width and depth (for a given
discharge), slope, bed roughness, bedrock exposure and sediment size (Leopold and
Maddock, 1953; Stark and Stark, 2001; Montgomery and Gran, 2001, Stark, 2006). The
functional relationships between these variables are poorly understood, and yet they
govern the internal dynamics of fluvial channels. For example, what are the positive and
negative feedbacks that set the roughness of eroded bedrock channels, and how does that
roughness influence channel slope or width? Field data demonstrate that correlations
between channel width and slope can significantly influence calculated parameters such
as the reach-averaged bed shear stress (Finnegan et al., 2005), and yet causality between
variables remains elusive.
While possible feedbacks in the dynamics of bedrock channel incision remain largely
unexplored, many prior studies have interpreted the significance of elegant erosional
forms (e.g. potholes, flutes, scallops, inner channels) that develop during channel incision
into bedrock or cohesive sediment (Alexander, 1932; Wohl, 1993; Zen and Prestegaard,
1994; Wohl et al., 1999; Springer and Wohl, 2002). Richardson and Carling (2005)
propose a classification scheme for fluvially sculpted bedrock forms. Experimental work
has been done to understand the flow and sediment conditions that create erosional
morphologies. Of particular relevance, Allen (1971) quantitatively explored feedbacks
between stable vortices and particular erosional forms (including flutes, scallops and
longitudinal grooves) formed in cohesive mud and rock. Longitudinal grooves and inner
channels with undulating walls were the primary erosional morphologies formed by sand
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abrasion into a cohesive substrate by Shepherd and Schumm (1974) and Wohl and Ikeda
(1997). In the latter study erosional morphology changed with bed slope, demonstrating
that the formation of sculpted forms do not require substrate heterogeneity, but can also
develop simply from the internal dynamics of bedrock channel erosion. The influence of
this smaller-scale fluvial sculpting on flow and erosion in the channel as a whole is
poorly understood.
As will be shown, erosional morphologies formed in our experiments bear a strong
geometric resemblance to a variety of sculpted forms observed in many natural bedrock
channels (Richardson and Carling, 2005) including incised ephemeral streams in the
Henry Mountains, Utah, USA. Our experimental flume conditions are a good analog to
this field site because (1) the eolian Navajo Sandstone bedrock is homogeneous and
unfractured but weak, similar to the experimental substrate; (2) abrasion is clearly the
dominant erosion mechanism in the Navajo Sandstone, and (3) the natural channels with
comparable erosional forms tend to be small and sediment-starved with extensive
bedrock exposure. In the present work, we study feedbacks between erosion rate,
sediment transport and erosional morphology using laboratory flume data. We explore,
at least conceptually, what feedbacks and what level of complexity should be
incorporated into channel incision models to better recreate the morphology and dynamic
behavior of channel incision.
2.3 Methods
We conducted a series of laboratory flume experiments using sediment transported in
turbulent flow to abrade brittle synthetic "bedrock" at the Saint Anthony Falls Laboratory
(SAFL), part of the National Center for Earth-Surface Dynamics (NCED). Our
experiments focused on sediment-starved conditions expected from theory (Sklar and
Dietrich, 2004) to exhibit less rapid erosion at higher transport stages. Following Wohl
and Ikeda (1997) bed slope was the main variable that we changed; sediment flux and
water flux were primarily held constant.
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We used an adjustable slope, non-recirculating flume -5m long and 40 cm wide. The
erodible substrate ("bedrock") was a 15:1 by weight mixture of sand and Portland cement
(Type I/H), mixed in a cement mixer and allowed to cure in the flume. Due to time
constraints the concrete mixtures were only allowed to cure for approximately 5 days
before starting each experiment. Concrete strength increases rapidly at first and most
strength is achieved after approximately 28 days. Based on typical logarithmic concrete
curing curves (e.g. Nelson, 2003) we estimate that after 5 days the concrete reached
roughly 75% of its 28 day compressive strength. Following curing each experiment was
completed within -2 days; the strength may have increased by as much as 5-10% over
this time period. Our control of concrete strength within and between runs is relatively
poor and would benefit from independent measurements of material properties during the
experiments. A new concrete mix was made for each experiment. Although weak, our
sand and cement "bedrock" failed by brittle fracturing. In contrast, the damp cohesive
clay and sand mixtures eroded by Shepherd and Schumm (1974) and Wohl and Ikeda
(1997) probably failed by plastic shearing, making them less ideal bedrock analogues.
Studies of the abrasion of brittle materials (such as glass plates) by microfracturing due to
particle impacts find that to first order the rate of erosion should scale inversely with the
square of tensile strength (discussed in Sklar and Dietrich, 1998, 2004). Sklar and
Dietrich (2001) showed that the scaling between laboratory abrasion rates and tensile
strength is consistent between natural lithologies and sand/cement mixtures such as ours,
justifying its use as an analog material in erosion experiments.
We conducted five separate flume experiments overall; here we primarily report data
from three plane-bed experiments with bed slopes of 2%, 5% and 10%, which were the
3rd , 2nd and 4th runs conducted respectively. The first experiment was intentionally an
exploratory run using different sediment sizes and fluxes; the initial bed topography
(mean slope 5%) was sculpted by hand into a nonuniform surface with several prominent
bulges. The next three experiments which we focus on all started with planar bed
surfaces. Finally, the bed topography of the 5th flume run was molded with a series of
small vertical flume-spanning steps (mean slope 10%). Overall the first and last
experiments showed the same basic feedbacks between erosion and bed topography as
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the initially planar-bed runs.
A sediment feeder (Tecweigh CR12) distributed fine gravel (D50=2.50 mm; D10=1.68
mm; D90=3.76 mm) at the upstream end of the flume primarily at 68g/s (245 kg/hr).
Sediment fell onto a diffuser to spread it approximately uniformly across the flume width.
Water discharge was primarily held constant at 45 L/s, and was continuously monitored
at a V-notch weir downstream of the flume. The end of the flume was elevated above the
floor, and water jetted off unobstructed. At the downstream flume end the concrete
substrate was molded into a vertical step, which eroded down gradually during the
experiment. In this manner, baselevel was not fixed artificially but adjusted itself with
erosion. Water did not accelerate much as it approached the drop-off at the flume end
because flow was supercritical. Because of erosion the flume slope down the axis of the
eroded inner channel increased slightly during the flume runs, although bed roughness
also increased significantly. Average water velocity was calculated at the beginning of
each experiment from flow depth, width and discharge. We have no local velocity
measurements as the experiments progressed, so spatial and temporal deviations from the
mean sediment and water flow rates were only qualitatively observed.
Flow was supercritical (Table 1) with Froude numbers (Fr) from - 1.4 to -2.5 with
increasing flume slope and constant discharge. We acknowledge that this range is higher
than is likely common in natural channels, even at flood stage, although Tinkler and
Parrish (1998) report field measurements of Fr around 1.7-1.9 for flow along a 40m reach
during a moderate flood in a natural river. They conclude that near-critical, critical and
supercritical flows are likely common during floods and that subcritical flow is probably
rare along the channel thalweg. Grant (1997) argues that natural channel morphology
may adjust to attain Fr- 1 on average, although this may commonly occur with spatial
transitions back and forth between subcritical and supercritical flow. The most
appropriate natural comparison to our high Fr experiments may be over steps and steep
reaches where bedrock is most exposed and abrasion (where applicable) most clearly a
rate limiting process. Shepherd and Schumm (1974) report Fr between 0.66 and 1.02 for
their erosion experiments, while Wohl and Ikeda (1997) reached Fr between 1.1 and 1.6.
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Erosional morphologies and the formation of inner channels in their experiments were
similar to ours, suggesting Fr sensitivity may be minor. Future work should explore the
sensitivity of our results to Fr; it is possible that standing waves, hydraulic jumps and
Table 1
Mean slope 2% 5% 10%
0.18 to 0.02,
Manning's N estimated 0.019 0.021
Flow depth, cm 8-9, calculated 6.8 (6-7) 5.7
Mean velocity,
calculated, m/s 1.3-1.2 1.6 1.9
Froude number 1.3-1.5 1.9 2.5
T, Pa, calculated 12 25 44
1* calculated 0.32 0.68 1.2
Trans. Stage,
T*/ *cr 11 23 39
Qc, trans. cap, kg/s 0.42 1.4 3.4
Qs/Qc 0.16 0.048 0.020
Table 1: Summary of initial experimental flow and sediment transport conditions at the
beginning of each experiment. We do not have velocity measurements once erosional
topography developed. A flume width of 40 cm with a rectangular cross section was
used in calculations. Flow depth was measured at the beginning of the 5% and 10%
slope experiments when the bed was planar, and mean velocity was calculated from this
and the discharge, continuously monitored at a weir. Flow depth was inadvertently not
measured at 2% slope, and so a flow depth was calculated for this experiment using a
range of Manning's N values suggested by Manning's N values calculated from the other
experimental runs. Mean shear stress and sediment transport capacity were calculated
using the depth-slope product (including hydraulic radius, width 0.4m), sediment flux
Qs=0.068 kg/s, nondimensional critical shear stress T*cr=0.03, and the bed load sediment
transport equation given by Fernandes-Luque and van Beek (1976, presented in Sklar and
Dietrich, 2004).
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changes in shear stress associated with transitions about Fr- 1 could be significant in
focusing erosion.
Surface topography of the eroding bed was quantitatively measured from photographs
taken with a Nikon D100 digital camera oriented 45 degrees from a vertical line laser
(Figure 1). The oblique images were corrected for perspective distortion and the red laser
lines that defined cross-stream topographic swaths were automatically extracted using
Matlab image processing techniques (Kovesi, 2000). We estimate the uncertainty on the
elevation measured at each location to be ±lmm at 95% certainty (2 standard deviations)
We profiled a 3 m long, 30 cm wide stretch of the flume at a downstream spacing of 3 cm
and cross-stream spacing of 0.25 mm. The narrow tortuous grooves that developed
caused significant data dropouts due to obstructed views of the line laser. The amount of
erosion in a given timestep is known by differencing sequential topographic maps.
Complete experiments lasted 7-9 hours of run time, with surface topography measured at
intervals between 30 and 60 minutes (Table 2).
As Figure 1 indicates, the flume bed did not remain planar but eroded to form significant
topography. We characterize the rough topography at a given timestep as an "interface
width" w, a metric used to quantify changes in average surface roughness (Barabaisi and
Stanley, 1995):
w(N,t) = [h(i,t) - h(t)]2
where t is time, i is a spatial index, N is the total number of measurements, h is the
surface height at a given location and time, and the overbar represents a spatial average.
Note that w is simply the standard deviation of surface elevations at a given timestep,
making it an intuitive measure of how much elevation varies about the mean elevation.
To compare different experiments we subtracted the initial, approximately planar surface
of each experiment from sequential eroded surfaces so that w starts at zero when
comparing different experiments.
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Figure 1
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Figure 1: a. Erosional morphology during the 10% slope experiment, looking upstream.
The trapezoidal photograph shape of the picture is a correction for oblique distortion.
The two bright lines are from red vertical sheet lasers, which are extracted to give
quantitative measurements of cross-section topography. Flume width 40 cm. lb. This
small natural inner channel incised into Navajo Sandstone in the Henry Mountains Utah
has a similar morphology. Field of view - 1.5m.
Table 2: Water discharge and sediment flux of each sequential timestep for which
topography was measured. In order to roughly compare timesteps with different
sediment flux, we calculated what the "effective" timestep duration at 68 g/s sediment
flux would be by assuming a linear relationship between sediment flux and erosion. For
example, Q, = 122 g/s for 30 minutes corresponds to 122/68*30 = 54 minutes effective
run time. In the 5% slope experiment the initial two time periods at low water discharge
were not included in the effective timestep calculations, as the bed aggraded with
negligible erosion. Most timesteps are directly comparable. Note that erosion rate
(cm/hr) is plotted in Figure 4, rather than erosion depth (cm) given here. Mean erosion in
each timestep was calculated over a flume width of 30 cm. Inner channel erosion was
calculated over a 1 cm wide swath chosen by eye in each timestep to follow the
developing and migrating inner channel.
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Table 2
2% Slope
Erosional Inner Channel
Duration Interface Mean Erosion Mean Erosion
Timestep (min) Q, (I/s) Q, (g/s) width, cm depth, cm depth, cm
1 40 43 68 0.10 0.12 0.26
2 50 43 68 0.20 0.16 0.46
3 50 43 68 0.31 0.16 0.46
4 50 43 68 0.42 0.14 0.49
5 40 43 68 0.46 0.08 0.32
6 40 43 68 0.53 0.10 0.44
7 60 43 68 0.64 0.15 0.67
8 60 43 68 0.74 0.12 0.56
5% Slope
5 7.5 68
14 7.5 122
30 43 122
1, effective 54 43 68 0.40 0.37 1.28
2 30 43 68 0.64 0.21 1.12
3 30 43 68 0.85 0.18 1.25
4 30 43 68 1.02 0.16 0.93
5 30 43 68 1.15 0.12 0.65
6 30 43 68 1.26 0.12 0.59
7 60 43 68 1.40 0.23 0.78
8 60 43 68 1.54 0.19 0.88
9 60 43 68 1.80 0.16 0.88
10a 30 43 122
10b 2.5 43 14
10c 2 43 27
10d 1.5 43 41
10e 2 43 54
10 Of 2 43 68
10g 2.5 43 81
10h 1 43 95
10, effective 64 43 68 1.98 0.15 0.76
10% Slope
la 4 43 122
lb 37 43 68
1, effective 44 43 68 0.16 0.24 0.45
2 45 43 68 0.39 0.25 0.91
3 43 43 68 0.64 0.23 1.07
4 45 43 68 0.89 0.24 1.25
5 45 43 68 1.06 0.22 0.94
6 45 43 68 1.25 0.16 0.96
7 45 43 68 1.43 0.14 0.98
8 45 43 68 1.61 0.13 0.90
9 45 43 68 1.75 0.12 0.89
10 45 43 68 1.96 0.12 0.98
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2.4 Results
Figures 2a-2d show cumulative erosion depth in several sequential timesteps starting with
a plane bed at 10% slope. As the bed topography evolved we observed corresponding
changes in the spatial distribution of transported sediment. Sediment entered the channel,
uniformly distributed across the width, -50 cm upstream of the upstream end of the
topography map. In the initial timestep (2a, 44 min run time) erosion was broadly
distributed across the width of the plane bed channel. Sediment was similarly distributed
across the channel width and moved as energetic bedload. By the second timestep (2b,
90 min), a gently sinuous incised groove with semi-periodic lows approximately 25-40
cm apart ran most of the downstream length of the flume. Bedload became focused in
these topographic lows, presumably due to gravity, flow convergence and higher flow
velocities. For the remaining -6 hours of the flume run, erosion was primarily focused in
this inner channel (2c, 2d) because of the positive feedback between the evolving
topography and sediment channelization. Most sediment hugged the inner channel bed,
although local suspension occurred in stable turbulent eddies. No deposition was
observed. At 10% slope a single incised inner channel formed (2d), whereas at 5% slope
(2e) a dominant inner channel developed but with more secondary transport pathways
and local lows. Incision progressed more slowly at 2% slope (2f); when the run was
stopped an inner channel had developed in the downstream half of the flume, but erosion
was distributed relatively broadly over the flume width. Later timesteps at 2% slope
looked similar to earlier, less incised timesteps at both 5% and 10% slope.
By the end of the experiments at 5% and 10% slope, the tortuous inner channels had
undulating walls (Wohl, 1998; Wohl et al., 1999) and tight lateral bends including
dramatic undercuts. In addition to inner channels we saw scoops, wall undulations, and
potholes that morphologically match those seen in many natural bedrock channels,
particularly in the Henry Mountains, Utah (Figures 1, 3). The geometric similarity
between a variety of field and flume sculpted forms suggests that the laboratory
experiments are reasonable recreations of at least some aspects of natural channel
abrasion. Figures 3a and 3b compare flume and field inner channels. Note the local
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Figure 2: Cumulative erosion depth since beginning of experiment. See text for
descriptions. Flow is from bottom (0 cm) to top (250+ cm). Note differences in colorbar
scaling between plots. Data dropouts are black (no data). The middle 30 cm of the 40
cm flume width is shown. 2a. 10% slope, run time 44 minutes. 2b. 10% slope, 90
minutes total run time. 2c, 2d. 10% slope, after 2.9 and 6.7 hours of total run time
respectively. 2e. 5% slope, 6.4 hours of run time. 2f. 2% slope, 6.5 hours of run time.
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Figure 3
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Figure 3: Comparisons of erosional features formed in flume and field. All the field
photographs are channels and canyons draining the Henry Mountains of Utah that have
incised into the relatively weak but unfractured Navajo Sandstone. 3a: Oblique view
looking downstream at the end of the 10% slope flume experiment. Compare to 2d.
Flume width 40 cm. 3b: A natural inner channel formed in the south fork of
Maidenwater Creek. 3c. View from above of experimental erosion around a broad
protrusion molded into the bed of the first flume run. Flume width 40 cm. 3d. Similar
geometry of a trough in a Henry Mountains channel, initial condition unknown. White
patches are pulverized rock from drilling bolt holes for erosion monitoring. 3e, 3f. Two
views of a pothole formed in the fifth flume run in which the bed was molded to have
vertical steps; the pothole occurred where the bed was initially horizontal and planar.
Pothole diameter 5-6 cm, overall bed slope 10%. 3g. Field pothole (diameter -60 cm)
partially filled with sediment clasts. 3h. Natural pothole, diameter -2m. This pothole is
from the cascade of potholes shown in Figure 2 of Whipple (2004).
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highs and lows in bed elevation along the inner channel. Figure 3c shows erosion around
an initial bulbous mound molded into the flume bed of the first (exploratory) flume run.
Water flowed over the top of the mound; the bed-hugging sediment bifurcated around the
mound, following the horseshoe flow vortex and preferentially eroding the bottom and
sides. Figure 3d shows similar geometry of a trough presumably sculpted by a horseshoe
vortex around a protrusion in a Henry Mountains channel. Arrows point to two of seven
bolts that we are currently using to monitor erosion (Johnson et al., 2005).
Potholes in both natural channels and our experiments often have spiral grooves down the
sides (Alexander, 1932; Zen and Prestegaard, 1994; Wohl, 1993; Hancock et al., 1998;
Whipple et al., 2000; Springer and Wohl, 2002; Springer et al., 2005). Figures 3e, 3f
show two views from above of a 5-6 cm diameter flume pothole. By the timestep shown
the pothole had eroded to the flume bottom. Note the spiral grooves down the inside. In
comparison, 3g shows a natural pothole with similar incised inlet and outlet grooves. 3h
shows a -2m diameter natural pothole with spiral grooves down the inside. In our
experiments, potholes were eroded by sediment that entered as bedload but then became
locally suspended by the upward-directed flow exiting the pothole. No static sediment
accumulated in potholes. Potholes formed in the 10% slope experiment but not at 5% or
2% slopes. Once formed, potholes were erosionally significant: in one timestep, the
approximate erosion rate at the bottom of one pothole (diameter 5-6 cm, eroded depth 7
cm in < 45 minutes) was 50 times larger than the flume average, or ~ 1/5 of the measured
volume eroded from the rest of the flume.
Erosion rates progressed differently at 2%, 5% and 10% slopes. Figure 4a shows that
interface width increases monotonically with run time, because the topographic lows
erode while the upper surface remains less incised. As relief and roughness increased
from the starting plane-bed condition, average flume-wide vertical erosion rates
decreased (4b). However, when erosion is averaged only over a 1 cm wide swath that
follows the shifting zone of focused erosion (the developing inner channel), a somewhat
different picture emerges (4c): at 5% and 10% initial plane-bed slope, erosion rates in the
first several timesteps increased in the zone of focused erosion as sediment was
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Figure 4: Surface roughness and erosion. 4a. Interface width plotted against effective
run time (Table 1). 4b. Erosion rates for each timestep averaged over the measured
flume area (30 cm wide by 300 cm long). The asymmetric uncertainty is primarily due to
the data dropouts in the measured timestep topography, and the error bars represent
minimum and maximum possible amounts of erosion given that few dropout locations
eroded to the flume bottom by the end of the run. Most erosion by potholes unfortunately
is not included because our method for measuring topography could not see the pothole
bottoms. 4c. Inner channel erosion rate calculated over a 1 cm wide by 300 cm long
swath. The location of the 1 cm zone was chosen by eye to follow the path of highest
erosion, and shifted between timesteps as the inner channel developed and migrated.
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channelized by topography into a narrower and deeper zone. As focused incision
continued the inner slot narrowed, and erosion rates decreased and then stabilized in
response to locally increasing sediment flux and flow resistance.
Figure 5a shows the progression of erosion and variable bed topography in sequential
timesteps of a 10% slope channel cross-section. Erosion is broadly distributed initially
but becomes focused in an inner channel. Local lows tend to preferentially erode faster.
Figure 5b shows that the eroding bottom topography at 10% slope developed semi-
periodic lows that migrated downstream. The amplitude of the topography grows
consistently during the experiment as focused incision forms an inner channel. Note the
overall downstream migration of areas with focused erosion. The downstream migration
rates of the topographic lows are approximately 2.5-4 cm/hr, somewhat faster than the
vertical incision rates (Figure 4b,c).
2.5 Interpretations
As documented above, patterns and rates of erosion depend on feedbacks between flow,
topography and sediment transport. Only when the bed was initially planar did sediment
remain broadly distributed across the channel width. Bed topography, flow convergence
and gravity channelize sediment into interconnected and eroding local lows causing the
local sediment flux to increase, while the local sediment transport capacity decreases due
to increased flow resistance in the developing inner channel. Local erosion rate clearly
depended on the local sediment flux. We qualitatively interpret the increase and then
decrease in inner channel erosion rates (Figure 4c) to reflect first tools and then cover
effects (Sklar and Dietrich, 1998, 2004), with increasing and decreasing erosional
efficiency as the local ratio of sediment flux to transport capacity (Qs/Qc) increases. The
saltation-abrasion model uses width-averaged values of transport capacity and sediment
flux. For a given discharge and sediment flux it predicts a single erosion rate, in contrast
to our observations (Figure 4b, 4c). Slope and partial bed cover are two degrees of
freedom for channel response explicitly incorporated into the saltation-abrasion model.
However, the saltation-abrasion model assumes plane bed geometry, and so does not
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Figure 5: Measurements of sequential erosional topography at 10% slope. 5a. Sequential
timesteps for a single flume cross-section at approximately 204 cm in Figure 2a-2d. 5b.
Interface width (eqn 1) at each flume cross section plotted against time. Shown here is
the upstream half of the flume; downstream in this experiment (10% slope) the inner
channel became too incised to obtain accurate interface widths at every cross section due
to significant overhangs and undercuts. We are unsure of what sets the wavelength.
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incorporate the morphological degree of freedom that leads to significant erosion rate
changes in these experiments.
An intriguing prediction of the saltation-abrasion model is that erosion rates will drop at
high shear stresses (when all else is held equal, as in our experiments) because the modest
increase in vertical impact velocity with increasing shear stress does not compensate for
the decreasing number of particle impacts per area as the saltation hop length also
increases. The initial rate of focused incision is greater at 5% slope than at 10% slope,
which may be consistent with this hypothesis (Figures 4b, 4c). For the average sediment
transport conditions calculated at the beginning of the experiments (Table 1), the
saltation-abrasion model does predict higher erosion rates at 5% slope than at 10% slope,
but also predicts the highest erosion rates at 2% slope, in contrast to our observations.
This is true whether or not suspension effects are included in the saltation-abrasion model
calculations (Sklar and Dietrich, 2004).
Topographic controls on flow and sediment transport
The decline in erosion rate at high shear stress predicted by the saltation-abrasion model
may not apply once significant bed topography has developed. We interpret that the
developing bed topography influenced flow, sediment transport and erosion in several
ways. First, rough bed topography changes the flow field. Evolving bed topography and
channel morphology (slope, width etc.) control the spatial and temporal distribution of
local shear stress (e.g. Stark, 2006). The increased roughness from sculpted forms is
likely to reduce the local shear stress in the zone of active sediment transport and erosion,
due to increased form drag (Wohl and Ikeda, 1997; Wohl, 1998; Wohl et al., 1999). This
would reduce the sediment transport capacity of the local flow. We emphasize that we
did not make any measurements of changes in flow resulting from rough topography; we
only infer this likely feedback between flow and topography.
Second, rough topography controls the spatial distribution of sediment transport. Patterns
of abrasion will not match patterns of shear stress because flow expends energy through
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friction on the sidewalls but abrasion only occurs where sediment impacts the boundary.
Sediment becomes focused in local topographic lows because of lateral slope-dependent
transport due to gravity. Initially in our experiments the bed was nearly planar and so
lateral transport was weak, but early timesteps still demonstrate preferential erosion of
lows, which gradually become interconnected by erosion. Sediment is dominantly
transported downstream, and so the local sediment flux depends on the upstream bed
topography and sediment transport field. The relationship between bed shear stress and
erosion rate is an explicit function of the sediment transport field, which is in turn
mediated in complex ways by the evolving bed topography. Additional feedbacks can
also occur between erosion and sediment transport; Davis et al. (2005) conducted similar
flume experiments over a wider range of average Q/Qc. They found that higher relative
supply produced less eroded roughness for initially planar beds, but had the opposite
effect on initially rough beds because sediment deposited in the topographic lows and
erosion only attacked higher exposed points.
Third, rough topography controls the energetics of sediment impacts. Once developed,
the frequency of particle impacts will probably scale with various aspects of the bed
topography rather than with the saltation hop length as assumed in the saltation-abrasion
model. For example, tight curves along the tortuous inner channel (2d, 2e, 3a) lead to
spatial accelerations of both flow and sediment, focusing abrasion on the outside walls of
bends. The quasi-periodic topographic lows shown in Figure 5 are another example of
topographic control on sediment impacts. The downstream translation of the local lows
indicates preferential abrasion on upstream faces. Energetically, sediment grains will
often impact the boundary at velocities far exceeding the settling velocity, especially
when incipiently suspended. Visual observations suggest that the most erosive conditions
in our experiments (e.g. pothole formation) occurred when the sediment, primarily
traveling as bedload, became incipiently suspended by local turbulent flow conditions. In
the 10% slope experiment potholes formed suddenly once the eroding topography created
a vertically-oriented stable vortex in the flow. In contrast, at 5% slope tortuous flow
conditions in the inner channel led to complex patterns of 3-dimensional erosion, but
never formed stable vertical vortices or potholes. We suspect that at 10% slope a
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threshold had been exceeded due to local topography, flow and incipient sediment
suspension, allowing the potholes to form and greatly enhancing the local erosion rate,
consistent with field observations (Whipple, 2004; Barnes et al., 2004).
The saltation-abrasion model was intentionally constructed to represent bedload impacts
only, and so erosion decreases to zero in the model as sediment grains approach the
threshold of suspension. Previous studies have often inferred that the complex
geometries and sharply eroded edges of sculpted morphologies such as flutes and
potholes require tight coupling between flow vorticity and sediment transport, and
therefore imply that suspended sediment rather than bedload is responsible for the erosion
(Alexander, 1932; Wohl et al., 1999; Whipple et al., 2000). While this interpretation is
probably correct, the suspension need only reflect local turbulent conditions, not width-
or reach-averaged values. If one were to calculate the mode of transport for different
sediment size classes using width-averaged parameters such as the mean shear stress, the
smaller end of the bedload class would be most likely to become incipiently suspended
by local turbulence. A testable hypothesis is that impacts from sediment incipiently
suspended by stable flow vortices are the most erosive, i.e. remove the most material per
impact or per unit mass of sediment in that size class.
Transport limited bed morphology
In our experiments, the channel apparently evolved towards a transport-limited bed
morphology. We qualitatively tested this hypothesis in the 5% slope experiment: a small
increase in sediment feed rate led to rapid static alluviation of the inner channel, while a
small decrease in sediment feed rate led to renewed inner channel incision of an even
narrower slot. The entire channel could transport more sediment, so the entire channel is
not at its transport capacity, but in our experiments the fraction of channel actually
transporting sediment (i.e. the inner channel) approached transport-limited conditions
rather quickly. Shepherd and Schumm (1974) and Wohl and Ikeda (1997) observed
sediment deposition in their experimentally eroded inner channels, suggesting that
erosion in their experiments also led to transport-limited conditions. Erosional bedforms
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and undulating canyon wall morphologies dissipate flow energy (Wohl and Ikeda, 1997;
Wohl, 1998; Wohl et al., 1999) and are probably key components in reaching transport-
limited conditions. In spite of suggestions of transport-limited conditions in our
experiments, erosion rate never went to zero in the inner channel (Figure 4c) as predicted
by the saltation-abrasion model for Qs/Qc - 1. This may indicate that the formulation of
the cover effect is incomplete in the saltation-abrasion model. In our experiments,
abrasion may have continued intermittently under a coherent carpet of moving sediment,
or intermittent suspension and locally focused erosion in the tortuous inner channel may
account for erosion rate not dropping to zero and varying with flume slope.
Our experiments suggest that sediment cover effects may become dominant at even lower
ratios of width-averaged sediment flux to sediment transport capacity (Qs/Qc) than the
saltation-abrasion model predicts. Sklar and Dietrich (2004, 2006) suggest that most
incising channels may be in the cover-dominated side of parameter space.
Based on the feedbacks we find, it is plausible that the first-order behavior of a wide
range of incising bedrock channels is even closer than they infer to the cover end-member
of the saltation-abrasion model where channels behave as transport-limited, even in cases
where erosional morphologies are dramatic and channels appear sediment-starved.
Inner channel formation and channel width controls
Inner channel formation can naturally result from the positive feedbacks we describe
between sediment transport, erosion and topography that focus local incision. Along an
Australian bedrock channel with variable erosional morphologies, Wohl (1993)
documented that inner channel locations correlated with higher channel gradients,
consistent with the feedback we propose. In general, inner channels may often indicate
low sediment load relative to the width-averaged transport capacity of the flow--i.e.
sediment starved conditions. Further study may allow flow and sediment transport
conditions to be constrained from specific erosional forms (Allen 1971, Zen and
Prestegaard, 1994, Richardson and Carling, 2005).
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Inner channel development also gives insight into width controls of bedrock channels--if
incision had continued indefinitely, all of the sediment and flow would eventually have
been contained in the narrow slot. Inner channel width in our experiments seemed to
increase with increasing Qs/Qc, although focused undercutting and bed topography in the
inner channel makes it hard to definitively pick out width relations from these data. A
testable hypothesis is that bedrock channel width is a dominant component of the
morphological adjustment towards transport-limited conditions (QJQc ~ 1). As such,
width should decrease with increasing slope if sediment flux remains the same (e.g. if it
is limited by the supply from a lower slope reach upstream) but shear stress and transport
capacity increase, qualitatively consistent with the slope-width scaling of Finnegan et al.
(2005).
Our experiments show that the evolving erosional morphology of the channel boundary
can significantly affect erosion rates. Acknowledging that channel adjustment involves
more than just vertical incision and slope changes, Stark and Stark (2001) lumped the
dynamic factors that collectively define channel morphology into a variable called
channelization, which abstractly "represents the ease with which sediment can flux
through a channel reach." In their model, a local channel reach is equilibrated when its
slope and channelization value combine to just transport the local sediment flux. Our
results are consistent with this approach. However, the channelization parameter does
not define any functional relationships between the relevant components of channel
morphology. Understanding the sediment flux and channel slope relations that lead to
inner channel formation are a step in this direction.
Experimental idealizations and natural channel complexity
Our idealized experiments intentionally neglect many complexities, including other
erosion processes (e.g. hydraulic plucking), higher sediment fluxes, a broad distribution
of sediment sizes and a wide distribution of flow magnitudes. These factors may explain
a broader range of observable channel morphologies in actively incising landscapes, but
may also limit the strength of expression of our proposed feedbacks in natural channels.
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Our hope with this work is to document and understand basic feedbacks between
erosional topography and sediment transport under conditions where the feedbacks are
expressed most prominently (single constant discharge, sediment flux and sediment size).
These same feedbacks between channel morphology and erosion should still exist in all
channels even if they are sometimes overwhelmed by additional complexities and local
conditions. For example, bedrock will rarely if ever be able to erode quickly enough to
reach a transport-limited morphology during floods, although patterns of erosion will at
least tend in that direction. Quick and complementary bed adjustments can also occur by
sediment entrainment and deposition. Natural channel morphology will always represent
an amalgamation of discharge and sediment transport magnitudes and durations.
The importance of variable flood discharge will be closely connected to the size
distribution of sediment available for transport into and through the channels.
The largest floods are likely responsible for transporting the coarsest sediment that
becomes immobile at lower flows (e.g. Howard, 1998), armoring the bed. Coarse
sediment is often the dominant bed roughness element, rather than in situ bedrock. In
large, actively incising channels such as the Indus River (Hancock et al. 1998, Whipple et
al. 2000) boulders often erode in place, presumably until they are small enough to be
transported in a flood. Field observations of bedrock channels and canyons in many
places (e.g., Wohl, 1992; Howard, 1998; Massong and Montgomery, 2000; Barnes et al.,
2004; Johnson et al., 2005) show that inner channels and entire "bedrock" channels are
often choked with coarse sediment, especially boulders. Sklar and Dietrich (2002)
conducted flume experiments with coarser sediment in channels close to transport
capacity, to explore transitions between bedrock exposure and sediment cover. In their
experiments, an inner groove began to incise where sediment transport was focused, but
sediment then deposited in these subtle topographic lows, showing that deposition is also
sensitive to local topography. A wide distribution of flood magnitudes and sediment
sizes may spread erosion more broadly across the entire channel width rather than
focusing into a narrow inner channel as in our sediment-starved case.
Future experimentation should further explore details of the feedbacks we suggest here,
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focusing on quantifying changes in local sediment flux and flow rate as the topography
develops. In addition, relations between developing bed roughness, erosion rate and
slope should be explored further. We are hesitant to push the comparisons between
experiments too far in this preliminary data set because of uncertainties including
concrete strength between runs, topographic data dropouts in the inner channel, and exact
flow conditions. Specific predictions of the saltation-abrasion model, such as decreases
in erosion rate explicitly tied to changes in saltation hop lengths, should be explored.
Future experimental work should also systematically explore parameter space with ranges
of flow discharges, relative sediment supply (QI/Qc), sediment sizes and Froude numbers.
We hope to address some of these questions in ongoing flume experiments. The
saltation-abrasion model explicitly incorporates changes in bed cover in a physically
reasonable way; more accurate models of incision will require a better understanding and
parameterization of additional internal dynamics (i.e. width, roughness, slope, erosion) of
fluvial channels.
2.6 Conclusions
When the transport capacity of flow in a channel is greater than the sediment load, the
nonuniform distribution of sediment impacts leads to nonuniform abrasion. In our
experiments, both the mean and distribution of erosion rates change as the bed
topography evolves, even with constant water and sediment discharges. Bed topography
is thus a degree of freedom for bedrock channel response that mediates (1) the flow
structure and local turbulent intensity, (2) the spatial distribution of sediment impacts on
the bed, and (3) the rate and spatial distribution of fluvial erosion. We find evidence to
support both tools and cover effects of abrasion by transported sediment, confirming the
central hypothesis of Sklar and Dietrich (1998, 2004), but in response to local sediment
flux and shear stress, not width- or reach- averaged values.
Bed topography is the dominant control on sediment impact location and intensity once
significant erosional relief develops. The relation between shear stress and erosion rate is
non-unique, and may vary significantly between different sculpted erosional
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morphologies. Potholes in particular are extremely efficient erosive agents when they
develop. Inner channels may indicate reach-averaged sediment starved conditions (low
Qs/Qc ) that lead to a spatial focusing of sediment transport and erosion. While natural
variability (e.g. a wide distribution of flood discharges and sediment sizes) may obscure
the expression of the proposed feedbacks in field settings, we suggest that bedrock
channel roughness, often expressed as dramatic sculpted morphologies, tends to increase
in amplitude until enough turbulent energy is dissipated by form drag that the flow just
transports the sediment load. Our experiments suggest that transport-limited conditions
may sometimes occur even in sediment-starved channels with negligible bed cover and
dramatic, active erosional morphologies.
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alluviation in experimental bedrock channel incision
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Abstract
We evaluate the terms of a generic equation for sediment flux-dependent bedrock channel
incision, E oc q, -Fe -f(r)" where E is erosion rate, q, is sediment flux, Fe is the
fraction of bedrock exposed on the channel bed (not covered by sediment), r is basal
shear stress, and the shear stress term is raised to exponent a. To independently constrain
these terms, laboratory flume experiments were conducted in which weak concrete
"bedrock" was gradually eroded in timesteps with systematically varying q, and water
discharge q,. An order of magnitude range q, gives a fourfold range in flume-averaged
shear stress that spans much of the shear stress range of bedload transport. Sediment flux
was varied by nearly an order of magnitude, although lateral sediment transport and the
focusing of sediment in eroding topographic lows means that erosion is sensitive to local,
rather than flume-averaged, flow and sediment flux conditions. In evaluating erosion
model terms, we find that with all of the competing variables held equal (1) erosion rate
scales linearly with sediment flux, (2) erosion rate is not a function of shear stress,
meaning that a-O0 over a wide range of sediment fluxes and changes in bed roughness,
and (3) erosion scales linearly with Fe. The extent of alluvial bed cover increases
approximately linearly with q, / q, (where q, is transport capacity) and also with bed
roughness. Threshold conditions in both roughness and q, / q, must be overcome for
deposition to initiate. Finally, the growth of bed roughness was inhibited by changing
q, and q, in different timesteps, compared to an otherwise equivalent flume experiment
with constant q, and q, forcing. Variable external forcing led to variable sediment
cover in different timesteps, focusing incision at different bed elevations and limiting the
amplitude of bed relief as the channel incised. Magnitude-frequency variations in
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discharge and sediment flux may thus provide a negative feedback that stabilizes the
growth of bed roughness in bedrock channels.
Introduction
Will bedrock channel incision rates increase, decrease or stay the same with increasing
shear stress? All of these relations have been proposed for sediment flux-dependent
fluvial incision. Intuitively, one might expect incision to increase with increasing shear
stress; such an assumption, supported by field data (Howard and Kerby 1983), forms the
basis of the shear stress/stream power family of erosion models (e.g. Howard et al, 1994;
Whipple and Tucker, 1999, 2002; Whipple et al. 2000). However, rivers in incising
landscapes not only erode the bed, but also transport the rest of the eroding landscape-
the channel's sediment load-away from the nonchannelized fraction of the landscape
and out of the system. In many channels erosion is caused by abrasion and therefore
requires a sediment load, but rivers are also limited in the amount of sediment they can
transport, and natural variability in the delivery of sediment to channels can overwhelm
the ability of a channel to transport the local sediment supply. Sklar and Dietrich (2004)
developed a quantitative, mechanistic model that incorporates both of these competing
sediment controls: the tools effect, in which an increase in sediment flux increases
erosion because of increased impacts, and the cover effect, in which too much sediment
leads to increasing deposition, mantling the bed and shielding it from abrasion. This
dynamic dependence of incision on sediment flux may lead to many interesting feedbacks
between shear stress, sediment flux, channel morphology and erosion rate, proposed in
recent fluvial incision models and explored below.
Incision models that express these positive and negative feedbacks on incision rate have
been used to recreate and interpret the development of fluvial landscape forms including
hanging valleys, knickpoints and slope variability between adjacent channels (e.g.
Gasparini et al 2006; Wobus et al 2006; Brocard and van der Beek, 2006; Crosby et al, in
press; Gasparini et al in press; Johnson et al, submitted). However, while these
applications show that landscape form can be consistent with a particular model, or with
key aspects of model behavior, natural conditions are sufficiently unconstrained to make
robust validation of model components difficult. Here we use laboratory experimentation
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to independently test the form of, and assumptions in, incision models that can be used to
interpret landscape form and dynamics, particular during transient evolution.
Following Sklar and Dietrich (2004, 2006) in a manner similar to Crosby et al (in press)
and Gasparini et al (in press), we evaluate here a generic form of sediment-flux-
dependent river incision model:
E oc q, -Fe f(r)a (1)
where q, is sediment flux, Fe is the fraction of bedrock exposed on the channel bed (not
covered by sediment deposits), r is basal shear stress and a is the exponent on the shear
stress term. Erosion in equation 1 increases linearly with q,, embodying the tools affect.
However, Fe decreases with increasing qs, reducing the amount of bedrock exposed on
the bed and reducing erosion, representing the cover effect.
The saltation-abrasion model (Sklar and Dietrich, 2004), and those that have
followed from it, assume that Fe will vary as a simple function of the ratio of sediment
flux qs to sediment transport capacity q,, averaged over spatial and temporal variations:
Fe = 1- (2)
qt
The simplified model terms that we explore incorporates tools, cover and sediment
transport dynamics. We neglect a range of prefactors and also a reduction in erosion rate
associated with the gradual transition to suspension (Sklar and Dietrich, 2004) found in
the saltation-abrasion model. The generic model equation is
Eac qs, 1 1 (3)
qt A( 'cr
where rcr is the critical shear stress necessary to initiate sediment motion. The quantity
r / rcr - 1 is here referred to as excess transport stage, and is zero at the threshold of
motion (r = r-,). The generic model in equation (3) represents a set of testable
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hypotheses: (1) abrasion rate is linear in q, (all else held equal), (2) Fe is linearly related
to the q, / q, ratio and abrasion linear in Fe, (3) erosion scales with excess transport stage
to a power which can be discovered from laboratory data, and (4) the combination of
these factors explains available data. Note that in the Sklar and Dietrich (2004) saltation-
abrasion model, the exponent on excess transport stage is negative (a = -0.5), predicting
that erosion rate will decrease with increasing shear stress, independent of changes in q,
or Fe. This result comes out of an explicit parameterization of bedload saltation
trajectories and their dependence on r. Saltation hop length increases with , reducing
the number of particle impacts per unit bed area for a given q,, and more than offsetting a
more modest increase in the vertical impact velocity with r .
Similar models have been presented which differ in the shear stress exponent a. Parker
(2004) proposes a variation on (3) for bedload abrasion in which a=0, i.e. there is no
independent dependence of erosion rate on r :
E o q 1x -- (4)
The Parker (2004) model with a=0 was based on the saltation-abrasion model, but
simplified by analogy to abrasion coefficient used in downstream fining studies (e.g.
refs), using the rationale that abrasion of the tools ought to scale directly with abrasion of
the substrate.
A range of positive values for shear stress exponent a have also been proposed, both
without and with explicit sediment load considerations. Howard and Kerby (1983) found
from the rapid badlands erosion that erosion rate scaled with r" with a=1. Whipple and
Tucker (1999) and Whipple et al (2000) argue that a will depend on erosion process, and
propose a range of values of a=l and higher. Whipple and Tucker (2002) use an
equation similar to (1) and (2), with explicit sediment-flux dependent tools and cover
effects, and find analytical solutions for steady-state channel slopes assuming a=1.5 and
a=3.
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These different exponents (a = -0.5, a = 0 a 2 1) predict fundamentally different erosion
dependencies on shear stress. The central goal of this paper is to independently evaluate
the erosion dependence of sediment flux, sediment cover and shear stress. Using a
laboratory flume we can independently control the external variables (total q,, discharge
q,) to isolate the dependence of erosion on these variables which strongly covary in
nature. In these flume experiments the independent variables, i.e. the external forcing,
are q, and qJ, and sediment size. The initial bed slope is imposed, and while it can
adjust by erosion it does so very little over the short experiment duration and vertical
incision distance. The strength (erodibility) of the bed material is also imposed. The
main dependent variables are erosion rate and the spatial distribution of erosion which
controls the topography and bed roughness. Feedbacks between bed topography, local
sediment transport and local shear stress form the basis of the autogenic channel
dynamics described below.
Autogenic channel feedbacks
Field and laboratory evidence suggest that channels may not respond simply to external
forcing but instead have many internal feedbacks that regulate channel responses to
changing boundary conditions. Channel morphology includes slope, width, bed
roughness, bedrock exposure and alluvial deposition; all of these variables relate to each
other in poorly understood ways. Understanding these internal channel dynamics are
essential in order to predict how a landscape will respond to tectonic or climatic changes.
For example, Whittaker et al (2007) find that channel width decreases dramatically in
zones of locally higher uplift along with channel steepening, likely making the river more
erosive than would otherwise be predicted. At present there is no internally consistent
model of channel dynamics to predict how these variables will change with time during
transient adjustment or at equilibrium, although relations between key variables have
been explored. Finnegan et al (2005) present a scaling relation for steady-state width as a
function of slope and drainage area. Stark (2006) and Wobus et al (2006) present models
for predicting bedrock channel cross-sections in which aspects of channel morphology
(width, depth) adjust to local shear stress conditions, although both assume erosion scales
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simply with shear stress and do not explicitly incorporate sediment flux controls.
Equation 2 is an explicit parameterization of an autogenic feedback, dictating how
sediment flux is related to bedrock exposure which in turn regulates erosion rate in the
saltation-abrasion model and equations studied here. Johnson and Whipple (2007)
present flume experiments that document how the evolving bed topography influenced
rates and patterns of incision. They observed a positive feedback where sediment became
preferentially transported in topographic lows due to lateral slope-dependent sediment
transport, which in turn focused abrasion in the local lows. This topographic focusing of
sediment flux initially increased local erosion rate and caused the incision of a narrow
inner channel. However, the focusing of sediment in the developing inner channel
greatly increased the local sediment flux relative to the flume-averaged load. At the same
time, increased bed roughness from spatially localized incision was interpreted to
decrease the local shear stress, acting as a negative feedback which lead to transport-
limited conditions along the inner channel and reduced local incision rates. The same
feedback between lateral sediment transport and erosion formed inner channels in the
new experiments presented here.
Finnegan et al. (2007) explore similar feedbacks and find that inner channel width scales
with sediment flux. In their flume experiments, an increase in imposed sediment flux
q, widened the zone of incision but did not increase the vertical incision rate, as one
would predict from the tools effect if width remained constant. Finnegan et al. (2007)
also discuss other channel feedbacks between slope, width, bed roughness and incision.
In the methods section, we first describe the flume setup and instrumentation, followed
by the considerations that went into our choices of q, and q, for different timesteps.
The results section presents how bed cover changes with sediment flux, followed by the
dependence of erosion on sediment flux and shear stress. We also show how bed
roughness evolved during the experiment. We then discuss the extent to which the
results are consistent with the terms of the sediment flux-dependent incision models
above, again in terms of sediment flux, cover and shear stress. Finally, we discuss
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channel disequilibrium and infer how relations might be different in natural systems
compared to the idealized flume experiments.
Method
We conducted our experiments in a laboratory flume 4m long and 30cm wide. The actual
flume frame was twice this wide, but we divided it down the middle to run two
experiments with one batch of synthetic "bedrock", ensuring matching substrate strength
for two runs. To simulate bedrock we used a weak concrete made from fine sand (Sil-co-
sil F110, D50 120pm) and Portland type 3 cement in a 15:1 ratio by weight, cured under
standing water. The concrete was allowed to fully cure. The cement did not get fully
mixed with the sand, resulting unfortunately in occasional -1-5mm hard cement chunks
embedded in the concrete. We interpret that they exerted negligible control on erosion
rates and patterns because their size and visible influence on local eroding topography
was much smaller than the erosional morphologies that formed. Sklar and Dietrich
(2001) demonstrate that the abrasion of brittle weak concrete like this one scales
consistently with a range of natural rock types, justifying its use as a brittle bedrock
analog. Chatanantavet and Parker (2006), Johnson and Whipple (2007) and Finnegan et
al. (2007) have used similar weak concretes to simulate bedrock in erosion experiments.
The tensile strength of the concrete used in these flume experiments was at the low end
of the range of natural and artificial rocks abraded by Sklar and Dietrich 2001.
A pump recirculated water at a controllable discharge q,. The range used in these
experiments was from 7 liters/second to -80 1/s Sediment was dropped from above into
the upstream end of the flume at a controllable feed rate q, using an auger-type
volumetric feeder, at rates from 25 g/s to 215 g/s Sediment was caught in a stilling basin
downstream of the section of flume where erosion was measured. We used two well-
sorted gravels: one with d50=5.5 mm (median diameter; dl0=4.2, d90=6.6) and the
second a smaller d50=2.7mm, (d10=2.1, d90=3.2).
The initial average flume slope was 0.0645; we aimed for 0.07 based on calculations that
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shear stresses at maximum discharge would come close to reaching the threshold of
partial suspension for the 2.7mm sediment. The high bed slope also resulted in strongly
supercritical flow conditions, with flume-averaged Froude numbers Fr = 2.8 ± 0.5(2cr).
Previous flume work has been done at high Fr, and field observations of bedrock
channels at flood stage have often shown supercritical flow conditions (Fr>l) (Wohl and
Ikeda 1997; Tinkler and Parrish, 1997; Johnson and Whipple, 2007; Finnegan et al.,
2007). While it would be preferable to have lower Fr, the high values were tolerated as a
tradeoff in order to attain a wide range of bed shear stresses for the range of discharges
possible in the flume. The downstream end of the flume was elevated and water jetted
off unobstructed, as done by Johnson and Whipple (2007). Because flow was
supercritical, downstream flow conditions have little influence on upstream flow.
Consistent with prior flume experiments both supercritical and subcritical, erosion was
driven by the (initially) strongly disequilibrium conditions of a high bed slope and high
shear stress with no discernable influence on erosion rate by the downstream bed
topography or outlet condition (Shepherd and Schumm, 1974; Johnson and Whipple
2007; Finnegan et al., 2007).
Instrumentation
Surface topography was mapped using a triangulating laser displacement sensor
(Keyence LK-503) to measure elevations and a computer-controlled axis system to
specify x and y positions. We scanned the surface at 2mm spacing in the cross-stream
direction (x) and 5mm in the longitudinal direction (y), and then interpolated the
topography to have a uniform 2mm spacing in x and y. Each scan took approximately 2
hours. The laser was somewhat sensitive to ambient surface lighting which was
impossible to control in our laboratory, resulting in long-wavelength variations in
measured elevations between timesteps. We corrected for these variations by comparing
the elevation of the scanned tops of the flume walls (which should be unchanging) in
different timesteps as well as by comparing the margins of the concrete bed itself. Repeat
photography showed that the margins of the bed did not significantly erode, justifying
their use in comparing and offsetting topographic scans between timesteps.
We measure erosion by differencing topographic maps from before and after a timestep.
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We first remove points where the local bed gradient is >4 (primarily on steep inner
channel margins) because the laser measurements themselves are less accurate on steep
slopes, and because measured elevations on steep slopes are sensitive to small errors in
xy position. We also remove points more negative than -100microns (i.e. physically
unrealistic negative erosion) which are rare and always bad measurements. Individual
measurement uncertainty in the erosion maps is 2o-100p~m, based on histograms of
pixels that give negative erosion and so unambiguously reflect measurement error. The
error in average erosion rates is less than the 100 micron uncertainty at individual
locations; here we estimate ± 50pm at 2 standard deviations.
We measured water discharge (1/s) using an ultrasonic travel-time flowmeter mounted on
the flume inlet pipe. Flow depths measured at five fixed locations along the flume were
used to calculate water surface slope and flume-averaged flow velocities (discharge
divided by cross-sectional area). Surface velocities were calculated from stopwatch
measurements of float travel times over a fixed distance. Unfortunately, we were less
successful at measuring flow velocities near the channel bed or down in the inner
channel. The flow was too fast and shallow to use available ADVs. We attempted to use
a home-made Pitot tube (e.g. Brown, 2003) to measure local velocities; while it worked
sufficiently well to document decreases in flow velocity in the inner channel, measured
velocity profiles were not sufficiently reproducible to estimate local shear stress (e.g.
using the law of the wall, Whiting and Dietrich, 1990). Therefore, calculations of shear
stress are based on flume-averaged shear stresses, not local shear stresses in the zone of
actual sediment transport and erosion.
The spatial distribution of sediment in active transport during each timestep was
measured using photographs and image processing techniques. Sediment clasts were
painted bright red. Photos were taken oblique to the bed looking through the flowing
water to the flume bed and saltating sediment. The camera flash captured the moving
clasts without blurring (Figure 1). The oblique camera view was corrected for distortion
(assuming a planar bed). The images were turned into binary images with red pixels
classified as sediment (1 if sediment, zero if not). Ten to fifteen photographs were taken
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at each of four locations along the flume, and the binary sediment photographs taken at
each location were then stacked (summed) and normalized by the number of photos to
give relative sediment concentration maps that were referenced to match the area covered
by the topography scans. Because of the oblique angle, the rough bed topography and the
water surface, position uncertainties in these maps were +-0.5cm (2a) in x (cross-stream)
and +-4cm (2a) in y (downstream). These sediment maps worked best at lower
discharges. At higher flow the water tended to be cloudy and foamy due to increased
turbulence in the headbox and surfactants released by the paint on the sediment. This
technique cannot directly differentiate between stable deposits and grains actively being
transported downstream. While we did get alluvial deposition in some timesteps, these
deposits were not stable enough to measure directly (e.g. we could not turn off the
sediment and water flux without changing the deposits). We later quantify the extent of
alluvial deposition based on erosion maps under the assumption that net erosion within a
zone of active sediment transport was zero when a stable, static alluvial deposit was
continuously present. We consider this to quantify the degree of alluvial bed cover. This
measure is distinct from our photographic estimates of relative sediment concentration
described earlier as this latter method can not distinguish zones of active sediment
transport with and without underlying static alluvial deposits.
Experimental design
Due to time limitations we only completed two experiments (1 and 2) using one concrete
batch of uniform strength. We primarily present results from a subset of experiment 2 in
which we systematically varied sediment supply (q, ) and discharge (q,). We briefly
present timesteps from experiment 1 in which q, and qS were held constant and the
topography allowed to evolve, to contrast the development of bed roughness under
conditions of constant versus variable external forcing. As part of both experiments we
also measured abrasion by suspended sediment (sand) but do not discuss those timesteps
here. All sediment transport in timesteps presented here is by bedload.
Our goal in planning experiment 2 was to measure how erosion rate depended on (a)
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basal shear stress and (b) sediment flux, and how these dependencies change with
increasing bed roughness as the topography erodes from a relatively planar initial
condition to an incised bed. We did this by doing two series of timesteps (19-24 and 25-
29) in which we varied q, (holding q, constant in each series), and also three series of
timesteps (7-12, 13-18, 30-34) in which q, was varied (holding q, constant). Figure 2
shows the conditions (q,, q,, sediment size) used for each series of timesteps. Sediment
flux was varied by nearly an order of magnitude, between 25g/s and 215g/s. Discharge
similarly varied by an order of magnitude (7 1/s to 80 1/s), resulting in a factor of four
change in 7 . We used the shortest timesteps possible while still measuring meaningful
differences in erosion rate (15min), to minimize changes in bed topography during each
set of experiments.
Results
Consistent with Johnson and Whipple (2007) & Finnegan et al (2007), the overall pattern
of erosion we observed in these experiments was the focusing of sediment in
interconnected topographic lows, causing an initially positive feedback with localized
abrasion and resulting in the incision of a narrow inner channel. Figure 3 shows the
development of topography. The initial condition for the timesteps discussed here is the
topography of timestep 6, which has some roughness (due to sand abrasion in timesteps
1-5, not shown) but is broadly planar. The center is intentionally lower than the flume
sides to inhibit incision from attacking at the sidewalls. Timesteps 23 and 34 show the
progression of incision forming the inner channel.
Figure 4 shows the inner channel longitudinal topography in sequential timesteps from 6
to 34. Elevations are 1cm wide (cross-stream) averages following the longitudinal trace
of the developing inner channel. This zone shifted laterally slightly from timestep to
timestep as the focus of erosion varied. It was calculated in each timestep based on the
bed topography, because the inner channel is the zone of minimum elevation in each
timestep. The inset plot shows a subset of the same profiles with no vertical
exaggeration, to emphasize that incision in these experiments is strongly focused on
upstream faces. The component of downward incision is only -1/5 of the downstream
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migration (incision) rate of the bedrock crests and troughs.
Sediment Cover
Because sediment cover significantly influences average erosion rates in these
experiments, we first quantify alluvial cover and in the next section explore the
dependence of erosion on sediment flux. Figure 5 shows erosion maps (the difference of
sequential topography maps) for timesteps 19-24. Water discharge was held constant at
the low-flow rate of 7 + 1.3 (20) U/s. Sediment flux in the individual timesteps was set to
25, 50, 100, 150, 215 and 215 g/s from left to right. Particularly at lower q,, erosion was
focused at the bottom of the developing inner channel. Starting at q, =100 g/s, there are
two patches of zero erosion at the bottom of the inner channel in locations where erosion
had occurred in the previous lower-flux timesteps. We interpret these erosion-free zones
to indicate alluvial deposition. In contrast, the inner channel zones of no erosion in lower-
q, timesteps are downstream-sloping faces that are primarily shadowed from abrasion
(Figure 4).
Based on the erosion maps we measured the longitudinal extent of sediment cover along
the inner channel. Figure 5f shows an example classification of cover for Timestep 24
Sediment cover is inferred where erosion goes to zero in the inner channel. We only
measured the downstream distance of cover and did not measure the width of the zone,
because the more simple distance measure is sufficient for our calculations. From this,
the "fraction of cover" (i.e. Fe in equation 2 and others), is calculated as the distance
mapped as alluvial cover, divided by the total downstream distance shown in figure 5.
The erosion maps suggest that stable deposits of sediment formed on the bed and
completely inhibited local incision. Other sediment flux-dependent "cover effects" are
also possible, such as a reduction in impact energy due to grains that are still moving but
impacting the bed less energetically due to overly high sediment concentrations.
However, this concept of cover predicts an overall reduction in erosion along the whole
inner channel length, rather than the pattern observed.
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The width of the cover (again, really the width of the zone of no erosion) is essentially set
by the inner channel width. Deposits in any timestep only cover a small fraction of the
total bed area but most of the inner channel width. These measurements are likely to be
minimum estimates of the sediment cover extent as transient deposition may inhibit but
not prevent incision, particularly near the margins of stable cover deposits. The auger-
style volumetric feeder pulsed the sediment supply somewhat at the timescale of seconds,
and this caused short-term variations in the size of some sediment patches.
Figure 6 shows the fraction of sediment cover along the inner channel for the two
timestep series with constant q, and increasing q,. Cover occurs at higher q, for the
higher discharge series (q, =35 l/s; timesteps 25-29), but both are consistent with a linear
increase in cover beyond a threshold sediment flux. Comparing timesteps 19 and 24
shows the influence of bed topography on sediment cover (figure 5). The timesteps had
the same "external" forcing (q, =215, q, =80) but a further incised bed topography in 24
due to the cumulative erosion and inner channel deepening from timesteps 20-23. In the
later timestep the extent of bed cover is greater. Upstream inner channel erosion rates
also seem to be reduced, presumably due to transient cover effects. In the discussion
section we explore the dependence of sediment cover on shear stress and bed roughness.
Erosion dependence on sediment flux
Figure 7a (average erosion, 19-24 and 25-29) shows the flume-averaged erosion rate as a
function of sediment flux for the timesteps in which sediment flux varied by nearly an
order of magnitude (between 25 g/s and 215 g/s) while q, was held constant (at 7 1/s
ts19-24 and then at 35 1/s ts25-29). Erosion rate is strongly correlated with sediment flux
although a modest rollover is apparent in both data sets. Flume-averaged erosion rates
represent the average vertical lowering of the entire flume surface. In contrast, the
average inner channel erosion rate is shown in Figure 7b for the same two series of
timesteps. This is the difference in mean elevation of sequential timesteps of inner
channel topography (Figure 4). Erosion down the inner channel axis initially increases
but then decreases with increasing q, once sediment cover is present (Figure 6),
demonstrating both tools and cover effects. Figures 7a and 7b are internally consistent
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because, as will be shown, the width of the zone of active sediment transport and
therefore the width of incision increased with increasing sediment flux. The flume-
averaged erosion "sees" this increase in width of erosion, but the inner channel erosion is
calculated over a fixed width (1cm) and so only measures erosion at the bottom of the
inner channel. Note that inner channel erosion rates are significantly higher than the
flume-averaged erosion rates, because flume-averaging includes the flume sides which
consistently have zero sediment transport and zero erosion.
Figure 8 shows maps of relative sediment concentration during active transport
(described in Methods). Not surprisingly, the width of the zone of sediment load
increases with q,. The corresponding erosion maps (Figure 5) show how the width of
the eroding zone increased with sediment flux and as the inner channel cover increased.
Figure 9 shows topography, erosion and sediment concentration for a cross-section of the
flume, averaged over a short (10cm) longitudinal distance. At low sediment fluxes all of
the sediment and erosion are focused at the bottom of the inner channel, but as q,
increases, inner channel erosion decreases and then ceases, while higher elevations
adjacent to the inner channel erode and the zone of sediment transport widens.
Flume-averaged erosion rates reflect total erosion across the flume and therefore are
sensitive to the total amount of sediment moving through the channel. The modest
rollover of erosion rate with increasing q, seen in Figure 7a is due to counterbalanced
influences, with sediment deposition significantly reducing erosion at the inner channel
bottom, but the increased width over which sediment is transported offsets the area of
cover. In figure 10a, flume-averaged erosion rates are again plotted, but this time
calculated using only the subset of longitudinal flume reaches with no deposition. The
change in rollover is not great, but it is reduced compared to figure 7a. This plot further
suggests that, in the absence of sediment deposition, erosion rate scales linearly with
sediment flux q,,.
In contrast to flume-averaged erosion rates, inner channel erosion rates were calculated
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over a fixed width (1cm) and should only depend on the local sediment concentration
rather than the total amount of sediment moving through the flume. Figure 10b shows
that erosion rates still roll over in the inner channel when only pixels without interpreted
sediment cover are averaged, although the erosion rollover is reduced. This is because
local sediment flux in the inner channel does not increase linearly with flume-total q,, as
plotted in figure Figure 10c: at low total sediment flux the inner channel sediment
concentration increases linearly with q, , but then "saturates" as sediment spreads
laterally as the zone of active transport widens outside of the inner channel. Finally,
Figure 10d shows cover-free inner channel erosion plotted against relative sediment
concentration, again calculated along the cover-free inner channel. This plot
demonstrates again that erosion rate is linear with sediment flux (assuming that the
relative sediment concentration we measure represents the local sediment flux) , and also
shows that local erosion rate depends on local q,. Timestep 25 is an outlier because of
measurement error; relative sediment concentrations measured in this timestep are clearly
artificially low. Timestep 24 is an outlier in which we interpret a significant cover
influence along the inner channel axis even though erosion was not completely shut
down, consistent with the wider zone of higher sediment concentration for this timestep
(Figure 8). This could be due to transient deposition which completely inhibits erosion
for just a fraction of the time, or could mean that high sediment concentrations during
active transport themselves inhibit erosion. Nonetheless, the primary trend is that erosion
rate is linear with sediment flux over a very wide range of sediment flux values that span
most if not all of the sediment load range up to the onset of deposition.
Erosion dependence on shear stress
Figure 11 shows erosion maps for timesteps 13-18 in which q, was constant (100 g/s)
while discharge varied between 7 and 80 1/s. In contrast to figure 5 where differences in
the total amount of erosion are clear with increasing q, , these maps show no significant
variation in overall erosion rate. Modest variation is observed in where erosion is
localized.
Figure 12 confirms that, in the absence of sediment cover, we find no dependence of
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erosion rate on shear stress (water discharge). We conducted three series of timesteps in
which sediment flux was held constant at 100g/s while discharge was set at 7, 18, 35, 55
and 80 1/s. Timesteps 7-12 used 2.7mm (need to change the 2.5 mm on Figure to 2.7)
sediment while timesteps 13-18 and 30-34 used 5.5 mm sediment. Timesteps 7-12 and
13-18 had no sediment cover, while the 30-34 did have cover. We plot erosion rate as a
function of excess transport stage (r /•cr - 1), where rcr is the threshold stress below
which clasts are immobile. We use a nondimensional r* =0.3, reflecting transport over a
smooth bed (Sklar and Dietrich, 2004). Dimensional rcr is calculated as
Vcr = r (Ps - pw)gD. The flume-averaged shear stress r was calculated for each
timestep using the depth-slope product for steady, uniform flow:
r = pgRS, (5)
where p, is water density (1000 kg/mA3), g is gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/s 2), R is
hydraulic radius (flow cross-sectional area/wetted perimeter distance, m) and S, is the
water surface slope (calculated from measured water depths). We calculate R based on
measured flow depths and the evolving surface topography.
Timesteps 7-12 used smaller sediment (2.7mm), resulting in excess transport stages up to
nearly 40. For both sediment sizes (2.7 and 5.5mm), we calculate the threshold of partial
suspension to occur at r / re, -1-46, so with the two sediment sizes we span most of the
stress range of bedload transport. The criteria for computing the mode of sediment
transport is the Rouse number, ws / ku., where ws is settling velocity, u, = ýf_ is
shear velocity, and k=0.4 is Von Karman's constant. For Rouse Number > 2.5
(I / rz <47) particles should be entirely bedload because the settling velocity is larger
than the strength of turbulent fluctuations which scale with shear velocity (e.g. Nino et al,
2003).
Timesteps 13-18 (5.5mm sediment) similarly shows that erosion rate is independent of
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S/Tcr -1. In contrast, timesteps 30-34 do in fact show a shear stress dependence on
erosion (Figure 12). However, the trend is apparently caused by sediment cover. The
"subset with no cover" data plotted for 30-34 shows that when erosion based on the
subset of longitudinal distances with no alluvial cover, the increase in erosion with shear
stress goes away. Therefore, other than the significant role played by sediment cover,
increasing bed roughness apparently did not influence the relationship between erosion
and shear stress. Erosion rates vary somewhat, and in particular were higher with the
coarser sediment than with the 2.7mm sediment, but we did not collect sufficient data to
have an interpretation of why this might be. Finally, note in figure 7 that erosion rates
match over the range of sediment flux, even though the two experimental series (19-24
and 25-29) were done at different discharges ( 7 1/s and 351/s) and therefore at different
shear stresses.
Bed roughness evolution
Figure 13 shows how surface roughness changes during both experiments 1 and 2.
Consistent with Johnson and Whipple (2007) and Finnegan et al. (2007), we characterize
the "roughness" of the bed as the standard deviation of surface elevations, detrended to
remove the longitudinal average flume slope. This measure of roughness is also known
as interface width (Barabasi and Stanley). Both flume-averaged roughness (the standard
deviation of all the surface elevation values in a timestep) and inner-channel roughness
(standard deviation of the inner channel elevations) are plotted. Referring to the flume-
averaged standard deviation as "roughness" is perhaps misleading because the term
intuitively suggests a surface with variations in elevation at wavelengths much shorter
than the surface itself, whereas flume-averaged roughness in this case is calculated for a
relatively flat surface with a single inner channel. The monotonic increase in flume-
averaged roughness from -Icm to -2cm primarily reflects continued inner channel
downcutting. Along the inner channel, however, "roughness" more intuitively describes
the longitudinal bed topography that developed with many crests and troughs.
Inner channel roughness in experiment 2 increases until the first timestep with alluvial
cover (Timestep 19), at which point the inner channel roughness decreases slightly but
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primarily remains constant. We contrast this behavior with the roughness (Figure 13b)
and inner channel topography (Figure 4) measured during a subset of experiment 1. All
of these 1 hour timesteps (26-39) were run under constant sediment flux (100 g/s, 5.5mm)
and discharge (35 u/s) to observe how the bed topography evolved under constant external
forcing. Inner channel roughness did not stabilize and the amplitude of inner channel
"bedforms" continued to grow. The evolution of flume-averaged roughness in
experiment 2 and experiment 1 is quite similar, particularly after -350 minutes of run-
time in experiment 1 when the roughness was comparable (-1 cm) to the start of
experiment 2 (i.e. Timestep 6). Under these q,, q, and roughness conditions alluviation
did not occur.
The inner channel roughness in experiment 2 demonstrates that variations in sediment
flux and transport capacity can stabilize bed roughness, suggesting that a wide
distribution of flood magnitudes and sediment supply may do the same thing in natural
channels. The mechanism for this behavior is variations in sediment cover. When
present, cover inhibits the erosion of local lows (troughs) and conversely focuses incision
on local highs (crests). This is the longitudinal equivalent of the erosion pattern seen in
Figure 9, which similarly shows that variations in cover focus erosion at different
elevations on the topography.
Discussion
As introduced above, sediment flux-dependent bedrock incision models can be
parameterized with three basic terms: sediment flux, bedrock exposure and shear stress
(equation 1). The experimental results above support this model framework to represent
short-term erosion rates and patterns, and support some aspects of previously proposed
relations for these terms. Perhaps the most interesting result is that we fine no explicit
dependence of erosion rate on shear stress, independent of changes in sediment flux and
cover. This is most consistent with the Parker model (equation 4) with shear stress
exponent a-0. We discuss q,, Fe and r components below in more detail. Bed
roughness, while not an explicit parameter in the saltation-abrasion model or the others
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considered, is important to alluvial cover, and thus plays an indirect but important role.
Sediment flux term
The dependence of erosion on sediment flux q, is arguably the simplest. We find that, in
the absence of alluvial cover, erosion scales linearly with q, with no threshold. This is
true for both the both flume-averaged case where erosion rate depends on the total
sediment flux, and also for the inner channel erosion where incision rate depends on local
sediment concentration (Figure 10). In the flume-averaged case where erosion rate
represents the total volume removed of material removed from the bed, the width of the
active transport zone, and hence the width of erosion, increases with q, . These data are
consistent with experimental results of Finnegan et al (2007) who observe that inner
channel width scales with sediment flux. They found that the vertical incision rate of the
inner channel did not vary with total sediment flux but that the width of the inner channel
adjusted, and inferred that that the local sediment concentration stayed constant. In our
case we measured the inner channel sediment concentration, confirming the local q,
dependence of local erosion rate. Local q, varied somewhat in our inner channel
timesteps (Figure 10) because we intentionally did not run timesteps long enough for the
width of incision to adjust, by erosion, to the imposed conditions.
Cover term
Figure 15 shows the fraction of inner channel bed cover (i.e. the ratio of inner channel
distance interpreted to be alluviated to the total inner channel distance) plotted against
q, / q,. Also shown is the Sklar and Dietrich relation, q, / q, =-Fe (equation 2) which
plots as a 1:1 line because the fraction of cover, Fc, is 1-Fe. To remain consistent with
Sklar and Dietrich (2004), sediment transport capacity q, is calculated using the
Fernandez Luque and van Beek (1976) relation:
qt = 5.7p, (RbgD3)1/2(r*  cr) 3 / 2  (6)
where Rb is ps / pw -1 and nondimensional shear stress r* = r/((p, - p,)gD). Other
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common bedload transport relations would give somewhat different values of qt but the
same trends. Timesteps 19 and 24 calculate to give q, / q, slightly higher than 1,
probably because at the low flow (7 1/s) the flow in the center of the channel was broadly
deeper than the flume-averaged depth, and shear stresses for all of the 19-24 timesteps
should be slightly higher, pushing the points to the left on Figure 15. In contrast,
particularly at later timesteps (25-29, 30-34) the reduction in local shear stress at the
bottom of the inner channel most likely reduces q,, pushing the later timesteps to the
right along the q, / q, axis, which if correct would improve the overall collapse of data.
Nonetheless, the simple linear scaling between cover and q, / q, is surprisingly good.
Timesteps 19-24 suggest a threshold value of q, / q, must be reached before cover starts.
Earlier timesteps (7-18) had no cover, even though they span the same range of q, / q,
which had cover in later timesteps. Both of these relations suggest that the increase in
flume-averaged roughness as the inner channel incised down increases the ability of bed
cover to persist, presumably because increased roughness decreases local shear stress,
leading to patches of cover. Figure 16 plots cover as a function of flume-averaged
roughness. Only two sets of external forcing conditions (q,=7.5 l/s, q, =215 and 100
g/s) had repeated points with sediment cover, but both at least show a consistent relation
(slope) between increasing bed roughness and increasing cover.
Figure 17 plots flume-averaged bed roughness against flume averaged q, / q, for all of
the timesteps, with points classified as either having or not having alluvial cover. The
fields do not significantly overlap, and while the density of points is not sufficient to
definitively constrain the slope of a line dividing the fields, it does demonstrate that as
roughness increases it takes a lower q, / q, to initiate deposition. This also shows that
there is clearly a threshold q, / q, (of at least >0.4) to be overcome in order to get any
cover at low bed roughness.
Variations in where cover occurs are controlled by the inner channel bed topography; not
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surprisingly the cover generally fills topographic lows. Roughness is an important
control on cover because of how it affects local shear stresses and transport capacity. By
some measure, "roughness" is a way to parameterize variations in local shear stress.
Another roughness feedback likely occurs when sediment begins to alluviate; the 5.5mm
gravel forms a locally rougher surface than the smoothly abraded concrete (sand grain
size -100 ýtm), further reducing local shear stress and encouraging deposition.
We are comparing flume-averaged shear stress to deposition along the center of the inner
channel. The erosion maps (Figure 4) show that cover only inhibits erosion on a small
fraction of total bed area, and furthermore shows that the width of the zone of erosion can
change, primarily counterbalancing the inhibition of erosion. Because of this width
adjustment, little reduction in flume-averaged erosion rate actually occurs over the wide
range of flume-averaged q, / q,. However, the strength of this width adjustment is
exaggerated by the bed morphology of a deep narrow inner channel. While inner
channels occur in nature they are not abundantly common. A more planar bed that was
still sufficiently rough to have cover would probably reduce the strength of the width
adjustment, increasing the relative importance in bed cover and its sensitivity to q, / q,
over an area larger than the narrow inner channel of our experiments.
To summarize, our results support the notion of a linear increase in cover fraction with
increasing q, / q, over a wide range of q, / q, values. However, the relation would be
improved by incorporating a roughness-dependent threshold for the start of alluviation,
and should be further evaluated in channels with more uniformly distributed bed
roughness (Davis et al, 2005).
Shear stress term
Figure 12 shows that there is no "inherent" dependence of erosion rate on shear stress
when q, and sediment cover are held constant. This is true over the wide range of bed
roughness that developed in our experiments. The spatial distribution of erosion does
vary somewhat with shear stress because of changes in the sediment transport field.
Finnegan et al. (2007) similarly did not find a statistically significant correlation between
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channel slope and erosion rate (over a relatively narrow range of bed slopes), consistent
with negligible shear stress dependence. Johnson and Whipple (2007) present
experimental results that suggest a shear-stress dependence on erosion rate (their figure
4), with a maximum erosion rate at an intermediate flume slope of 5%, and lower erosion
rates at slopes of 2% and 10%. It now appears that this erosion rate difference was in
error, perhaps due to differences in concrete strength between runs. Our data presented
here cover a wide range of flume-averaged transport capacities, spanning most of the
range of bedload transport prior to the (gradual) onset of suspension. Therefore, the shear
stress exponent a-0 and the Parker formulation (equation 4) of sediment-dependent
erosion is most consistent with our results. Again, Parker (2004) developed his version
of the model based on downstream fining of sediment, assuming that sediment abrasion
and bed abrasion represent the same physical behavior.
How tightly is shear stress exponent a actually constrained by these data? Figure 18 plots
95% confidence intervals on exponent a, calculated separately for each of the three
timestep series shown by regressing log(r /cr, -1) against log(erosion). When fit
separately, at 95% confidence the minimum and maximum allowable values for a are -
0.16 to +0.21. None of the three fits are statistically significant (p values 0.17, 0.21,
0.69), meaning that the best-fit slope between -r / re,. -1 and erosion is not statistically
different from zero. If all three timestep series are offset to the same mean value and
regressed together, the larger number of regressed data points constrains a more tightly to
be between -0.04 and 0.04 at 95% confidence.
To interpret what a range of shear stress dependences on erosion might mean physically,
we expand on the saltation-abrasion model scaling of erosion with excess transport stage
and present two other plausible, end-member scaling relations. To derive the value of
a=-0.5, Sklar and Dietrich (2004) mechanistically parameterize erosion rate E to be
proportional to the kinetic energy of an individual particle impact, divided by the distance
between impacts:
2
E oc w'-i (7)
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where w,, is the vertical component of velocity on impact and L, is the saltation hop
length. Assuming a planar bed, impact kinetic energy scales with w,i2 , while the rate of
particle impacts is inversely proportional to L, (for a given sediment flux, a longer hop
length means fewer particles impact the bed). Sklar and Dietrich (2004) calculate the
vertical component of particle velocity as the hop height divided by the descent time:
Hu,wsi oc (8)
L,
where H, is saltation height and us is the average horizontal component of particle
velocity. Finally, Sklar and Dietrich (2004) find the following empirical best fits
between excess transport stage and saltation trajectory components based on published
studies:
H, = 1.4D r*- (9)
, Z*c
L = 8.0D * _ (10)
u, = 1.56 •RbgD( - (11)
Combining (7) to (11) results in the saltation-abrasion model excess transport stage
scaling:
E ~c -1 (12)
Exponent a is then rounded to be -0.5.
However, as bed roughness develops saltation hop length and settling velocity may not be
the most relevant parameterizations for sediment impact rate and intensity as a function
of excess transport stage. As the erosional bed topography becomes complex, head-on
particle collisions may become dominant. That is, locally the relevant impact velocity
could scale with the horizontal component of particle velocity us rather than particle
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settling velocity wsi such that one should expect erosion rate to scale as (all else held
equal):
Us  , .24
E oc (13)
L, z*,
Note the weak positive dependence on excess transport stage in this case.
As shear stress increases and hop length grows even further, for a bed with complex
topography eventually the roughness length scale will be less than the saltation hop
length. For further increases in bed shear stress, sediment grains may impact exposed
protuberances or the outside of curves at a rate independent of saltation hop length. That
is, the physical roughness length scale, rather than hop length, determines the frequency
of bed contacts. In this regime, erosion by bedload abrasion while highly localized could
scale with the square of particle velocity, leading to a significant dependence of erosion
rate on shear stress:
2 ( 1 1.12
E oc u .c 1 (14)
If the above mechanistic interpretations of scaling between excess transport stage,
saltation trajectories, bed roughness and erosion are physically reasonable, our finding of
negligible shear stress dependence suggest that both bed roughness and the transport
paths of individual clasts influence the rate and intensity of impacts in our experiments.
More specifically, equation 13 predicts closest to the correct shear stress scaling, and
suggests that the frequency of particle impacts is controlled by saltation trajectories, but
that the particle velocity at impact is close to the downstream velocity of the particles.
Are "normal" saltation trajectories even physically possible over a rough bed? In our
case it appears the answer is yes: measurements of bed roughness give a vertical length
scale which we can compare calculated saltation hop heights, while the inner channel
"bedform" topography gives a horizontal length scale of roughness which we can
compare to calculated saltation hop lengths. For 5.5mm sediment, equation 9 gives hop
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heights of -~1.6 cm and -3.4 cm for r /rcr -1 of 4 and 19 respectively. Remembering
that roughness is the la standard deviation of inner channel elevations, the inner channel
roughness of -0.8cm (i.e. ± 2a spans 3.2cm) is of a comparable height to the saltation
trajectories. Similarly, saltation hop lengths are calculated from equation 10 to be -15cm
to -60cm for z/r -1 of 4 to 19, respectively. The spacing of crests and upstream faces
varies widely in the inner channel but averages to be -15-25 cm (Figure 4), also
comparable to saltation lengths. Therefore, the amplitude and wavelength of bed
roughness is comparable to calculated saltation length scales, consistent with the
interpretation that both bed topography and sediment trajectories together may play
opposing roles in setting the (lack of) erosion dependence on shear stress.
Unlike inferences on saltation hop lengths, we have a direct constraint on particle
impacts: The downstream migration of "bedforms" (Figure 4) demonstrates
unambiguously that most impacts, or at least the impacts that collectively cause most
erosion, occur on upstream faces. Particle impacts on these sloping faces will still be
oblique, but not nearly as oblique as on a truly planar bed (as assumed in the saltation-
abrasion model). Therefore, we infer that the component of particle impact velocity
perpendicular to the surface is less than, but close to, the downstream particle velocity.
The scaling arguments lead us to suggest that the zero shear stress dependence observed
in the flume is caused by saltation trajectories controlling the frequency of particle
impacts, but bed roughness controlling the intensity of particle impacts. The observation
that no shear stress dependence on erosion occurs over a wide range of bed roughness,
with and without a significant inner channel, suggests that erosion rate is less sensitive to
the details and amplitude of roughness once a small amount of roughness exists. We
must put in a disclaimer that the scaling exponents presented in equations 9-13 may be
sensitive to local conditions in ways that may make the scaling arguments less robust in
terms of inferring specific process tradeoffs, as we have done. Chatanantavet and Parker
(2006) conducted flume experiments on bedrock incision by saltation over a planar bed,
and found that saltation trajectories were explicitly sensitive to channel slope, not just
fluid shear stress, in way that significantly change the scaling exponents between
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measured erosion and shear stress. Additional trajectory-dependent feedbacks can be
hypothesized. For example, roughness at horizontal length scales shorter than mean
saltation hop lengths may reduce impact velocities, because the particles have less
distance to be accelerated by the fluid before impacting the bed. The roughness also
likely reduces local near-bed flow velocities, reducing particle velocities and impact
intensity. Detailed high-speed imaging studies of particle velocities, trajectories,
interactions and kinetic energy could evaluate the relative importance of detailed
mechanistic feedbacks.
Disequilibrium and magnitude-frequency relations
The initial condition of an approximately planar bed was strongly disequilibrated with the
flow and sediment transport conditions of our experiment, as indicated by the rapid
adjustment in bed topography that incised a narrow inner channel. Thus these
experiments explicitly explore a transient channel response. Furthermore, because q,
and q, changed in each timestep there was never a constant external forcing for the
channel morphology to equilibrate to, and the resulting morphology reflects an averaging
of variable forcing. As our experiments never equilibrated, they also do not reflect
channel adjustment in its entirety. In contrast, Finnegan et al. (2007) held external
forcing constant, and let erosion run until the topography does equilibrate to imposed q,
and q, , resulting in transport-limited conditions with essentially continuous bed cover in
their inner channels, consistent with Johnson and Whipple (2007). Their erosion rate
measurements reflect this gradual transition to alluvial cover.
As shown in Figure 13a, the amplitude of inner channel bed topography initially
increased as the inner channel incised down, but then stabilized once partial bed cover
was deposited in some (but not all) later timesteps. Because cover fills in local lows,
bedrock exposed along the "new" bed bottom is higher up and incision at higher
elevations then decreases the overall amplitude of the inner channel bedrock topography.
Davis et al (2005) also show this general behavior with flume experiments in which
incision was focused at low elevations at low q, without cover but at high elevations at
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higher q, values with cover. Hartshorn et al (2002) and Johnson et al (chapter 3) present
field monitoring of natural erosion in which erosion maxima occur above the bed, may
result from sediment cover at lower elevations. In contrast, Figure 13b shows that under
otherwise identical conditions (flume design, substrate strength, slope) but constant
forcing (q, =35 1/s, q, =100g/s, 5.5mm sediment) the inner channel roughness grew
considerably larger and without limit. No deposition occurred in these timesteps,
although presumably it would have eventually with continued incision. The pattern of
increasing inner channel roughness under conditions of constant forcing (q,, q, ) is also
consistent with our previous experiments (Johnson and Whipple, 2007; their Figure 5b).
Clearly a positive feedback of some kind focused erosion in the experiment 1 troughs and
increased overall bed amplitude, but was damped significantly by the variability in
external forcing in experiment 2. Once alluvial cover was present in a subset of
timesteps, the roughness of the inner channel bed topography remained relatively
constant because erosion was focused in different places in different timesteps,
suggesting that variability in external forcing (which in nature corresponds to variations
in discharge and related sediment flux) has the potential to spread erosion over a wider
range of elevations and areas, reducing roughness. A range of sediment sizes, and
abrasion by suspended sediment, would also be likely to contribute in this regard
(Whipple et al, 2000).
Johnson and Whipple (2007) interpret that the formation of an inner channel may indicate
that the channel is sediment starved (i.e. q, / q, <1), by the feedback of erosional focusing
and the channel narrowing. Conversely, a higher sediment flux will lead to a wider
channel as observed by Finnegan et al (2007). The reason that most channels do not have
inner channels, and in fact are relatively flat-bottomed, is likely because their width is
adjusted to their sediment load, making them close to or at transport-limited conditions.
In the absence of localized lithologic control such as planar joints or bedding, high q, / q,
and perhaps variability in discharge may be what keeps most channel beds relatively flat
in nature. Similarly, the matching widths (plotted against drainage area) for bedrock
channels and alluvial gravel-bedded rivers presented in Whipple (2004) suggests that
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bedrock channel widths tend to be adjusted based on the sediment load.
Experimental limitations
The approach of these flume experiments has been to systematically explore parameter
space to observe how erosion by bedload abrasion is sensitive to q, and q, , rather than
to recreate natural conditions in eroding channels. In the flume experiments, we varied
q, and r independently and widely. In nature, q, and r are not independent variables
but are coupled. Sediment flux increases with shear stress, although natural rivers show
inherent variability in this relation (e.g. Rickenmann, 2001), leading to some inherent
variations in q, / q,. If erosion is dependent on both q, and q, / q, as our results support,
then a rich range of feedbacks may exist that make bedrock incision difficult to predict as
a function of shear stress alone - the basis of the stream power family of river incision
models.
The dynamics of sediment production and transport of sediment supply from hillslopes
into channels may be highly episodic, also leading to large variations in q, / q, in some
systems. For example, large storm events capable of destabilizing hillslopes may be net
depositional. Smaller floods may more commonly be net erosional as they mobilize and
transport sediment already in the channel but tend to bring less sediment into the channel.
Hartshorn (2002 found that, when normalized by likely recurrence interval, a large
typhoon probably contributed less erosion to long-term downcutting than more frequent
but smaller events. Howard (1998) suggests that a key parameter controlling whether a
large flood is depositional or erosional is the time since the last large event that stripped
hillslopes of sediment, giving time for more sediment to be produced and to accumulate
in hollows. Hovius et al (1997, 2000) quantify and show that the delivery of sediment to
channels by shallow landsliding in New Zealand and Taiwan, respectively, is the
dominant sediment producer in these settings. Further study should go in to
understanding what controls both q, and ratios of qs / q, over a range of flood sizes.
In many natural channels, thresholds of sediment motion are likely very important for
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sediment transport and cover dynamics. In our flume experiments, alluvial deposition
was driven by q, / q, (i.e., locally by q, > q, ), never by the threshold of motion case
where rcr > r. In our experiments a decrease in q, would lead to a decrease in bed
cover. Johnson et al (submitted) document a field case where high q, / q, values rather
than thresholds of motion lead to sediment cover. However, in many natural systems
thresholds of motion may be most important in controlling alluvial cover because the
coarsest fraction of sediment (e.g. boulders) will be immoveable in all but perhaps the
largest floods, adding to bed roughness and leading to bed cover over a range of
discharges. In many real channels the distribution of sediment sizes may be critical to the
cover relation. Boulders and coarse sediment are often the dominant roughness element
in the channel rather than eroded bedrock and may be important in autogenic feedbacks
that naturally develop additional bed roughness such as step-pools (Wohl 2000; Chin,
2002; others). With a distribution of discharge events and therefore shear stresses, the
importance of low-flow events in erosion would be reduced by coarse, relatively
immobile bed sediment. The importance of erosion thresholds in long-term bedrock
incision has been partially explored by Snyder et al (2003) and Lague et al (2005).
Finally, another feedback exists over long timescales and at the landscape scale. Not only
shear stress and sediment flux but also erosion rate and sediment flux will be coupled,
because channel incision makes the relief that drives sediment production on hillslopes.
Particularly during long-term transient landscape adjustment there may be significant
variations in sediment supply to channels as hillslopes and the surrounding landscape
adjust. Over a range of timescales of landscape response, the form of bedrock erosion
models supported by these flume experiments suggests that sediment supply to channels
appears to be a dominant control on incision and landscape erosion.
Conclusions
Our experimental results are consistent with the general form of bedrock incision model
given in equation 4, and suggest that it may work well to describe incision in short-term
transient conditions and over a range of bed roughness. In our flume experiments we
systematically vary sediment flux q, and water discharge q,, and isolate the competing
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influences of variables sediment flux, sediment cover and shear stress on erosion. Bed
topography evolved to form an inner channel and increased in roughness during the
experiment, but because the channel morphology never has the chance to equilibrate to
local conditions of imposed q, and q, for any individual timestep, these results are most
applicable during transient channel adjustment. However, it is precisely because we did
not allow each timestep to equilibrate and reach transport-limited conditions that we are
able to isolate and evaluate the terms of equation 4. In nature, the stochastic nature of
sediment delivery and discharge, and their covariance, means that local bedrock incision
may commonly reflect "transient" conditions.
We find that erosion rate is linearly proportional to sediment flux and erosion rate is
linearly inhibited by sediment cover, both consistent with the saltation-abrasion model for
sediment flux-dependent bedrock channel incision (Sklar and Dietrich, 2004). We find
that the extent of sediment cover depends linearly on the ratio of sediment flux to
transport capacity, and also depends on bed roughness, requiring a threshold condition to
be overcome before alluviation occurs. The topography of the incising bed (closely
related to roughness) influences how changes in sediment flux will affect flume-averaged
erosion; in our case with a narrow inner channel and increase in sediment flux led to a
wider zone of active sediment transport but alluvial cover only in the bottom of the inner
channel, which tended to offset the importance of sediment cover in inhibiting erosion.
We also find that, because of partial sediment cover, variability in imposed q, and
q, between different timesteps leads to variations in partial sediment cover, which in turn
inhibited the growth of bed roughness along the inner channel because erosion in
timesteps with cover reduced high elevations relative to the lows. Magnitude-frequency
variations in discharge and sediment flux may stabilize bed roughness in natural
channels.
We found, over most of the range of shear stresses for which sediment travels as bedload
(prior to partial suspension), that there was no dependence of erosion rate on changes in
shear stress. This finding is inconsistent with the saltation-abrasion model which predicts
a strong negative dependence of erosion rate on shear stress, and is also inconsistent with
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most other bedrock incision models that generally predict a positive dependence of
erosion on shear stress. Measured erosion profiles demonstrate that erosion is focused on
upstream-facing surfaces, even with only minor bed roughness. This observation in turn
suggests that particle impact velocities may be significantly higher than assumed in the
saltation-abrasion model for completely planar beds. Based on the scaling of sediment
saltation with shear stress, a possible interpretation of the lack of explicit erosion
sensitivity to changing shear stress is that local bed roughness causes upstream-facing
impacts to occur at velocities that approach the particle velocity, while the frequency of
impacts may still be controlled by the length of saltation hops and so may decrease with
increasing shear stress.
Many important variables and conditions are intentionally not included in our idealized
experiments, including a wide distribution of sediment sizes, coarse sediment supply for
which thresholds of motion are important or sufficient incision for channel morphologies
or slope to fully equilibrate to imposed external conditions of water and sediment flux.
Bed roughness should be explicitly incorporated in to models of channel dynamics
including bedrock incision as it affects local shear stress, sediment transport and sediment
deposition. Finally, the timing of sediment delivery from the surrounding landscape into
channels, and the magnitude of sediment transport relative to flow intensity, stand out as
key uncertainties in applying sediment flux-dependent erosion models to predict
landscape erosion.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1: How to make relative sediment concentration maps. a. Uncorrected image of
red 5.5mm gravel in active transport over the bed in timestep 19. View is oblique,
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looking upstream at the upstream end of the flume. Individual sediment grains are
unblurred and clearly visible in spite of the water surface distortion.
b. Distortion-corrected view assuming a planar bed surface (2d homography),
approximately correct in projecting the image to xy coordinates. Only the portion of the
image used as data is shown. c. Binary image of sediment (white) by thresholding the
red pixels. 10-15 equivalent images are then stacked to give relative sediment
concentrations.
Figure2: pglO, overview figure showing Qw, Q, conditions used for each timestep series.
In most series, the timesteps were not done in increasing or decreasing order of the
changing variable, but were done in different orders so that a possible trend due to
changing bed roughness during the series would show up as noise rather than a hidden
trend. The early timesteps repeated the first and last measurements to see the difference
due to changing bed topography. Gray shading indicates the five different timestep
"series" in which either sediment flux or discharge were held constant while the other
varied.
Figure 3: Bed topography in experiment 2. From right to left: The initial surface used
in the runs (timestep 6), timestep23, and timestep34 (the end of the experiment). Flume
was 30 cm wide (starting at zero, x axis) and 4 meters long (starting at 0, y axis). Flow
direction is indicated. The area shown is the central subset of the flume we use for
analysis. Still need to label panels a, b, c.
Figure 4: Inner channel longitudinal topography, timesteps 6-34. Vertical exaggeration
is -12x. The long inset plot shows a subset of the data with no vertical exaggeration, to
emphasize that erosion is strongly focused on upstream faces that migrate downstream as
a result. Downstream/vertical ratio for the migrating faces averages -5:1.
Figure 5: Maps of erosion in each individual 15 minute timestep, for timesteps 19 to 24.;
need to label panels a - f. Sediment flux increases from left to right; note that the plots
are not in temporal order. Water discharge is 7 1/s for all timesteps. The colormap
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showing erosion has a sharp break between green and cyan at 0; negative erosion values
represent noise. Locations with more erosion than 4.8mm are shown in black. In
subplot f zones of inferred sediment cover are indicated; similar cover zones (not
indicated) are present in c, d, and e.
Figure 6: Fraction of cover along the inner channel plotted against q,, for the two
timestep series with variable qs and constant q,.
Figure 7: Erosion plotted against sediment flux. a. Flume-averaged erosion per 15
minute timestep. b. Average erosion along the axis of the inner channel. Note difference
in scale on y-axis.
Figure 8: Relative sediment concentration on the flume bed during active transport,
covering the same flume bed area and timesteps shown in Figure 5. Figure 1 shows
method for making these measurements. In timestep 24 the sediment cover reaches along
the inner channel are marked, indicating that one cannot distinguish sediment grains
making stable deposits from those in active transport, but that deposits are nonetheless
consistent with the highest relative sediment concentrations. The line seen in timestep
24 sediment concentration around 200 cm downstream is an artifact of the method,
occurring where images from upstream and downstream locations are spliced together.
Figure 9: Variations in magnitude and location of erosion with changes in sediment flux,
measured over a 10cm long straight section of inner channel from 226 to 236 cm
downstream. a. Cross-section topography in sequential timestep maps. Lines from later
timesteps obscure earlier timesteps. b. Erosion in each cross-section per timestep. At
low q, erosion is focused in the inner channel. With increasing qs, inner channel
erosion increases but then stops due to deposition, and erosion is focused higher up on the
sides and above the inner channel. c. Relative sediment concentration in each timestep,
showing how concentration saturates and spreads over a wider area.
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Figure 10: Erosion as a function of sediment flux. a. Erosion averaged over the flume
width, but only using longitudinal reaches with no alluvial cover. b. Erosion along the
inner channel axis, again only using the same longitudinal reaches with no alluvial cover.
c. Relative sediment concentration averaged along a 1 cm wide inner channel swath, only
calculated for longitudinal zones with no mapped alluvial cover to match the same zones
over which deposition-free erosion rates were calculated. The relative sediment
concentration measurement for timestep 25 at 215 g/s is incorrectly low because
extensive water surface foam in the initial photos of this timestep (25) reduced the
measured sediment concentrations. d. Inner channel erosion for rows with no mapped
deposition, plotted against relative sediment concentration in the cover-free inner
channel. With two outliers shown but omitted (for understood reasons), the relation
between inner channel erosion rate and local sediment flux is quite linear (R2=0.95 and
0.99 for these fits). The offset between the data sets (were figure 7 shows matching
erosion rates) occurs because (1) clasts presumably move faster at 35 1/s than at 7 1/s, and
so for the same flume-imposed q, measured sediment concentrations should appear
lower at 35 l/s, and (2) foamier and cloudier water at 35 1/s lowers measured sediment
concentrations; timestep 25 was significantly worse in this regard than the other timesteps
and is not included in the regression.
Figure 11: Erosion in timesteps with constant q, (100 g/s, 5.5 mm) and variable
discharge q,. The subset of bed area used to calculate flume-averaged erosion rates is
shown. Little change in either erosion rate or pattern is seen over a tenfold change in
discharge.
Figure 12: Erosion rate plotted against flume-averaged excess transport stage calculated
for discharges of 7, 18, 35, 55 and 80 1/s. Timesteps 7-12 and 13-18 have no cover in any
of the timesteps, and show no significant dependence of erosion on shear stress.
Timesteps 30-34 have cover in all but the highest discharge timestep. As cover is
influenced strongly by q,, there is a relation between shear stress and erosion rate for
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these data. When erosion is calculated from longitudinal zones with no cover, erosion
once again shows no dependence on shear stress.
Figure 13: Bed roughness (standard deviation of bed elevations), calculated for the entire
bed surface and also for the longitudinal inner channel topography. a. Experiment 2. b.
Experiment 1, eroded with constant q, and q, in all timesteps. Flume-averaged
roughness (which represents inner channel incision) develops similarly to experiment 2,
but no bed cover was present in this experiment and inner channel roughness develops
differently from experiment 2.
Figure 14: Experiment 1 inner channel bed topography. In contrast to experiment 2
(Figure 4), the amplitude of eroding bedrock "bedforms" increased through erosion
preferentially focused at the bottom of troughs, until the flume bottom was reached.
Axes match figure 4; vertical exaggeration -12x.
Figure 15: Alluvial cover plotted as a function of q, / q, for all experiment 2 timesteps,
7-34. Timesteps 7-17 had zero cover independent of calculated q, / q,. Y-axis is the
fraction of cover, Fc = 1 - Fe = q, / q,.
Figure 16: Alluvial cover plotted as a function of flume-averaged roughness.
Figure 17: q, / q, vs roughness, discriminating between cover and no cover.
Figure 18: Shear stress and erosion, with fits to data. The minimum a value (-0.16) was
a fit to timesteps 30-34, while the maximum (a=0.21) is a fit to timesteps 7-12.
Timesteps 30-34 and 13-18 are offset down so that their mean values match that of
timesteps 7-12. Figure 12 shows the same data.
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Chapter 4: Field monitoring of fluvial bedrock incision
from snowmelt and flash floods in the Henry Mountains,
Utah
Joel P. Johnson
Leonard S. Sklar
Kelin X Whipple
Abstract
Through field monitoring of erosion we demonstrate that bedrock channel incision can be
very rapid and that moderate flow events may be more erosive than high discharge
floods, due to variations in sediment transport and bed alluviation. We present a 2.5 year
record of flow depths (measured every 10 minutes) and associated bedrock erosion
(resurveyed twice yearly) for a small, human-perturbed steep bedrock channel that drains
the Henry Mountains of Utah, USA. Starting from an interpreted initial condition of a
small and steep (20% slope) knickpoint in Navajo Sandstone, abrasion from sediment
transported in floods has cut a narrow, deep and tortuous inner channel. Along the inner
channel, we measured up to 1/2 meter of vertical incision into Navajo Sandstone in -23
days, caused by the 2005 season of exceptional snowmelt flow. In contrast, flash floods
caused little bedrock incision even when the peak discharge was significantly higher than
that during snowmelt flow. The duration of flash flood peak flows is much shorter than
that from snowmelt peak flows. In this particular channel, the flash floods were net
depositors of coarse sediment while the 2005 snowmelt flow cleared alluvial cover. Our
observations suggest that large flow events can be less erosive than small floods, not only
because they occur rarely but also because large events may mobilize higher sediment
loads upstream which in turn inhibit incision through local deposition. We document the
formation of a pothole and interpret that it was eroded by coarse sediment rather than fine
suspended load. Finally, we present descriptive case studies on several natural slot
canyons in the Escalante river drainage basin (Coyote Gulch, Peek-a-boo and Spooky slot
canyons) and another human-perturbed example of channel incision (Fremont River
Waterfall, in Capitol Reef National Park) in Southeast Utah. We interpret the conditions
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that led to the narrow incision of these slot canyons, as well as in the monitored channel.
Introduction
A range of chronologic methods have been used to indirectly measure rates of fluvial
channel incision over a wide range of timescales, including thermochronology (vertical
scale of km, million year temporal scale) and cosmogenic dating (millennia to myr). In
contrast, only a small amount of work has been done to understand channel incision into
bedrock over annual timescales over which rates can actually be measured and tied to
flood magnitudes, sediment transport and erosion processes (Hancock et al 1998,
Hartshorn et al 2002, Sklar et al 2005, Stock et al 2005).
Are large floods necessarily the most erosive? By pairing a record of flood events with
measured erosion, our data directly address the question of what flood sizes are
responsible for the most erosion. Intuitively, one might expect that the largest floods are
most erosive. Jansen (2006) calculates for a slowly incising bedrock gorge in Australia
that a flood with a thousand year recurrence interval may be needed to mobilize
moderately coarse bed sediment (in this case the D84 size fraction), and suggests that the
dominant erosive events are extremely rare in this landscape. Hartshorn et al (2002)
measured bedrock erosion from a typhoon flood in Taiwan, and found much higher
amounts of incision from the large flood compared to erosion the following year from
smaller floods. However, when the estimated return period (-20 years) for the large
typhoon is taken into account, annual erosion rates calculated near the bottom of the
channel are somewhat slower (1.7mm/yr and 0.3mm/yr in differing lithologies) than the
erosion rate measured in the year following the typhoon which had floods with
approximately yearly recurrence intervals (6mm/yr and 2mm/yr respectively). Based on
this difference, they interpret (for this field area) that large floods with long recurrence
intervals are less important to long-term landscape erosion (estimated in their field area to
be -3-6 mm/yr) than more frequent and smaller events. Magnitude and frequency trade
off because large events may occur so infrequently that, summed over time, they cause
less geomorphic change than frequent smaller events.
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The relation between flood magnitude and bedrock channel incision is probably
nonunique, in part because of variations in coarse sediment load. Erosion occurs by a
variety of mechanisms including abrasion by transported sediment. In the saltation-
abrasion model for bedrock channel incision by bedload impacts, Sklar and Dietrich
(1998, 2004) propose that sediment enables incision by providing the "tools" for abrasion
by sediment impacts. However, at high sediment loads (Qs) relative to the transport
capacity of the flow (Qt), sediment in a channel will locally deposit, locally covering the
bed with alluvium and inhibiting incision (the "cover effect"). Sediment deposition on
bedrock channel beds can inhibit most erosion mechanisms, and has been recognized as a
general negative feedback between sediment transport and bedrock incision (Sklar and
Dietrich, 1998, 2004, others). Recent field studies have demonstrated that cover can
inhibit long-term channel and landscape erosion (Brocard and van der Beek, 2006;
Johnson et al, in review), and laboratory experiments have also shown the importance of
the cover effect in inhibiting short-term incision.
Large floods can always transport more sediment than small floods, and therefore a large
flood could be net depositional, inhibiting incision. Larger floods may be more likely to
destabilize hillslopes and channel banks, increasing the sediment load. The size
distribution of the coarse sediment load can also be important in determining the erosive
potential of a given flood. Thresholds of boulder motion to initiate incision suggest that
larger floods are the most erosive (e.g. Snyder et al 2003; Jansen 2006, Lague et al 2005).
Thus a large flood may theoretically be able to transport a large boulder, but could
instead cause local deposition. The erosive potential of a given flood likely depends on
its ability to initiate motion and transport coarse sediment from the bed while not causing
local deposition. In other words, it likely depends on variability in sediment flux qs,
relative to changes in discharge qw. The timing and correlation of water discharge in
relation to sediment discharge may play a large factor, in any given flood and at a
particular location, in whether the bed aggrades or incises.
For these reasons, magnitude-frequency relations between flood sizes, sediment transport
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and bedrock channel erosion are poorly understood at present. In different field settings
with variations in the coarse sediment supply and flood hydrology, a range of flood
magnitudes are likely to be the most erosive. The hydrology of floods in our ephemeral
channel is very different from the mountains of Taiwan studied by Hartshorn et al (2002),
giving an opportunity to expand the natural parameter space in which flow and bedrock
channel incision have been monitored.
In addition to magnitude-frequency relations between erosion and flood flow, the field
site gives us an opportunity to explore the channel morphology that develops from
feedbacks between flow, sediment transport and bedrock channel incision. At present,
relations between key parameters of channel morphology (width, alluvial cover and bed
roughness, longitudinal slope) are poorly understood and cannot be predicted, but are
nonetheless key parameters for predicting timescales of channel and landscape response
to forcing. Patterns of erosion measured in the field are compared to laboratory flume
experiments on channel incision and morphology (Johnson et al, 2007; Finnegan et al,
2007) which developed inner channels. Erosion at the field site started from a well
constrained initial topography, consisting of a rough but relatively planar and steep
channel reach that was strongly out of morphological channel equilibrium and has
resulted in significant local bedrock incision.
Field Area
While constructing of Highway 276 over Swett Creek in southeast Utah, The Utah
Department of Transportation created a bedrock incision experiment by filling a canyon
and rerouting the flow through a culvert and blasted bedrock slot (Figure 1). Directly
downstream of the culvert (diameter 4.3m, length 70m), the vertical-walled, blasted
bedrock channel has an upper reach (the "flume", length -80 m, slope -0.022, width
-5m) and a shorter downstream reach that steeply slopes into the original channel (the
"flume mouth", length -17 m, slope -0.18). Figure 2 shows the surveyed longitudinal
profile of the channel through the culvert, blasted flume, flume mouth and down into the
original Swett channel. We have monitored bedrock erosion along the lower slope flume
and also through the flume mouth where a narrow and deep inner channel has incised.
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The bedrock is Navajo Sandstone, a Triassic to Jurassic eolian sandstone which is
relatively weak on the core scale (tensile strength - 0.2 MPa, Sklar, in prep), but forms
large cliffs and sloping slickrock surfaces in this landscape due to its massive, unjointed
nature. Blasting may have increased the fracture density locally. However, smoothly
sculpted erosional forms clearly indicate that abrasion is the dominant incision
mechanism. Clasts apparent in the channel foreground in Figure 1 are composed of
igneous diorite, originating from the laccolith intrusions that form the cores of the Henry
Mountains and comprising an abundant source of coarse sediment.
The field-scale flume provides an excellent opportunity to observe the morphology of a
bedrock channel that has eroded from a well constrained initial geometry. Officials
contacted at the Utah Department of Transportation found no records of when the culvert
and channel were constructed, and so we do not have a tight age constraint on when
fluvial incision started. The filling of the Lake Powell reservoir began in 1963 and
continued until 1980, and Highway 276 ends at Bullfrog Marina on Lake Powell. Maps
published in 1965 and 1970 do not show this highway, but a 1972 map does. Therefore
we assume that Highway 276 and the culvert were constructed around 1970 and that the
incision of the flume and flume mouth has taken place over the last 35 to 40 years.
Swett creek drains the southeast side of Mount Hillers (peak elevation 3273m), in the
Henry Mountains of southeast Utah. At the flume (elevation -1437 m), the drainage area
of Swett Creek is approximately 24 km2. Our monitored flow record shows that the
ephemeral channel carries flow from snowmelt on Mt Hillers in some but not all years
and also experiences flash floods from thunderstorms in the summer and fall.
Methods
Flow depth was measured approximately halfway down the culvert using a sonic
distance sensor (SR50, Campbell Scientific) mounted from the top of the culvert. The
SR50 measured the distance down to the water surface or to the culvert bottom
(whichever is less). The culvert is -4.3m in diameter, and has corrugated metal sides
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and a curved, relatively smooth concrete lining on the bottom and lower sides (Figure 1).
Flow depths were recorded once every 10 minutes, and represent the median value of 10
measurements taken every minute. Under this configuration the data logger could record
points for approximately 7 months before overwriting. The system was powered with a
solar panel and rechargeable batteries. A limitation of this setup which we did not
anticipate was that the curved bottom of the -4.3m diameter culvert made it difficult to
get a consistent return from close to the bottom of the culvert, because the 22 degree
"beam acceptance angle" of the SR50 was wide enough that returns did not measure the
very bottom of the culvert. During the initial monitoring period (10/26/2004 to 6/7/2005)
the sensor was mounted close to the ceiling, ~4m from the culvert bottom, and the
minimum measurable flow depth was approximately 7-10 cm. Occasional spurious
readings mean that the flow record from this time required some interpretation to separate
real flow measurements from noise. The following field season we lowered the distance
sensor to -2.5m above the culvert bottom which significantly improved the quality of
data and reduced the minimum measurable flow depth to 3-5cm.
Approximate channel discharge was calculated from the measured flow depths using
Manning's equation. Based on surface flow velocities measured with floats when we
were present at two different flow depths in the channel, we calculate a range of
Manning's n values between 0.01 and 0.016 by assuming the cross-section averaged
velocity is between 0.8 and 1 of the measured surface velocity. This estimate range is
consistent with values suggested for smooth concrete (n=0.012) to "normal" troweled
concrete (0.013) (Ritter et al, 2002). We use n=0.012 in all discharge calculations. The
culvert longitudinal slope is 0.0241. Hydraulic radius is calculated as a function of depth
based on the culvert cross-sectional geometry.
Erosion was measured by comparing repeat surveys of local bed topography. Numerous
four inch long concrete expansion bolts were securely tightened and epoxied into the
Navajo sandstone bedrock to act as closely spaced benchmarks. Measurements of
erosion were done between bolts to minimize local perturbations of flow and sediment
transport around the bolts themselves, and to a lesser extent in our case direct fracturing
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and weakening of the rock around the bolts. All together nine lines of bolts were
installed over which we conducted repeat surveys; results are later presented from a
subset of these lines. Bolt locations were surveyed using the total station.
Bolts were spaced so that we could use a profile gauge (also known as a contour gauge)
to precisely measure the topography between them (Figure 3). The profile gauge consists
of parallel Imm pins that can measure a two-dimensional slice of topography 29cm wide
and -11 lcm deep. Photographs of the profile gauge were taken on a gridded surface and
image processing techniques were used to extract the topography at 1mm spacing. This
technique required bolt heads to be present in each measured profile gauge profile in
order to align profiles from the different timesteps. However, this proved to be a problem
after the first season because, as will be shown, many bolts were removed by bedrock
erosion. In places where bolts were lost, later surveys were instead conducted using a
total station. When necessary, sediment was excavated from the bottom of the inner
channel to expose the bed between bolts for resurveying. Sediment was then replaced,
although clasts tended to be more loosely packed than from natural transport and
deposition. Finally, a survey was conducted in fall 2006 using ground-based Lidar, in
collaboration with Dr. Tim Wawrzyniec. However, we do not yet have repeat surveys
using this technique and so cannot yet use three-dimensional scans to quantify erosion.
Unfortunately we were unable to monitor sediment flux, despite its fundamental role in
bedrock erosion by abrasion - the dominant mechanism in this field setting. We have one
direct measurement of coarse bedload transport during moderate snowmelt flow, made
with an improvised bedload sediment sampler. We also interpret first-order differences
in sediment transport between snowmelt runoff and flash floods from changes in
deposition in the inner channel.
Results
In this section we first present the measured flow depths and calculated discharges. We
then interpret sediment transport from changes in deposition along the inner channel.
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Next we present bedrock erosion measured in the different timesteps, including field
evidence for a negligible threshold of detachment for erosion. Finally, we document the
erosion of a pothole captured in our data.
Flow monitoring
Figure 4 shows hydrographs for all of the flow events unambiguously recorded in our
flow record between October 26, 2004 and May 15, 2007. Events shallower than 5-
10cm depth and shorter in duration than -40 minutes (4 data points) are largely missed.
The 10 minute recording interval is clearly too slow to capture the exact initial peak
height of flash floods, but nonetheless is sufficient to capture many hydrograph details.
Winter 2004-2005 was an above-average snow year across much of the American
southwest, and this is reflected in the long duration snowmelt season recorded in spring
2005. The maximum calculated snowmelt discharge is -1 m3/s. In contrast, zero
snowmelt flow was recorded in 2006 or 2007. The snowmelt hydrograph changes slowly
and shows daily fluctuations. In contrast, the rest of the captured flow events are flash
floods and show a characteristic sharp rise in flow depth followed by an approximately
exponential reduction in flow depth, with flood durations measured in hours, not days.
By far the largest short-term discharge event we captured occurred on October 5, 2006,
with a measured flow depth in the culvert of-0.7m and a calculated maximum discharge
of over 9 m3/s. Unlike the other hydrographs, this one does not re-equilibrate to the same
zero flow level. The reason is alluvial deposition: Until this time, the bottom of the
culvert was bare of sediment except at the very upstream and downstream ends. When
we visited in October 2006 the entire length of the culvert had a continuous layer of
coarse sediment on its bottom, measured at the depth transducer to be 13 cm thick.
Figure 5 shows flow duration curves calculated for snowmelt flow and flash flood flow
from our depth record. The percentage of time that flow equals or exceeds the given flow
depth (or discharge) is plotted. We present these results because it is a constructive way
to contrast flow from flash floods and from snowmelt, and also because there is relatively
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little data on ephemeral stream flow, making the calculation useful even though the total
duration of the flow record is limited (Reid, 1998). A channel discharge of -0.17 m3/s
(culvert flow depth 0.lm) was exceeded -2% of the time from snowmelt (-7 days per
year), but only -0.7% of the time from flash floods, or approximately 6 hours per year.
However, in this record flash flood flow becomes dominant at discharges higher than -1
m3/s. By summing calculated channel discharges we estimate that the recorded snowmelt
flow transported approximately 8 times more flow (volume) than flash flood flow. The
flash flood record from fall 2006 accounts for -90% of the total flash flood flow volume
recorded.
Sediment transport
Figure 4 marks a time in spring 2005 when we arrived in the field and collected several
bedload samples. An improvised bedload sampler was constructed using a fabric mesh
bag (with openings of several mm diameter), and used to measure the size distribution of
bedload moving in the channel. At a calculated discharge of-0.5 m^3/s the median
diameter was D50=1 1 mm (D16=5 mm, D84=21 mm). These sediment sizes in active
transport are somewhat smaller than the measured bed cover (D50=23mm, D16=8,
D84=45), although bed armoring by a coarser surface layer in this channel was not
observed during periods without flow. Transport was vigorous but highly variable in
time. The opening on the sediment sampler was a rectangle 27cm wide by 7 cm tall. A
sample was collected in a straight section of the flume where the overall channel was
-3m wide (so that the sampler width represents -1/12 of the channel width) caught 4.7 kg
of sediment in one minute, with a maximum clast diameter of -8 cm. While sampling
was not sufficiently detailed to justify calculating a flume-wide bedload transport rate,
these measurements do demonstrate that abundant coarse sediment transport occurs in
this channel at moderate flows.
We do not have any direct measurements of sediment transport during flash flood events.
However, repeat surveys of deposition along the flume mouth inner channel bottom
reveal that the flash floods we recorded tended to deposit significant amounts of sediment
in the inner channel, while the single significant snowmelt season (2005) swept the inner
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channel clear of sediment. Figure 6 shows approximately surveyed changes in sediment
cover over the duration of monitoring. Initially in spring 2004 the inner channel was
quite clear of sediment. We did not survey the thalweg profile or sediment cover in fall
2004, which is unfortunate since sediment cover did change significantly from spring
2004 to Fall 2004, and again from the spring 2005 snowmelt. Based on photographs we
reconstruct the inner channel sediment cover present in fall 2004, which was a
significant, deep blockage in the upstream third of the inner channel (figure 6). There
had clearly been a flash flood during this time period (before we installed the flow
monitoring device) which had moved a significant depth of fill into the inner channel,
including the boulder between meters 78 and 79. Most of this sediment was then moved
out by the spring 2005 snowmelt flow. Following this, sediment cover in the inner
channel increased. Following the fall 2006 flash floods, most of the inner channel bottom
was covered with sediment. Sediment deposition also increased downstream of the inner
channel (beyond meter 84) as a result of the fall 2006 floods, as well as along the length
of the culvert.
Coarse sediment supply is not limited along Swett Creek for kilometers upstream of the
culvert. The natural bedrock-walled valley is indeed wider upstream of the culvert than
downstream and coarse sediment forms a somewhat vegetated level of valley fill. We
cannot discount the possibility that the culvert has perturbed sediment transport and
deposition directly upstream of and through the Swett flume study site. However, there is
no clear evidence that valley fill levels have been influenced by the culvert. For
perturbations to make a difference to the erosion systematics, they would also have to
influence the sediment transport of flash floods and snowmelt flow in significantly
different ways.
From this limited record of flow and deposition, we interpret that high sediment transport
rates occur due to both snowmelt and flash flood flow. However, in snowmelt flow
events sediment recruitment appears to be preferentially from the channel bed and
sustained flow results in long transport distances, such that the inner channel tends to be
cleared of sediment while flash floods deposited sediment in the inner channel. In flash
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floods, the rapid increase in discharge (and resulting positive change in shear stress)
followed by a rapid decrease in shear stress may lead to more transport initially followed
by more rapid deposition. The systematics of flash flood sediment transport have not
been studied enough to know if these interpretations of differences in sediment transport
and hydrograph shape are universal (e.g. Reid et al, 1998).
Patterns of erosion
Threshold of detachment
Before presenting the results of erosion monitoring, we show evidence suggesting a
negligible threshold of detachment to abrade bedrock. Figure 7 shows photographs
looking down at the contact between an alluviated channel bed and bedrock sidewall,
taken in Swett Creek approximately 1 km upstream from the culvert. The bedrock here is
Entrada sandstone, a Jurassic aeolian unit similar to Navajo in strength and its
morphologic expression in the landscape. The close correspondence in shape between
focused sidewall abrasion and bed clasts as small as -5cm (intermediate diameter)
suggests that the eroding flows were not large enough to move the bed clasts. Bed clasts
can become wedged (from bed organization and overlapping imbrication) and so can
sometimes have a somewhat higher threshold of motion than one would predict based on
their size, although that does not appear to be the case here. Independent of sediment
transport thresholds, the interpretation that there is no separate minimum flow intensity
needed to initiate abrasion is consistent with abrasion experiments of Sklar and Dietrich
(2001), who found no evidence for an abrasional detachment threshold over a wide range
of rock and sediment strengths.
Next, we present erosion measured along four bolt lines as well as down the inner
channel. The first-order erosion pattern we observe is that significant erosion occurred
during snowmelt flow, while little erosion was caused by flash floods.
Erosion line 6
Figure 2 shows the location of bolt line 6 which forms a channel cross-section in the
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flume approximately 20 meters upstream of the flume mouth and inner channel. Figure 8
shows a field photograph looking downstream, taken directly following the fall 2005
flash floods. There are two incised longitudinal grooves, filled with moderate sediment
cover. Figure 9 shows repeat surveys of the cross-sectional channel topography. Up to
10 cm of erosion occurred as a result of snowmelt flow between fall 2004 and spring
2005. Local lows at the groove bottoms preferentially eroded. Following the snowmelt
season, little to no bedrock erosion occurred from flash floods.
Flume mouth longitudinal profile
Along the flume mouth, up to 1/2 meter of vertical incision into bedrock occurred due to
the spring 2005 snowmelt flow and resulting sediment transport. Figure 10 compares
longitudinal profiles from spring 2004 and spring 2005, following the inner channel
thalweg. Field photos and comparison of other erosion profiles demonstrate that
significant inner channel downcutting did not occur between the spring 2004 and fall
2004 surveys. Later surveys (Fall 2005 to spring 2007, omitted for clarity) show no
apparent bedrock erosion at this scale and only clearly show increasing alluvial
deposition (Figure 6). Note also that, starting from the reconstructed initial bedrock
surface, the transient incisional response is one of rolling back to gradually lower slopes,
although a clear slope break has persisted between the flume and flume mouth (Figures 2
and 10).
Erosion line 1
Figure 11 la shows sequential topographic surveys of linel, approximately perpendicular
to the inner channel. The line location is shown in Figures 2 and 10. Initially (fall 2004)
the bolt line was located just upstream of the start of the inner channel, but approximately
45 cm of vertical erosion during the spring 2005 snowmelt season led to the upstream
migration of the inner channel (Figure 10). The width of active incision was narrow.
There was likely a small amount of incision on the upper surface during the fall 2006
flash flood season. However, spring 2005 snowmelt clearly dominated the erosion
record. Figures 1 lb and 1 lc compare photographs taken in fall 2004 and fall 2006. The
fall 2006 photograph shows significant alluvial deposition in the inner channel, and also
shows that bolts were bent and deformed by sediment impacts.
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The reason that the different surveyed profiles line up poorly in the cross-stream direction
is due to the unavoidable change in surveying technique from profile gauge to total
station once the bolts in the center of the channel were completely removed by erosion.
It is difficult to accurately resurvey the same locations when bolt heads are bent, and it is
also difficult to reliably survey steep sloping surfaces. Recording an accurate elevation at
the base of the inner channel is more reliable (since the surveying rod tip can be rested
solidly on the bottom), and the bottom elevation demonstrates no significant erosion
following the spring 2005 snowmelt. The total station surveys were less accurate but
were necessitated by the loss of bolts. The resurveying technique could be improved, but
the first-order observation of little flash-flood erosion compared to the snowmelt erosion
is robust.
Erosion line 3
Figure 12 shows surveyed cross sections of line 3, taken farther downstream in the flume
mouth inner channel. The cross section location is shown in Figures 2 and 10. This
section confirms the pattern of inner channel erosion seen at line 1. This line also
suggests that the inner channel did not incise vertically but may have widened somewhat
due to erosion during the fall 2006 flow, although the alignment of profiles is too poor to
be certain.
Erosion line 8
Following spring 2005 snowmelt-induced erosion which removed many bolts along the
flume mouth inner channel, another line of bolts was installed very close to the new
channel slope break that marked the upstream start of the inner channel (Figure 13; see
Figures 2 and 10 for cross-section location). All of the repeat surveys of this line were
done using the higher-resolution profile gauge. Up to approximately 1 cm of erosion
occurred during flash floods. Erosion between spring 2005 and fall 2005 was broadly
focused in topographic lows. Conversely, erosion between spring and fall 2006 primarily
occurred on topographic highs. The uncertainty level is approximately ± 2mm (2a).
Figure 14 shows the bolt line in fall 2006, looking across the inner channel. Sediment
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deposits fill the topographic low, which were removed for resurveying. A second level of
coarse alluvium suggests that at some point during the flood a higher fill level may have
been present across the incipient inner channel, and was later re-excavated by the flood.
The erosion patterns suggest that local sediment deposition was responsible for inhibiting
incision.
Pothole formation
Finally, our fortuitous measurements of pothole erosion deserve special attention.
Potholes are a widespread erosional bedrock form, and hypotheses on pothole formation
have been inspired by their intriguing and elegant form (e.g. Alexander 1932, Springer et
al, 2005; Barnes et al, 2005). Figure 15 compares inner channel longitudinal profiles
through the pothole from spring 2004 and fall 2005, as well as a cross-section surveyed
approximately perpendicular to the inner channel longitudinal profile from fall 2005. In
fall 2004 this zone of the inner channel was alluviated (Figure 6); we assume that all of
the pothole incision occurred during the snowmelt season of spring 2005 and not between
spring and fall 2004. No measurable pothole erosion occurred between spring 2005 and
fall 2005 (repeat survey not shown). Fall 2005 was the last time the pothole was
excavated and resurveyed.
In the initial profile there are two incipient potholes (depressions) of similar size, but only
the upstream one below a larger elevation drop grew in size. Figure 16 compares field
photographs of the inner channel before and after significant pothole incision. While the
viewpoints and scales are not exactly the same, they show that both the upstream and
downstream incipient potholes initially had complex erosional forms. After the erosion
of spring 2005 the downstream incipient pothole was no longer identifiable as a separate
form but was smoothly subsumed into the inner channel. At the end of spring 2005
snowmelt flow, the pothole was filled with coarse gravel and cobbles 30-40 cm deep.
Later in the discussion we interpret that coarse sediment and not finer suspended load
carved the pothole.
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Discussion
As shown not only by pothole growth but along the entire inner channel, fluvial bedrock
erosion can be rapid: up to 1/2 meter of vertical incision into bedrock was measured
along much of the inner channel as a result of 23 days of snowmelt flow. While this
locally high incision rate is a result of the steep local channel slope and a channel
morphology still undergoing transient channel adjustment, a relevant question is why are
long-term fluvial incision rates so slow? Two interrelated explanations are (1) the rarity
(intermittency) of floods that incise bedrock and (2) the inhibition of local incision by
alluvial cover on the bed, blocking sediment impacts and protecting the local bedrock
from erosion.
An overall interpretation, justified below, is that bedrock erosion depends directly on
sediment transport and only indirectly on flood discharge. In systems like Swett creek,
flash floods may always mobilize high sediment concentrations and as a result may erode
little bedrock, compared to slowly varying, lower discharge flood events. This relation is
likely to be different in other environments, and should be interpreted based on relations
between flood hydrographs and sediment transport.
We interpret that increases in bed cover associated with flash floods significantly
inhibited incision. Field measurements demonstrate that, along the inner channel,
significant deposition occurred as a result of flash flood flow (figure 6). Flash floods
were much less erosive than snowmelt flow, even though two floods in particular
(October 5, 2006) reached discharges significantly larger than the maximum snowmelt
flow. Crude calculations presented above suggest that the total volume of discharge from
snowmelt was approximately 8 times that of the flash flood record. For the sake of
argument, if vertical incision scaled simply with discharge, one would predict that
approximately 5 cm of vertical incision along the inner channel associated with the flash
floods, to match the -40cm of incision from snowmelt. However, vertical incision was
not measurable from flash floods along the inner channel (lines 1 and 3, figures 11 and
12) or upstream in the flume (line 6). There may have been some inner channel widening
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associated with the large flash floods, but unfortunately the data quality is not sufficient
to constrain the amount.
The case for erosion sensitivity to alluvial cover can perhaps be best illustrated by erosion
line 8. Flash flood erosion was measured along bolt line 8, located right at the upstream
end of the inner channel (Figures 10, 13, 14). The modest flash flood season ending in
fall 2005 caused up to 1 cm of broadly distributed bedrock incision, focused is
topographic lows. In the absence of alluvial cover, most sediment transport, and
therefore most abrasion, will be focused in topographic lows (e.g. Johnson and Whipple,
2007). This bolt line was established after the spring 2005 snowmelt flow. The local
bedrock was initially clear of alluvial cover. Following the fall 2005 flash floods the
local bed was still essentially bare of sediment cover. A likely reason that this section
remained relatively clear is its proximity to the steep channel immediately downstream,
causing flow to locally accelerate (in contrast to upstream bolt line 6, Figures 8,9). At
line 8 the local bed topography is still relatively broad and unincised, which also will tend
to inhibit alluvial deposition compared to the narrow inner channel where sediment
becomes jammed more easily. However, Figure 14 shows that following the fall 2006
flash floods the bedrock local low here was covered with sediment, and furthermore
suggests a higher level of deposition during the floods that later was partially removed.
Stable cover in the topographic low during the large flash floods of fall 2006 is consistent
with the measured patterns of erosion (Figure 13), which primarily show the local highs
eroding rather than lows. We interpret that alluvial cover resulted in flow and coarse
sediment transport spreading wider and higher over the surface. We also note that the
amount of erosion along line 8 from flash floods in fall 2005 compared to fall 2006 is
similar, even though both the maximum 10 minute discharge and the calculated total
water discharge is approximately an order of magnitude higher in fall 2006. If correct,
these interpretations show that bed incision is quite sensitive to patterns of local
deposition, as has been observed in many laboratory flume experiments on bedrock
incision (Shepherd and Schumm, 1974; Wohl and Ikeda 1997; Finnegan et al 2007).
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Flow magnitudelfrequency implications for sediment transport and
erosion
The measured hydrographs and associated bedrock erosion demonstrate that, in this case,
the largest peak discharge events are not the most erosive. Determining the generality of
this observation will await future monitoring results of flow and bedrock incision from a
variety of landscapes and hydrologic settings. Nonetheless, our observations are
consistent with the interpretation that the erosivity of a given flood depends directly on
coarse sediment transport and in particular on local sediment erosion and deposition. In
our record, the moderate magnitude, slowly varying and lengthy discharge from
snowmelt caused extensive bedrock erosion, and transported abundant coarse sediment
but also acted as a net transporter of sediment out of the steep inner channel. In contrast,
shorter duration, rapidly changing and larger magnitude discharge from flash floods
transported abundant coarse sediment, but were net depositors of sediment in the inner
channel and caused little to no erosion. It should be pointed out that the snowmelt
discharge had lower peak values but a greater volume of flow (-8 times larger).
Nonetheless, fluvial incision depends directly on sediment transport and only indirectly
on flood magnitude, identifying a significant degree of freedom between flood size and
bedrock incision.
Variability in the timing of water discharge compared to sediment transport from
upstream may be important to whether an event is net depositional or erosional. Most
studies monitoring sediment transport during flood events have observed great variability
in sediment transport with shear stress (e.g. Reid et al, 1998; Rickenmann, 2001). The
response of a channel to different discharges and hydrograph shapes will depend in large
part on the availability of coarse sediment load. Sediment is stored in channels but also
on hillslopes and in valleys; the availability of sediment depends strongly on flood
magnitude. Within channels themselves, larger floods can break up armored layers
(typical in perennial gravel streams) and stable bed morphologies such as step-pools. The
largest floods may trigger debris flows and shallow landsliding, greatly increasing
sediment supplied to the channels. Howard (1998) suggested that an important parameter
in whether a large flood is net erosional or depositional may be the amount of time since
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the last significant hillslope-stripping event. In a drainage basin in which little sediment
can be mobilized, the largest events could still be quite erosive if they do not make cover
happen. Conversely, flows responsible for the most sediment transport in this system
may not be most responsible for bedrock erosion.
The aridity of the area studied here exerts significant control on sediment transport and
flood hydrology that differentiate it from other environments. Reid et al (1998)
monitored sediment transport due to flash floods in ephemeral channels. They found that
the relation between shear stress and sediment transport was more consistent than for
perennially flowing rivers. They interpret the reason to be a lack of surface coarsening
(bed armoring), which can lead to high transport rates compared to other environments
(Laronne and Reid, 1993). As is typical of ephemeral channels in dry environments,
Swett creek has no surface armoring and an abundant supply of available coarse sediment
in its bed and banks.
The shape of flood hydrographs may influence how sediment is mobilized, and therefore
erosion. This again is supported by the hydrograph-related differences in erosion we
observed. Inferred differences in sediment transport between slowly varying snowmelt
discharge and rapidly rising but also dropping flash floods suggests a significant
influence on hydrograph shape, although this has been studied very little for arid
environment sediment transport. Flash floods may be much more depositional because
the rapid rise in discharge followed by the rapid fall initially mobilizes a great deal of
sediment that then cannot all be transported by the channel, whereas the much more
gradually changing hydrograph of observed for snowmelt allows the amount of sediment
in transport to be more adjusted to much more slowly decreasing discharges, leading to
less deposition. In the future, monitoring in arid environments may provide new and
unique opportunities for understanding basic mechanics of sediment transport, including
significant differences in hydrograph shape between snowmelt flow and flash floods in
the absence of some complicating effects such as bed armoring, and the ability to better
measure changes in bed topography between floods in the absence of base flow.
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Pothole formation
A long-running debate in understanding pothole development has been whether the forms
are dominantly eroded by suspended sediment abrasion or by "grinders", referring to
large clasts that roll around (and around) the bottom of potholes (e.g. Alexander, 1932;
Hancock et al, 1998; Whipple et al, 2000; Springer et al, 2005; Barnes et al, 2005).
Alexander (1932) conducted experiments on sediment transport paths through laboratory
potholes, and concluded that suspended sediment was the most likely erosion agent. His
main argument against bedload being the dominant erosive agent in pothole formation is
that coarse sediment becomes immoveable as potholes deepen and therefore must limit
the depth of incision. Interestingly, this is exactly the "cover" argument of Sklar and
Dietrich (2004) applied to a specific erosional form.
Coarse gravel and clasts were likely dominant in eroding the one pothole that developed
along the inner channel during the spring 2005 snowmelt season. Several arguments
support this interpretation. At a calculated discharge of about half the maximum
snowmelt discharge we made direct measurements of abundant coarse sediment
transport. The pothole is located exactly in the channel thalweg, where coarse sediment
in transport should be most focused (Johnson and Whipple, 2007). Finally, at the end of
snowmelt flow the pothole was fairly full of coarse sediment (Figure 16); there is no
reason to think that sediment of this caliber would not have been moving through the
inner channel and in the pothole for the duration of snowmelt flow.
By some measure the question of whether potholes are eroded by suspended sediment
and not bedload is a matter of semantics: in order to exit the pothole, sediment must only
be incipiently "suspendable" based on a combination of turbulent fluctuations and
upward-directed flow exiting the pothole, not based on reach-averaged flow properties.
Johnson and Whipple (2007) documented the formation of potholes in a laboratory flume
that share morphological similarities with many observed in field settings. In their
experiments, pothole erosion occurred by a unimodal fine gravel that, based on flume-
averaged flow conditions, was transported as energetic bedload. However, at the pothole
the gravel was locally suspendable and so exited without depositing and inhibiting
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incision.
The longitudinal profile of our surveyed pothole (figure 15) shows that vertical incision
in the pothole (-0.5m) was only slightly higher than incision along the inner channel
directly upstream, such as measured along line 1. It is at least possible that vertical
pothole incision became "limited" by the lowering of the upstream surface, resulting in
matching vertical incision rates. A mechanism for this adjustment in rates could be cover
in the bottom of the pothole: the pothole may have rapidly incised to the point where the
coarse sediment could no longer be incipiently suspended and leave the pothole. Further
incision upstream would then reduce the relative depth of the pothole, increasing the flow
intensity inside the pothole and resulting in balanced erosion rates in the pothole and
upstream. Immediately downstream of the pothole, the least amount of inner channel
erosion actually occurred (figures 15,10), suggesting that the presence of the pothole may
have locally reduced sediment impacts just downstream, perhaps because of how they
were ejected from the pothole or perhaps because their kinetic energy was reduced.
The pothole widened as it incised vertically, and widened more than the rest of the inner
channel (lines 1 and 3; Figures 11, 12, 15). Springer et al (2005) measured a scaling
relation between pothole radius and depth based on field surveys of pothole dimensions,
and suggest that potholes widen as they incise vertically, consistent with our
observations. Nonetheless, the vertical orientation of most potholes may suggest that
coarse sediment is most commonly instrumental in pothole erosion, because coarse
sediment will be most sensitive to gravity focusing impacts on the bottom. Centripetal
acceleration would still focus some abrasion on the sidewalls and may account for the
modest widening relative to downcutting measured by Springer et al (2005).
Slot canyons of Coyote Gulch, Escalante River, Utah
We next describe several similarly incising channel reaches that we have observed in
southeast Utah, to demonstrate that (1) the pattern of transient incision seen at the flume
mouth is a repeatable response to a "sudden" channel steepening, and (2) cases in which
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flow is diverted from its course over a steep bedrock slope occur naturally in this
landscape, resulting in slot canyon incision.
Several of the most dramatic slot canyons in the Escalante River drainage network appear
to be natural examples of incision starting from geometries comparable to the initial
condition at the Swett flume mouth, due to channel diversion events. Figure 17 shows an
aerial photograph of Coyote Gulch (lat 37.482, Ion -111.216) and tributaries, in particular
Peek-a-boo and Spooky slot canyons (Kelsey, 1990). Both of these canyons, as well as
the "narrows" along the mainstem Coyote Gulch, occur directly adjacent to wide,
abandoned channels apparently filled with windblown sand, suggesting that the
downstream ends of the channels were diverted over the steeply sloping Navajo
sandstone slickrock surfaces. Figure 18 shows field photographs of the wide, alluvial
channel directly upstream of Spooky slot, and also shows the vegetated sand dune
blocking the abandoned channel. Downstream, this same channel narrows significantly.
We have not surveyed any of these channels in the field.
A conceptual model for channel diversion and development at this location is as follows:
Initially, the mainstem and tributaries flowed in the wide, adjusted valleys. These valleys
were blocked, likely due to the migration of aeolian sand dunes or possibly due to
regional alluviation or both (e.g., alluviation behind a sand-dune blockage). Eventually
the aggrading channel overtopped its canyon and flow was diverted over a low point in
the bare bedrock interfluve. Finally, channel incision starting from the new initial
condition of flow over a steep bedrock step cuts narrow and sculpted slots. We
emphasize that these channel reaches are both strongly perturbed and in a transient state
of adjustment, as evidenced by the dramatic difference in channel width and slope
upstream and within the slot, similar to the Sweet Creek flume mouth. Wohl et al (1999)
studied the erosional morphology of Peek-a-boo slot canyon and the Coyote Gulch
narrows and found no statistically significant lithologic control that could explain
observed sidewall roughness and local width variations. This finding is consistent with
our interpretation that these slot canyons reflect a transient state of canyon evolution
rather than a local substrate control.
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Another example of human-engineered channel diversion and bedrock incision in
southeast Utah is the Fremont River Waterfall, located within Capital Reef National Park
(lat 38.289, Ion -111.163). As part of Highway 24 construction, a tight meander bend of
the Fremont River was artificially cut off and the river was diverted through a blasted
bedrock slot, ending in an artificial waterfall which is now incising back, similar again to
the Swett flume but on a larger river with perennial flow. These cases are all specific
examples of developing epigenetic gorges, which form when channels reincise through
bedrock spurs after being diverted by a variety of natural processes which can include
alluvial aggradation (James, 2004), damming by landslides (Hewitt, 1998) or, possibly,
eolian dunes.
Erosional morphology and transient adjustment
Erosion at the Swett flume mouth and in the Escalante slot canyons demonstrates the
erosional channel morphology that results from transient and ongoing bedrock channel
incision from an initial condition of a steep, unchannelized bedrock slope. This erosional
morphology is consistent with previous observations and interpretations, and also further
motivates the development of models to understand and predict channel response
(e.g. Finnegan et al, 2007; Wohl, 1993; Wohl and Ikeda 1997, 1998; Wohl et al, 1999;
Johnson and Whipple 2007).
Slope adjustment
Figure 10 shows that the inner channel average slope has decreased from the initial
condition while maintaining a fairly linear profile. The downstream end is pinned by
sediment in the natural channel. The upstream end of the inner channel migrated
upstream approximately 2 meters (the distance between bolt line 1 and line 8) due to
spring 2005 snowmelt erosion. At the length scale of meters, the incisional response here
is consistent with the relaxation of initially steep slopes, rather than the maintenance of a
steep knickpoint that migrates back retaining its form (e.g. Gardner, 1983; Whipple and
Tucker, 2002; Crosby and Whipple, 2006).
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A sharp slope break occurs at the transition point between the flume upstream and the
inner channel downstream, rather than a gradual rolling over as would be predicted by
purely diffusive erosional behavior. Sediment cover may maintain this slope break, by
protecting the bed from erosion upstream of the inner channel (Figure 6, distance
downstream 67-70m). Seidl et al (1994) suggested this mechanism for the preservation
of steep migrating bedrock knickpoints in Hawaii, where large boulders were present
above and below steep exposed bedrock knickpoints. Over time the flume mouth reach
has probably remained relatively sediment-free. As it cuts down further, the increase in
inner channel cover will probably become more permanent, as is observed in many
natural slot canyons.
Width adjustment and approach to transport-limited conditions
The width of the inner channel at the flume mouth is much narrower than the width of the
active channel at lower longitudinal slopes in the blasted flume or in the natural channel
downstream of the flume mouth. When observed at a calculated discharge of -0.5 m^3/s,
all of the flow was contained in the flume mouth inner channel (0.3-Im wide). Flow
downstream filled the bedrock-walled natural channel (width 4.2 + 1.6m, lI). At higher
discharges, field evidence demonstrates that flow has easily overtopped the inner channel
at the flume mouth, although recorded upper surface erosion has been very minor in
comparison to the inner channel incision. Figure 18 also shows a dramatic change in
channel width from the lower gradient upstream channel to the tortuous slot canyon
downstream. Whittaker et al (2007) similarly observe a decrease in width and increase in
slope as a channel response to well constrained baselevel lowering from active tectonics.
A basic feedback which we interpret to control much of the width adjustment observed
here was interpreted based on flume experiments by Johnson and Whipple (2007):
transported sediment becomes preferentially focused in local topographic lows along the
channel, which results (initially) in a positive feedback where abrasion (which only
occurs where sediment is transported) is therefore focused in the topographic low, cutting
down and in turn collecting more sediment due to lateral transport. Finnegan et al (2007)
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present a scaling relation in which width increases with sediment flux and decreases with
increasing water discharge and slope. Their relation is equivalent to saying that channel
width scales (nonlinearly) with Qs/Qt, the ratio of sediment flux to sediment transport
capacity. At the Swett flume mouth, simple continuity says that the sediment flux is
controlled by what is transported from the lower-slope blasted flume upstream.
However, the transport capacity of the flow significantly increases at the higher-slope
inner channel, at least qualitatively consistent with width decreasing with Qs/Qt.
Eventually, narrowing may get to the point that the local sediment flux is higher than the
local transport capacity of the flow, leading to alluvial deposition on the channel bed
which then inhibits further erosion. While at this scale bed cover changed on a storm-by-
storm basis, the pattern of increasing cover is at least consistent with the interpretation
that the channel morphology may gradually approach a transport-limited bed
morphology, as Johnson and Whipple (2007) interpreted for tortuous inner channels
created in the laboratory and hypothesize for fluvial channels in general. In the
laboratory experiments, bed cover and transport-limited conditions were reached when
the local sediment flux became larger than the local transport capacity of the flow which
was reduced by sidewall friction and bed roughness. In the Swett creek inner channel,
bed cover appears to be initiated by sediment jams, which form based on the largest clasts
and probably occurred more after spring 2005 because the inner channel groove became
narrower. A broad distribution of sediment sizes in transport therefore increased bed
deposition. Sediment jams also appear to increase the local inner channel longitudinal
roughness (Figure 6).
Conclusions
At the scale of individual floods that actually drive bedrock channel incision, rates of
downcutting into solid bedrock can be fast: we document a local rate of 1/2 meter of
vertical incision over 23 days of flow. However, local sediment deposition inhibits
erosion, consistent with the cover effect of Sklar and Dietrich (2004), and in ways that
are sensitive to local bed topography.
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Our observations suggest that the ability of a flood to erode will depend directly on its
ability to mobilize sediment, and only indirectly on flood magnitude. In the ephemeral
channel we studied, moderate floods of long duration appear to be the most erosive in
terms of long-term channel adjustment and incision. Large flash floods may be less
important, not only because they occur so infrequently, but also because they may
mobilize the most sediment from upstream while locally depositing sediment, which turn
inhibits incision. Variations in sediment flux and size distribution with different flood
magnitudes and hydrograph shapes enables temporal and spatial variations in the flood
magnitudes that cause maximum bedrock channel incision, particularly in different field
settings.
The erosional topography that developed in this mostly natural field setting is consistent
with flume experiments in which sediment transport is a sensitive function of bed
topography, leading to positive feedbacks that incise narrow inner channels (Johnson and
Whipple, 2007). Other natural slot canyons in southeast Utah are also consistent with
this morphology and apparently have developed from initial conditions of steep,
unchannelized bedrock slopes. Finally, we document the erosion of a bedrock pothole
and interpret that it was formed by coarse sediment abrasion rather than finer suspended
load.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1a. Photograph looking upstream at the flume and flume mouth, b. Sketch map
view from above, showing the old valley filled in with rubble in order to construct the
highway, and the culvert and blasted slot that the channel was diverted through. Location
is Lat 37.842, Lon -110.578. c. Upstream end of the culvert. The bottom has a curved
but smooth concrete lining. Note the solar panel and white data logger mounted on the
culvert face.
Figure 2. Longitudinal channel profile for the section of Swett Creek diverted through
the culvert, blasted flume, and over the steep and eroding flume mouth before returning
to the original channel. The location in the culvert of the sonic flowmeter is indicated, as
well as the locations of surveyed topographic cross sections where erosion was measured.
Figure 3: Profile gauge, used to measure erosion. Note the two bolt heads at either end
of the profile, which are used to align profiles from different survey timesteps. The large
graph paper squares are 2.54 cm, and this regular grid is used to correct for the oblique
view and photo distortion.
Figure 4: Flow depth and discharge hydrographs showing all of the flow events observed
in this study. Data has not been smoothed although some spikes were removed from the
snowmelt record. Tick marks on the abscissa represent days (of the month) for the plots
of Spring 2005 snowmelt. Tick marks on the flash flood plots represent hours. Each
individual data point represents 10 minutes in all plots.
Figure 5: Flow duration curves calculated for flash flood flow and snowmelt.
Figure 6: Sediment deposition in the inner channel. The fall 2004 plot is cartooned
based on photographs and field notes, using the spring 2005 surveyed bedrock profile.
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Sediment deposition in the rest of the timesteps was directly surveyed. Figure 4 shows
when the different surveys were done relative to the flow record. No flow was measured
between fall 2005 and spring 2006; the differences in sediment cover between these
timesteps are relatively small, and either represent uncertainty in survey repeatability or
that flow lower than what we can reliably measure occurred and modestly rearranged
sediment in the channel. Between fall 2006 and spring 2007 low to moderate flow did
occur but was not recorded, probably leading to small adjustments in surveyed sediment
cover. The gap at 77m is a significantly undercut section of channel. Bedrock bottom
elevations were measured in spring 2005 in this reach but not after.
Figure 7: Photographs of sidewall erosion around relatively small bed clasts in Swett
creek upstream of the culvert, taken in spring 2004. The marker is 14 cm long.
Figure 8: Photograph looking downstream of erosion line 6, located approximately 20
meters upstream of the flume mouth (figure 2). Arrows point to bolts. Photo taken in fall
2005; note the sediment filling both longitudinal grooves.
Figure 9: Line 6 repeat surveys, showing up to 10 cm of incision from spring 2005
snowmelt flow and negligible incision due to later flash floods. Surveyed lines are
plotted in sequential order and so later timesteps cover the earlier ones. No bolts were
lost due to erosion along this line; the initial bolt spacing was wider than the -25 cm
given in the methods section due to a limited supply of bolts at the time of installation.
Figure 10: Flume mouth inner channel longitudinal profile, showing significant erosion
along its length from spring 2005 snowmelt flow. An approximate initial surface was
reconstructed from surveys of the bedrock on either side of the inner channel. The
boulder was not in the inner channel in spring 2004 but moved into in fall 2004.
Figure 11: Erosion Line 1. a. Repeat surveys of the topography between bolts. The fall
2005 survey was conducted with the total station in "reflectorless" mode from multiple
viewpoints to accurately capture the undercut. No vertical exaggeration. b,c.
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Photographs looking down from above on bolts in fall 2004 (right after installation) and
in fall 2006. Scale is given by comparing bolt locations to cross section distances in 11 a.
Note flattened bold (f). Flow toward upper left.
Figure 12: Line 3 cross section repeat surveys, showing same pattern as line 1.
Figure 13: line 8 cross section.
Figure 14: Line 8 field photograph, looking across the inner channel from a low angle.
Note the bedrock erosion around the foreground bolt and also coarse sediment deposited
in the background at a higher level.
Figure 15: Potholes, cross section survey. The fall 2005 surveys inside the pothole were
measured with a total station in "reflectorless" mode, combining surveys from multiple
locations to accurately capture undercuts.
figure 16: Pothole field photo comparison. Note somewhat different scale and
orientation. Asterisks mark matching locations in both photos. Spring 2004 combines
two photographs.
Figure 17. Escalante canyons, aerial photograph of Coyote Gulch and tributaries
including the slot canyons Peek-a-boo and Spooky.
Figure 18. Field photographs of Spooky. a. Channel just upstream of Spooky; note the
start of the slot (shadowed bedrock). Arrow points to a person sitting down, for scale. b.
A short distance downstream the active channel narrows significantly. Spooky Slot
Canyon.
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Figure 1
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Figure 3
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Abstract
Field data from channels in the Henry Mountains of Utah, USA support theoretical
expectations that coarse sediment can inhibit fluvial incision into bedrock by mantling
channel beds. We compare several small channels that share tributary junctions and are
incising into the same sedimentary bedrock units but have different loads of resistant
diorite clasts due to the spatial distribution of localized sediment sources. Bedrock
channels that contain abundant coarse sediment ("diorite-rich") have steeper overall
slopes and are less incised than tributaries of these channels with smaller drainage areas
and less sediment ("diorite-poor"). In diorite-rich channels, we infer that the longitudinal
gradient is set by the supply rate of the coarse sediment load. Observations and simple
calculations of basal shear stresses predicted during bankfull flows suggest that stresses
will greatly exceed thresholds needed to initiate sediment transport. In contrast, the
diorite-poor tributaries have lower slopes and more local slope variability which may
reflect variations in bedrock properties, longitudinal sediment sorting and the autogenic
dynamics of bedrock channel incision at lower sediment supply. We conclude that (1)
coarse sediment can mantle bedrock channel beds and inhibit downcutting, conceptually
validating the "cover effect" in fluvial incision models; (2) The channel slope needed to
transport the sediment load can be larger than that needed to erode bedrock, validating
the existence of transport-limited bedrock channels; and (3) in the diorite-rich channels,
sediment transport capacity rather than the threshold of sediment motion is probably
dominant in setting the transport-limited slope.
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Overview
In an actively incising landscape, what sets the gradient of a bedrock river channel?
Channels act as conduits for the transport of both water and sediment through an eroding
landscape; in turn, the sediment load of a river may both enable and inhibit fluvial
erosion in incompletely understood ways. Do channel slopes (and other parameters of
morphology including width, sediment cover and bed roughness) tend toward an
equilibrium dominantly adjusted to transport sediment, to erode bedrock, or both? The
importance of sediment cover in mantling the bottom of bedrock channels and inhibiting
vertical incision was recognized early by G. K. Gilbert (1877) and also by W. M. Davis
(1889). The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the importance of sediment cover in the
incision of natural fluvial channels, in order to test and ultimately improve quantitative
models for fluvial channel incision.
Plausible bedrock channel incision models span a range from purely detachment-limited
(incision governed by local flow conditions and their relation to local bedrock properties)
to purely transport-limited formulations (incision and deposition governed by
downstream changes in sediment supply and transport capacity) and include several
"hybrid" formulations in which sediment load, transport capacity and local bedrock
detachment all play a role (e.g., Sklar and Dietrich, 1998; 2004; Howard, 1998; Hancock
and Anderson, 2002; Whipple and Tucker, 2002). All published hybrid models include a
"cover effect" in which sediment deposits reduce the bed area exposed to erosion
processes, thereby reducing incision rates. The Sklar and Dietrich (1998; 2004) model,
and later derivatives of it, also include a "tools effect" in which more sediment in
transport enhances incision rates. Tools and cover effects have both been demonstrated
in laboratory experiments (Sklar and Dietrich, 2001; Johnson and Whipple, 2006), but
little field data exists to support, and much less quantify, either. Field studies that
evaluate some basic assumptions of different model formulations include Stock and
Montgomery (1999); van der Beek and Bishop (2003); Tomkin et al (2003); Whipple
(2004); Brocard and van der Beek (2006) and Jansen (2006).
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Howard (1998) and Whipple and Tucker (2002) explore the conditions most likely to
lead to transport-limited incising bedrock channels and discuss some evidence that such
cases do occur, but neither cites definitive field evidence. Following similar logic,
Brocard and van der Beek (2006) and Jansen (2006) interpret transport-limited conditions
in incising channel reaches based on longitudinal channel profiles, mapped bedrock
lithology and field observations in the French Alps and Australia, respectively. Their
observations and interpretations suggest that our results may be broadly generalized to a
variety of climatic, tectonic and lithologic regimes. We emphasize smaller spatial scales
than Brocard and van der Beek (2006). Similar to Jansen (2006) we present detailed field
surveys of channel morphology, bedrock exposure and sediment size distributions.
Henry Mountains, Utah
Landscape-scale incision of the Colorado Plateau in Southeast Utah is being driven by
the recent and evidently variable history of Colorado River downcutting in its Glen
Canyon reach (Hanks et al, 2001; Marchetti and Cerling 2001; Cook et al, 2006). In the
vicinity of the Henry Mountains, incised canyons and abandoned pediment surfaces attest
to a long-lived and on-going phase of incision (Hunt, 1953). Overall the uplifted plateau
is in a transient state of dissection. As transient pulses of incision propagate through the
landscape, lithologic and sediment controls (that we study here) presumably cause
significant variations in local fluvial incision rate. Long-term incision is punctuated by
periods of rapid incision and alluviation. It is precisely these variations in landscape
response that provide an opportunity to better understand controls and feedbacks on
erosion processes. An advantage of isolating sediment and lithologic controls on incision
in this incising but presently tectonically quiescent landscape is that there are not
additional complications of complex active structures or strain being partitioned on
multiple faults in incompletely understood ways. In addition, at the smaller spatial scale
we focus on here, the specific channels we quantitatively compare are all tributaries of
the same mainstem, and so share the same baselevel history. Consistent patterns of
downcutting in different drainage networks suggest that, at least locally in the vicinity of
tributary junctions, fluvial incision has probably adjusted sufficiently well to local
conditions to allow us to meaningfully interpret differences in slope and downcutting
between channels.
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The five Henry Mountain peaks formed as a result of Tertiary igneous intrusions of
diorite that form the core of the mountains (figure 1) (Gilbert, 1877; Hunt 1953; Jackson,
1990). Mesozoic sedimentary units surround the central peaks. Near intrusions,
sedimentary beds are often broadly warped but show minimal deformation, while away
from intrusions beds are essentially horizontal. Weathering and differential erosion bring
out subtle lithologic variations in the sedimentary units that are expressed in cliffs,
hillslopes and dissected canyons.
Exploitable features that make this field area excellent for unraveling sediment and
lithologic controls on channel incision are (1) all of the channels incise through the same
largely undeformed bedrock sedimentary units, which themselves have a range of
strengths and resistance to weathering; and (2) the coarse sediment load (amount,
hardness, size distribution) varies dramatically between channels because only some
channels tap into the strong, resistant igneous rock (diorite) that forms the cores of the
intrusive mountains. Extensive bedrock and colluvial exposures of diorite are found near
the peaks of the different Henry Mountains and provide abundant amounts of coarse
diorite sediment to some channels. Other channels have more variable and limited
sources of diorite clasts from the mobilization of sediment previously stored in adjacent
fill terraces and from coarse sediment veneers on top of pediments (Figure 1). Some
channels have essentially no present-day sources for new diorite sediment, in which case
bedload is often limited because much sediment derived from local bedrock lithologies
(sandstones, mudstones) is introduced to streams as sand. Consequently, incising streams
in the area carry widely and systematically variable amounts of bedload, establishing an
excellent natural experiment on the role of coarse sediment load in channel incision into
bedrock. Perhaps these variable circumstances explain why this landscape inspired G. K.
Gilbert's insights into the processes of fluvial incision (Gilbert, 1877).
We focus our study on channel reaches incised into two main sedimentary bedrock units,
the Navajo Sandstone (Jn) and overlying Carmel formation (Jca) (Hintze and Stokes,
1964). The Navajo Sandstone is a Triassic to Jurassic eolian cross-bedded sandstone that
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is fairly weatherable and weak on a granular scale, but forms large cliffs due to its
homogeneity and widely spaced joints (e.g. Schumm and Chorley, 1966). The few
Navajo Sandstone bedrock clasts produced locally by plucking and rock fall tend to
weather rapidly and disaggregate into sand. Some coarse sediment is provided to the
channels by calcified nodules and veins that weather out of the Navajo sandstone, clasts
derived from more resistant sedimentary units upstream, and clasts derived from beds
strengthened by contact metamorphism. Above the Navajo sandstone, the Jurassic
Carmel formation (Jca) is comprised of shallow marine shales, siltstones and evaporates,
with minor carbonate cementation. This unit weathers easily and is a slope-former with
a handful of more resistant beds. Above Jca is the Entrada sandstone (Je), homogeneous
fluvial/eolian sandstone that forms rounded cliffs comparable to the Navajo Sandstone.
Laboratory measurements show that the diorite is nearly two orders of magnitude
stronger (tensile strength -~10 MPa) and more abrasion-resistant (measured in a sediment
tumbler) than Navajo Sandstone (tensile strength -0.2 MPa, Sklar et al., in prep).
This arid and rugged landscape has seen little modification from land-use changes and
other anthropogenic influences. Cattle and sheep ranching have been attempted here for
more than a century, but the scarcity of water and vegetation have meant little success,
minimizing landscape impact (Kelsey, 1990). Nonetheless, over several months of field
work we have seen flow (below bankfull) in most of the channels we focus on here.
Flow occurs during flash flood flows from summer and fall thunderstorms, and from
spring snowmelt in channels that drain higher elevations. Channel flow is typically
ephemeral. A benefit of studying fluvial transport and erosion in dry riverbeds is that we
can easily observe the entire channel bottom including the thalweg. Imbricated cobbles
and boulder jams indicate that large floods can move boulders (-2m) in these channels.
The channels of interest are not gauged and so we have no direct measures of flow
intermittency or magnitudes in these channels, although we have collected a short (- 2.5
year) record of flow and erosion in a similar nearby channel, proving that bedload
transport and incision into bedrock are active in the current arid climate (Johnson et al
2005).
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Definitions and models
Below we review a few simple definitions for bedrock channels and models (detachment-
limited, transport-limited, hybrid) for bedrock channel incision. We do not
comprehensively explain the models of interest but only develop theoretical differences
between models that we can explore with our field data. Additional bedrock incision
models, and derivations of them, are summarized in Whipple (2004), van der Beek and
Bishop (2003), and Sklar and Dietrich (2006).
Howard (1998) pragmatically defines mixed bedrock-alluvial channels as having bedrock
exposed over "say 5% to 60% of total bed area," and having sediment thicknesses
elsewhere of less than - 2-3 m, such that large floods can occasionally scour through the
fill to bedrock and erode the bedrock below. Howard (1998) defines bedrock channels as
having a lack of appreciable sediment cover, which requires that the time-averaged
transport capacity of the flow is greater than the sediment input of all size classes to the
channel. All of the channels we discuss in detail have abundant partial sediment cover
and thus qualify as mixed bedrock-alluvial channels. Others (e.g. Sklar and Dietrich,
2004; Whipple, 2004) consider bedrock channels to be any channel actively incising into
bedrock, even when the bed has a nearly complete but thin mantle of alluvium.
Following this definition, because bedrock is exposed and subject to erosion in our
channels we refer to them simply as bedrock channels.
Detachment- and Transport- Limited Incision
Channels can also be classified based on incision rate controls rather than on a snapshot
in time of bed morphology (i.e. bedrock or mixed bedrock-alluvial) (Howard, 1998;
Whipple and Tucker, 2002). In detachment-limited channels (DL), channel downcutting
is "limited" by the ability to remove pieces of bedrock (by a range of erosional
processes), making erosion rates and patterns directly sensitive to bedrock properties. For
example, weaker bedrock, or more efficient erosive attack (perhaps a steeper or narrower
channel) would lead to more rapid erosion. A basic form of a detachment-limited model
holds that the erosion rate is a power law function of shear stress (Howard and Kerby
1983):
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E =- - kirba, = KAmSn (1)
at
with erosion rate E [m/yr] corresponding to the change in bed elevation (z) with time
(t), Tb is the basal shear stress [Pa] exerted on the bed by the fluid, and k, and a, are
positive constants. Equivalently, rb can be parameterized in terms of drainage area A (a
proxy for discharge) and longitudinal channel slope S, as shown by Howard and Kerby
(1983). The dimensional coefficient K is called the "erosional efficiency", and depends
directly on rock strength, as well as many other factors including hydraulic geometry,
climate, sediment supply and grain size, and possible thresholds (Stock and Montgomery
1994; Sklar and Dietrich, 1998; Whipple and Tucker 1999, 2002; Snyder et al, 2003;
Whipple 2004).
In transport-limited channels (TL), downcutting is "limited" by the transport of alluvial
sediment because, through positive and negative feedbacks, the channel maintains a slope
just steep enough to transport the sediment supplied to the channel. Alluvial channels are
by definition transport-limited. Whipple and Tucker (2002) define a TL channel as one
in which the erosion rate is set by the downstream divergence of sediment transport
capacity (qt). This definition is essentially the Exner Equation for the conservation of
sediment (mass), which relates the change in bed elevation at a point to the divergence of
sediment transport (Paola and Voller, 2005):
az 1 aqtE = - - = (2)
at 1-q ax
where # is the porosity of the sediment bed. For example, a downstream increase in the
efficiency of sediment transport (perhaps due to decreased grain size or form drag, or
increased slope or discharge) would lead to downstream downcutting, independent of
local bedrock properties.
Sediment transport is typically modeled as a power law function of rb, and for the sake
of illustration we parameterize it similar to above (e.g., Willgoose, 1991):
qt " K 2 A'2 Sn2 (3)
where K 2 is a dimensional transport coefficient. Substituting (3) into (2) and assuming
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n, = 1 and no downstream variation in either K2 or m, we may write:
E z 1 m 2 Z
E a 1at KA " (4)
for local erosion rate in a TL system.
Note that (for n = n2 = 1) the detachment-limited model (1) has erosion rate z/ at
proportional to az / ax (slope S ), while (4) finds az / at proportional to a2z / ax2; (1) is a
kinematic wave equation while the transport-limited model (4) is a diffusion equation
(nonlinear for n, n2  1 and for other model formulations). Because erosion (or
deposition) in (4) depends on changes in the sediment flux, it is sensitive to the sediment
flux coming in from all points upstream. The difference in dynamic behaviors of these
erosion models results in a key diagnostic difference which we will use later: the DL
model (1) predicts slope changes will occur at lithologic contacts, because K will change
directly and slope (or possibly other morphological parameters such as width or
roughness) will change directly as well. However, because local erosion predicted by (4)
depends on the sediment flux coming from upstream and results in diffusive behavior, it
predicts smooth transitions (or no change at all) in channel slope (or morphology) at
lithologic contacts (Whipple and Tucker, 1999, 2002; Paola, 2000; Paola and Voller,
2005).
Sediment Cover and Hybrid Models
In reality, bedrock incision rates probably depend on both detachment and transport
processes in most cases. Several "hybrid" river incision models have been proposed that
directly consider the role of coarse sediment transport in controlling rates of bedrock
incision. In particular, the saltation-abrasion model (SA) of Sklar and Dietrich (1998,
2004) combines aspects of both DL and TL models and finds that both bedrock properties
and sediment transport influence channel incision and channel gradient along the full
length of bedrock rivers. Bedload sediment both enables and inhibits erosion: too little
sediment inhibits erosion because few clasts impact the bed (the tools effect), but too
much sediment causes deposition, shielding the bed and also inhibiting erosion (the cover
effect). For given flow conditions, the highest erosion rate occurs at the balance point
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between minimum bed cover and maximum bed impacts (Gilbert, 1877). Sklar and
Dietrich (1998, 2004) make the simple assumption that the fraction of the bed area that is
exposed bedrock (Fe) rather than transient alluvial cover should be proportional to the
ratio of sediment flux q, to transport capacity q,:
Fe =1 q (5)
qt
This formulation is intended to encompass temporal and spatial variation in bedrock
exposure, implicit in scaling up to long timescales. Thus the model predicts that there
will be a direct relation between the fraction of rock exposed in the bed and the degree to
which channel incision is inhibited by sediment cover - approaching transport-limited
conditions as alluvial cover becomes complete.
Howard and Kerby (1983) observed the bedrock-alluvial transition in their field study of
rapidly eroding badlands and interpreted that coherent alluvial cover on the channel bed
should inhibit downcutting. Similarly, most other models with cover effects are
formulated in such a way to have sharp or relatively sharp transitions between
detachment- and transport-dominated channel reaches. Compared to most other models
that include cover effects (e.g. Tucker 94, Howard 98, Whipple and Tucker, 2002),
sediment cover in the SA model becomes important in limiting erosion rates at lower
sediment fluxes and well before the bed is fully alluviated. This contrast in cover
formulations is potentially a diagnostic difference between models that we address later.
The steady state channel reach slope (S) predicted by any hybrid model (for a given set of
boundary conditions, in particular discharge, sediment size, sediment flux, and baselevel
lowering rate) can separated into three components (Sklar and Dietrich 2006):
S = Scr + ASqs +ASe (6)
where Sc, is the slope necessary to just exceed the threshold of motion for the sediment,
ASq, is the additional slope needed to transport the imposed sediment load, and ASe is
the additional slope needed to erode the bedrock at the rate of relative baselevel lowering.
The general validity of (9) is not dependent on any particular model for channel incision,
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and suggests that erosion and channel morphology will always depend on both transport
(Scr,, AS, ) and detachment controls (ASe).
For this study we need a description of TL channels that can be interpreted based on
field observations. We therefore define a transport-limited bedrock channel as one in
which (1) bedrock outcrops at least occasionally, (2) bedrock incision is known to be
active on millennial timescales, and (3) the channel slope is essentially adjusted to
transport the sediment load rather than to incise bedrock, i.e. ASe << Scr + ASq,. Channel
slope (az / 8x) is of course directly tied to elevation (z) and also to erosion because to
attain a lower slope requires more downcutting.
Over most plausible parameter space for steady-state incision by fluvial processes
described by the saltation-abrasion model, Sklar and Dietrich (2006) find that ASe is a
minor contributor to the total channel slope. The saltation-abrasion model predicts that
incision rate increases rapidly as channels steepen beyond slopes needed to both initiate
motion and transport the imposed sediment flux. Therefore, a channel may often require
only a small additional increase in slope (above the transport-limited slope) to erode at
geomorphically common rates of baselevel lowering. Because of this, Sklar and Dietrich
(1998, 2001) suggest that inherent bedrock properties of strength or resistance to incision
are secondary to sediment supply in setting channel slope, except for the most durable
rocks and the most rapid rates of baselevel lowering. We emphasize the SA model in
much of our discussion below because its formulation makes quantitative predictions that
we can evaluate (to a limited extent) with field data. However, our results are not
predicated on the validity of any particular cover model, but provide a general test of the
importance of sediment cover in inhibiting incision and influencing channel slope.
Methods
USGS 10 meter digital elevation models (DEMs) were processed using ArcGIS and
Matlab to give channel longitudinal profiles, reach-averaged slopes and drainage areas
following methods described by Wobus et al (2006). We use drainage area as a proxy for
discharge. The distribution of bedrock lithology and sediment cover is constrained by
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previous mapping (Hunt 1953; Hintze and Stokes, 1964; Jackson, 1990; Hintze et al
2000), stereo air photography, Landsat and ASTER multispectral imagery, Google Earth,
and field work.
Based on a regional DEM analysis, we chose a subset of channels and conducted detailed
field surveys of reach morphology. The level of detail that we surveyed was balanced
against the need to cover reasonable distances. At each survey location we characterized
channel reach distance, slope, bankfull width and depth, mean and maximum sediment
size (by visual estimate of-D50 and -D95), the fraction of bedrock exposed on the
channel bed and banks (again, estimated visually), and the heights of strath and fill
terraces. The commercially-available hardware we use for digital data collection consists
of a laser rangefinder with built-in inclinometer and digital compass, hardwired to a PDA
with a wireless GPS. The PDA systematically logs and displays data point locations
using custom Arcpad scripts developed by Nathan Niemi and Benjamin Crosby.
Channels are inherently three-dimensional and reducing the complexity of their form to
the categories listed above is somewhat subjective at the scale of individual reaches. J.
Johnson conducted all of the surveys presented here. The surveyed profiles generally
capture any obvious change in channel slope as well as individual channel bed steps
higher than -1/2 meter.
Bankfull width and depth estimates in these dry channels were based entirely on the local
channel morphology. We do not have any direct constraints on how often bankfull flow
occurs in this arid environment. Widths, depths and other parameters were only recorded
when we considered them to be well constrained; in particular a meaningful "bankfull"
depth was sometimes not recorded (e.g. in bedrock-walled slots). Water stains, mud
splashes, abraded rock sidewalls, transported vegetative debris and indications of
abrasion levels on live vegetation also gave indications of flow heights and sometimes
widths, but were recorded only when they appeared to reflect an average "bankfull" flow
rather than individual events of widely varying discharge. Measurement uncertainties on
bankfull width and depth varied widely based on reach morphology and probably range
from 5 to 20% of the measured values.
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In a subset of channel reaches we conducted extensive point counts of sediment sizes,
measuring the intermediate diameters of between approximately 50 to 500 clasts. We
chose 3 mm as the smallest size we could consistently measure; sediment finer than this
was categorized as "fine" and was almost entirely sand. Previous work has shown some
user bias in sizes measured in this way (Wohl et al, 1996); we again focused on
consistency.
Results
We first present longitudinal profiles from DEM analysis over a broad area of the Henry
Mountains and compare them to interpretations of channel coarse sediment loads from
remote sensing and field observations. We interpret that differences in the coarse
sediment loads lead to differences in channel downcutting and profile smoothness. We
next present detailed field surveys of several tributaries that confirm patterns seen in the
DEM analysis, namely that channels with greater sediment loads have steeper slopes and
have incised down less than smaller tributaries with less coarse sediment and more
bedrock exposure. We then use the surveys of local channel slope, width, depth and
sediment size to calculate whether thresholds of sediment motion or sediment flux are
more important in influencing channel slope.
Regional DEM profile analysis
We interpreted the bedrock lithology and presence of diorite along channels based on
both GIS-based scanned bedrock geology maps (Hintze and Stokes, 1990; Jackson,
1990), color aerial photography, Landsat imagery (figure 1) and field verification. We
classified channels as either having or not having an abundant present-day source for
diorite sediment supply. Diorite sediment comes from either direct bedrock exposure or
erosion of colluvial/alluvial cover on the mountain flanks and pediments. Figure 2 shows
a small but representative subset of the profiles that we categorized, chosen in part
because their classifications were unambiguous. A key observation is that channels with
a significant supply of diorite clasts tend to have smoothly concave profiles (solid lines),
while channels that do not (dashed lines) tend to have stepped and less uniformly concave
profiles. This pattern is consistent throughout the Henry Mountains. Because diorite
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sources are by far most abundant around the mountain peaks, the diorite-rich channels
tend to start at higher elevations. Diorite-poor channels tend to be shorter and have less
relief. Slope breaks along diorite-poor channels often occur at lithologic contacts or at
tributary junctions where discharge and/or sediment loads suddenly increase.
On Figures 1 and 2 we mark a location along diorite-rich Trachyte Creek which preserves
an exceptional flight of predominantly bedrock terraces covered by thick alluvial veneers
(Hunt, 1953). Cook et al (2006) presented preliminary cosmogenic ages measured by
surface exposure and depth profile techniques on four terrace levels, ranging in height
from 1 to 110 meters above the active channel. The long-term average incision rate is
-0.4 mm/yr, consistent with nearby studies by Hanks et al (2001) and Garvin et al (2005).
The low terrace levels demonstrate that incision along diorite-rich channels is currently
active on millennial timescales.
Figure 3 shows detailed aerial views of channels on Mt. Ellsworth (Ticaboo Canyon and
tributaries; 3a) and Mt Hillers (Trail Canyon and tributaries; 3b,c). Differences in
sedimentary bedrock lithology and diorite-rich alluvium are apparent in aerial
photography; note the difference in color between channels rich in coarse gray diorite
sediment compared to the red to tan color of the sedimentary bedrock lithology and tan to
pink sandstone-derived sediment. Differences between canyons are also seen in the
amount of valley-filling diorite sediment between canyons.
Figure 4a shows DEM longitudinal profiles of the Ticaboo channels (Figure 3a). The
channels are in close proximity to one another and cut through the same bedrock
lithologies, in particular Navajo sandstone (Jn). Interestingly, tributary slopes proximal
to their mainstem confluence are much lower on all three channels that do not transport
diorite sediment until they merge with the smooth and steeper profile of the diorite-
transporting trunk stream. Upstream the tributaries have steeper reaches. Similarly,
Figure 4b compares the long profile of Trail Canyon (smooth, diorite-rich) to
Maidenwater Canyon (1-48) and adjacent unnamed tributaries of Trail Canyon (Trib43,
44) (Figure 3b). All of these smaller channels have significantly lower slopes
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approaching the confluence with Trail Canyon, even though the drainage area of Trail
Canyon is significantly higher. This pattern is surprising because all else being equal,
one would expect channels to be adjusted so that smaller discharges correspond to higher
slopes. Figure 2 also demonstrates a similar pattern where channel 1-3 has a lower slope
coming in to the larger and diorite-rich Trachyte Creek (1-1).
Figure 4c shows that DEM-derived slope-area data for Trail Canyon is well fit by a
power-law as has been widely observed for both alluvial and bedrock channels (e.g.,
Tucker and Whipple, 2002; Wobus et al, 2006). In log-log space the power law relation
S - A-" plots as a straight line with slope - 0, which is defined as the channel
concavity. A regression through the Trail Canyon data gives 8-0.6, which is within the
range of concavities common for fluvial channels (8-0.3 to 0.7; Whipple, 2004). Over
most of their length the smaller tributaries (Trib43 and the south fork of Maidenwater, 1-
48) have much more variable slopes but consistently lower slopes than Trail Canyon for a
given drainage area.
To summarize, the presence or absence of diorite sediment supply has had a significant
impact on longitudinal profile development as evidenced by dramatic differences in
profile smoothness and steepness. The smoothness may reflect sediment transport and
the "diffusive" nature of erosion in transport-limited (or nearly so) channels. As Figure 4
shows, overall the longitudinal slopes are steeper in the channels seen to be rich in coarse
diorite sediment, especially when accounting for drainage-area differences. This
observation suggests that slopes must remain steeper to transport their sediment load than
to erode bedrock, suggesting in turn that coarse sediment can inhibit channel incision into
bedrock. We explore these ideas below with quantitative field observations.
Detailed field surveys: channel profiles
Based on our regional analysis, we focused detailed field study on Trail canyon, Trib43
and Trib44, and the south fork of Maidenwater Canyon (1-48) (figs 3b, 4b). Trib44
shares a junction with the larger Trib43, which in turn shares a junction with Trail.
Maidenwater Canyon and Trail are both nearby tributaries of the larger Trachyte Creek
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but do not share a confluence. Further upstream, Trail Canyon is modestly incised into
colluvium and pediment deposits surrounding Mt Hillers, giving it an abundant supply of
diorite sediment (Figures 1, 3b).
That these channels are not only close to each other but share tributary junctions is an
important part of our analysis, because the baselevel lowering rate of the tributaries is set
by the local incision rate of the mainstem channel. Therefore, comparison of the
channels in proximity of shared confluences serve as a natural experiment for considering
slope and incision controls. Playfair's "Law" (e.g. Seidl and Dietrich, 1992) suggests that
erosion rates will be the same along channels where they share a confluence. This
implicit assumption of local steady-state channel slopes in the vicinity of tributary
junctions has been used before in analyzing channel incision behavior (Seidl and
Dietrich, 1992; Niemann et al, 2001). While at long temporal and spatial scales this
landscape is in a transient state of erosion as waves of incision cut into the Colorado
Plateau, the consistent pattern observed across the landscape of lower tributary slopes
near confluences with larger sediment-rich channels suggests that local patterns of
downcutting are sufficiently equilibrated to local channel conditions conditions (e.g.
coarse sediment load) for us to interpret differences between local channel slopes in
meaningful ways.
We surveyed 7.3 km of Trail Canyon, 2.6 km of Trib43 and 0.45 km of Trib44, with an
average distance between survey stations of 26m. Surveyed channel sections correspond
to DEM-derived drainage areas of 13.6 to 21.8 km2 along Trail Canyon, 1.2 to 3.3 km2
along Trib43 and 0.7 to 1 km2 along Trib44. The bedrock exposed in the surveyed
reaches of the tributaries (43, 44) and Maidenwater is Navajo sandstone. Along Trail
Canyon, upstream of the confluence with Trib43 the active channel tends to run close to
the contact between Navajo sandstone and Carmel fm, with predominantly Navajo but
occasionally Carmel fin exposed in the bed. Downstream of the Trib43 confluence all of
the bedrock exposed in Trail Canyon is Navajo sandstone.
Figure 5 compares subsections of field-surveyed long profiles. Like the coarser
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resolution DEM profiles, these again show that (a) the smaller tributaries have lower
slopes than the mainstem Trail channel, and (b) Trib43, 44 and Maidenwater have
significantly greater slope variability than Trail Canyon. Trib43 and Maidenwater have
impassible reaches with extreme changes in valley and channel width, narrow slots,
bedrock steps and boulder jams. Maidenwater Canyon has a 5m high waterfall where the
channel crosses a small carbonate-rich bed within the Navajo sandstone. In contrast, as
its name implies the smooth profile of Trail Canyon makes it the easiest tributary to
traverse downstream to the perennially-flowing Trachyte Creek. The dramatic difference
in channel bed state is captured looking upstream at the confluence of Trib43 and Trail
Canyon (Figure 6). Although both channels have exposed bedrock, the gray diorite
sediment filling the Trail Canyon channel contrasts sharply with the bare red sandstone in
Trib43. The confluence location is shown in figure 3c. Note the Trib43 bedrock ledge
apparent in both the photograph and hand-surveyed long profile.
An additional example of lower channel slope corresponding to less coarse sediment in
the channel is observed in comparing Trib43 to Trib44. Figure 6 shows a field
photograph looking upstream at this confluence. Trib44 has essentially no coarse
sediment on its bed, only sand, and has a lower average slope than Trib43 despite a
smaller drainage area (figure 5). These field observations corroborate our interpretations
from the regional analysis of river profile forms that coarse sediment supply is a key
factor in setting channel slope and the degree of downcutting.
Channel Morphology
We next quantitatively compare bedrock exposures in Trail canyon and tributaries,
demonstrating that Trail is not fully alluviated but has sufficient bedrock exposure to be
considered a bedrock channel as defined previously. Figure 7 shows the percent of
bedrock exposed spatially in the bed and banks of Trail Canyon, Trib43 and Trib44.
Significant bed cover is observed in all of the channels. Averaged over the surveyed
distance of each channel, Trail, Trib43 and Trib44 have 4%, 15% and 35% bedrock
exposed in the channel bed respectively. Figure 8 plots reach-averaged longitudinal
slope against percent bedrock exposure in the channel bed for five separate reaches of
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these channels with different average slopes. These data show a strong anti-correlation
between channel gradient and bedrock exposure. The field surveys were made at zero
flow; higher flows could locally increase bedrock exposure where cover is a relatively
thin veneer of sand. This effect can be expected to be the largest on Trib44. Note that
Figures 7 and 8 list percent rock in the channel bed. The percent bedrock exposure in the
channel banks is higher, with 14%, 52% and 64% exposed bedrock forming the channel
banks in Trail, Trib43 and Trib44 respectively (as compared to 4%, 15%, 35% in the
bed).
The active Trail Canyon channel tends to have a consistently flat bottom and rectangular
cross section. Large boulders are occasionally present in the valley fill, and small
boulders and cobbles are actively transported in the channel as suggested by imbrication
(figure 9a). In spite of abundant cobbles and boulders, organized coarse sediment jams
are almost never observed in the Trail Canyon channel. When bedrock does outcrop in
the active Trail channel it tends to grade smoothly with the alluviated portions of the bed
rather than forming steps (figure 9b).
In contrast, Trib43 still has significant sediment cover including diorite, but pervasive
long profile steps (Figure 5) are formed both by bare bedrock and also by boulder jams
(Fig 9c). Strong longitudinal sediment sorting is pervasive, with low gradient sand
reaches transitioning to coarser sediment in between the bed steps and boulder jams. The
Maidenwater channel has equivalent reach morphologies to Trib43. Boulders often form
channel-spanning jams where bedrock canyon walls narrow. A plunge pool often occurs
below the step or slope. Figure 9d shows a narrow sculpted reach in Trib44. In contrast
to Trib43 and Maidenwater, there is very little coarse sediment in Trib44 and no boulder
jams. In steeper sediment-free reaches the bedrock is beautifully sculpted with flutes,
potholes and inner channels (Barnes et al, 2005; Johnson et al 2006). The exposure of
bedrock in Trib43, Trib44 and Maidenwater and how it influences channel width and
morphology is complex, with dramatic changes from narrow slot canyons to wider
sections and back, often with no obvious control from lithologic heterogeneities.
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In general, bankfull width and depth are fairly constant through Trail canyon. Trib43
width shows more spatial variability but is comparable in magnitude (figure 7b). This
observation is surprising since the drainage area of Trail is 5-10 times larger than that of
Trib43. However, significant differences between the channels make it difficult to
meaningfully interpret these trends in width. The Trail Canyon banks are almost entirely
defined by coarse alluvium, with the active channel somewhat incised down into the fill.
In contrast, the banks in Trib43 vary widely from sand to coarse diorite cobbles to
bedrock, while in Trib44 the banks are either sand or bedrock. The sudden decrease in
Trib44 channel width at 13.4 km upstream (Figure 7b) corresponds to the start of the
narrow bedrock-walled slot (figure 9d).
Fill Terrace Gradients and Floodplains
Aggrading alluvial channels are by definition transport-limited. The Henry Mountains
have regionally extensive fill terraces recording episodes of aggradation that have
interrupted long-term canyon incision. These fill terraces thus approximately record
transport-limited channel slopes during past aggradation events. A terrace level about
13m above the active channel is well preserved along Trail Canyon, Ticaboo Canyon and
many other channels in the Henry Mountains. Upstream in the wide valley of Trail
Canyon this level is quite continuous (figure 3c, 6a). In the downstream, Jn-walled Trail
Canyon, terrace remnants are discontinuous because channel migration within the narrow
valley has removed some of the deposit. Figure 6c shows the association of this terrace
level with the (re)incision of an epigenetic gorge (Hewitt, 1998; Ouimet et al, in prep).
The fill terrace height is quite consistent at -13m along the length of channel we
surveyed. The implication is that the modem slope of Trail Canyon is not measurably
different over a -7km distance from a transport-limited channel slope established during
the aggradation event that produced this fill terrace.
Another indication that the modem Trail Canyon is effectively a transport-limited
channel is the fact that it has an active floodplain, particularly upstream where the valley
is wide. Silt and mud deposits are preserved on the floodplain surface but not in the
active channel. Bent and twisted vegetation on the alluvial floodplain surface indicates
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that active flow above bankfull occurs on a regular basis. Some secondary channels
geometrically similar to back-bar chutes are present on the floodplain surface and can
only be active when channel flow is above bankfull.
Sediment Size Distribution
We next quantify differences in the sediment size distribution, lithologic composition and
longitudinal sorting between Trail Canyon, Trib43 and Trib44. Figure 10a compares
coarse sediment sizes obtained from point counts (e.g. Wohl et al., 1996). The lines are
cumulative distributions of approximately 350 intermediate clast diameters measured in
Trail Canyon and Trib43, and 291 clasts measured in Trib44. Trail Canyon and Trib43
both have abundant coarse sediment ranging from sand to boulders. The size distribution
in Trib43 is more poorly sorted than in Trail Canyon although the median (D50) size is
similar (46mm for Trail, 36mm for Trib43). Measured but not included in the plotted
distributions are particles < 3mm diameter, most of which is sand. We omit sand from
the sediment size statistics assuming that during relevant flows it will be suspended and
contribute little to bedload flux or bed cover. Trail Canyon and Trib43 had similar
fractions of sand covering the bed (30% and 27% respectively, quantified as part of the
point count). In contrast, we estimated in the field that the surface sediment in Trib44 is
98% sand. While the Trail Canyon and Trib43 size distributions were measured by
random walks over significant channel distances, the plotted distribution of Trib44 coarse
sediment represents the coarse sediment fill trapped in two potholes as well as an isolated
patch of coarser sediment measured in the channel (D50=17mm).
While the total cumulative size distributions are similar for Trail and Trib43, the
longitudinal sorting and spatial variability is much greater in Trib43. Figure 10b shows
the point counts data separated reaches along each channel. In trail canyon, 5 reaches of
approximately 50m each were chosen spaced over approximately 710m of channel
distance; channel slope does not change significantly over this distance. The tight
clustering of the separate Trail canyon distributions demonstrates negligible longitudinal
sorting at the reach scale in this channel. In Trib43, separate point counts were
conducted in 10 continuous reaches along 256m of longitudinal distance; the reach
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boundaries were chosen to capture local slope changes. The slope changes along this
representative stretch of Trib43 correlate with strong longitudinal sorting, with steep
coarse cobble and boulder jams alternating with lower slope, sand-rich sections. Overall,
Trib43 has a step-pool morphology (Montgomery and Buffington 1997).
We also categorized clasts as diorite or sandstone (small numbers of resistant carbonate
clasts and other more resistant lithologies such as chert were also tallied, but for
simplicity we include them in the sandstone distributions). In Trail canyon, 79% of clasts
were diorite, compared to 21% sandstone. In Trib43, diorite clasts comprise 52% of the
coarse sediment, compared to 48% sandstone clasts. Perhaps surprisingly, diorite clasts
in Trib43 are actually larger (diorite D50=72mm, D90=280mm) than in Trail Canyon
(diorite D50=52mm, D90=129mm). Below we argue that the broad size distribution in
Trail canyon is essentially all transported, while much of the coarser sediment in Trib43
is organized into lag deposits that rarely move, plausibly explaining the coarser bed of
Trib43.
Trail Canyon Slope Controls
Here we utilize standard bedload sediment transport relations to further evaluate the
qualitative interpretation that Trail Canyon is effectively transport-limited. We evaluate
the "incision regime" (between detachment- and transport-limited end members) of Trail
Canyon in the context of the slope partitioning and cover terms proposed by Sklar and
Dietrich (2006) (equations 5 and 6).
Sediment transport calculations are commonly cast in terms of the Shields stress, a non-
dimensional bed shear stress (r*):
r* = b (7)
(Ps - p)gD
where p, is sediment density and D is the grain size, typically taken to be the median
size exposed on the bed (D50). For Trail Canyon, D50 = 46mm and D90=120mm (figure
10). For hydraulically rough flow, as occurs in these channels, estimates of the critical
shields stress (r* ) to initiate motion range from -0.03 to perhaps 0.06 or higher for
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organized, armored beds (Zimmerman and Church, 2001). The lack of bed armoring
suggests a low value of z, (Reid et al., 1998) while the high channel slope suggests a
high value (Lamb et al., submitted), so we will assume an average value of z* =0.045.
We first use the distribution of local slopes, bankfull widths and depths measured along
Trail Canyon upstream of the Trib43 confluence (consistent with where sediment sizes
were measured; 12.8 to 15.7 km upstream in figure 7a ) to calculate shear stress rb for
steady, uniform flow:
I b = pwgRS (8)
where S is the downstream bed gradient [m/m] (an approximation of the water surface
gradient), g is gravitational acceleration [m/s^2], and Ew is the density of water [kg/m^3].
R is hydraulic radius [m], wd/(w+2d) assuming a rectangular channel for width w and
depth d. The relatively simple channel geometry of the Trail Canyon channel is broadly
consistent with the use of the reach-averaged depth-slope product (8) for calculating total
bed shear stress. The channel has well defined bankfull widths, rectangular cross
section, bed roughness dominated by grain roughness rather than bars and other sources
of form drag, and negligible longitudinal or lateral sediment sorting. We do not do
present equivalent calculations for Trib43 because it has highly variable widths and
slopes, inconsistent channel bank geometry and bed roughness, and inconsistent bankfull
depth estimates, all of which would greatly reduce the accuracy of these simple
calculations (Zimmerman and Church, 2001). Figure 1 la shows a histogram of
calculated excess shear stresses (rb / r -1) for D50 (46mm) and D90 (120mm) for
bankfull flow in Trail Canyon. Because the D50 (and even D90) Shields stresses are
significantly higher than the threshold of motion (r b / r -1 = 0), essentially all of the
bed sediment is transportable during bankfull flows in Trail Canyon.
We recognize that bankfull flows, defined entirely by channel geometry, may not be the
appropriate "representative" flow for sediment transport or incision in this arid, flash-
flood environment (i.e., a single discharge that averages to represent the complete
hydrograph of the channel). Additionally, different representative flows likely exist for
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relating hydrology to sediment transport, channel morphology and downcutting. In the
absence of a long-term flow hydrograph and sediment transport record for this channel,
the field-surveyed bankfull depths are at least an independent, objective and fairly
consistent measure of depth along this channel. In figure 1 lb we calculate the flow depth
in each channel reach needed to reach the D50 threshold of motion along the channel,
based again on local surveyed slope and width. Figure 1 lb shows that for 50% of the
channel length, a flow depth of just 8cm, or 11% of bankfull, should overcome the
threshold of motion. Even in flows with depths that are a modest fraction of our field
estimate of bankfull, most bed sediment should move.
Finally, we evaluate possible slope controls on sediment flux over a range of flow depths.
Sklar and Dietrich (2006) present the following relations for the longitudinal channel
slope necessary to overcome the threshold of motion (Sc,) and the additional slope
component needed to transport the bedload flux supplied from upstream (ASq,):
Sc, = rrbD (9)R
AS'q• D qs •S R 5.7 p (r gD3)O.5 (10)
where rb is the nondimensional buoyant density, p, / p -1. Equation (9) is derived from
(7) and (8), and (10) is a rearrangement of the Fernandez-Luque and van Beek (1976)
bedload relation:
qt = 5.7p, (r gD3)0.5( - ' .5  (11)
Is equation (11) reasonable for sediment transport driven by flash floods? Flash-flood
hydrographs are significantly different from flow in perennial streams that have been
studied much more extensively, but the limited work that has been done on sediment
transport in flashy systems suggests that basic sediment transport relations developed in
other environments may still be generally applicable. Reid et al (1998) present
hydrographs and sediment transport data from monitoring of a semi-arid channel in
Israel. They suggest that the lack of armoring and abundance of sediment available for
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transport leads to high transport rates that are not supply-limited, similar to what we
interpret for Trail Canyon. The best-fit bedload relation to their field-measured data set
is surprisingly consistent with the Femandez-Luque and van Beek (1976) bedload
relation that we use, varying only a small amount in the prefactor and exponent:
qt = 4.2lp, (rbgD'3 )05 (r - 0.03)1.37 (12)
In addition, they find that the relation between shear stress and sediment transport in their
field data is actually more simple and consistent than has been measured for natural
perennial gravel-bedded streams.
We have no direct constraints on a key variable in (10), sediment flux q,. Remaining
internally consistent with assumptions of the saltation-abrasion model (Sklar and Dietrich
2004), (5) allows us to calculate q, from Fe, the fraction of bedrock exposed in the bed
(surveyed at 4%), and says that q, is 96% of q,. Sediment transport capacity q, is
calculated from equation (11). Table 1 gives parameters used for these calculations,
based on reach-averaged slope and width (rather than the measured distribution of widths
and slopes used in figure 11). Figure 12 shows that over most flow depths (deeper than
-16cm or -22% of bankfull depth), ASqs is larger than Scr. At bankfull (0.72m flow
depth), Sc, = 0.0062 while ASq, = 0.041, compared to the observed mean channel slope
of 0.048. Over flow depths from -20% to 100% of bankfull, a majority of the channel
slope can be attributed to transporting the sediment load supplied from upstream.
DISCUSSION
The above observations support the following related interpretations:
1. Transport-limited bedrock channels exist. Channel slope can be set mainly by the
sediment load rather than bedrock properties, despite active and long-term incision into
bedrock.
2. In the transport-limited Trail Canyon channel, sediment supply is probably more
important than thresholds of sediment motion in setting channel slope.
3. Sediment cover can inhibit downcutting into bedrock in actively incising channels.
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Transport-limited incision
The longitudinal slope of Trail Canyon is dominantly set by the coarse sediment it
transports, making it a transport-limited bedrock channel (Scr + [ Sqs >> ElSe). While it
is difficult to rigorously verify slope and incision controls in natural systems due to the
difficulties in isolating complex influences on channels, transport-limited (TL) conditions
are suggested by several lines of evidence: (1) The high fraction of coarse alluvial cover
in Trail Canyon and its banks means that ample sediment is available for transport. (2)
The longitudinal slope of Trail Canyon is smooth. No slope breaks occur at lithologic
contacts between Jca and Jn along Trail Canyon; in contrast, significant slope breaks at
lithologic contacts do occur in Trib43 and Trib48. (3) The extensive fill terrace level
-13m above the active Trail Canyon channel records that the channel maintained a
similar channel slope during a period of significant aggradation, when it would have been
entirely alluvial and by definition transport-limited. (4) A well-defined alluvial
floodplain is present in Trail Canyon where the valley is sufficiently wide. There is also
clear evidence that the channel is a downcutting bedrock channel: (1) Bedrock is
exposed in the channel bed. (2) The channel has cut down not only through higher fill
terrace levels but also through bedrock, and overall is contained in a bedrock canyon. (3)
Long-term incision (-0.4mm/yr) into bedrock has been quantified along Trachyte Creek,
the larger but morphologically equivalent channel that sets the baselevel for Trail Canyon
(Cook et al agu06). The key finding is that Trail Canyon is an actively incising bedrock
channel that functions like an alluvial channel.
The longitudinal profiles of Trail Canyon and similar sediment-rich channels in the area
are quite smooth at both long and short length scales (figures 2, 5) and also uniformly
concave (figure 4). As discussed previously, transport-limited erosion should not depend
directly on the substrate properties but rather on the sediment supplied from the entire
upstream drainage area, and so all TL models (including the simplistic one in equation 4)
do not predict slope breaks at lithologic contacts (Whipple and Tucker, 2002), consistent
with the observed Trail Canyon profile. No change in slope (or other morphological
parameters; figure 7) was observed associated with alternations in bedrock between
Navajo Sandstone and Carmel fm mudstones. Farther upstream along Trail Canyon
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significant lithologic changes also occur without any expression in the channel profile. In
contrast, figure 4b points out short channel reaches in the smaller, sediment-poor
tributaries (1-43, 1-44, 1-48) where the channel has much lower slopes in the Carmel fm
mudstone than it does either in the Navajo Sandstone directly downstream or the Entrada
Sandstone directly upstream. The purely detachment-limited model (1) predicts that
slope changes should occur where bedrock resistance to erosion changes substantially,
such as at lithologic contacts. We do not interpret these smaller tributaries to be end-
member DL cases; instead, we contrast them with Trail Canyon support the notion that
Trail is TL.
Sediment controls on channel gradient
Because our data set is limited to morphological channel data rather than flow or
sediment transport, the most robust result from our calculations of Scr and ASq, is that
over most flow depths in the Trail Canyon channel most bed sediment should be easily
transportable (figure 12). Field observations similarly suggest that thresholds of sediment
motion are not significant in Trail Canyon. Coarse surface layers (i.e. bed armoring)
have not formed in the bed of Trail Canyon, although we did not attempt to quantify this
observation. This is consistent with previous studies showing that desert streams with
flashy hydrographs are generally not armored (e.g. Reid et al., 1998; Hassan et al., 2006).
Dietrich et al (1989) found that the development of coarse surface layers correlates
inversely with increased sediment supply, and suggested that the extent of armoring
could be used to infer sediment supply relative to transport capacity. Our observation of
no surface armoring suggests that sediment supply is not limited in Trail Canyon and that
q, /q, -1.
Over flow depths greater than -20% of bankfull we calculate that the fraction of channel
slope that contributes to transporting sediment (ASq, ) is larger than the fraction of
channel slope needed to overcome the threshold of sediment motion (Sc,). However, we
cannot definitively say that thresholds of motion are unimportant relative to sediment flux
because we have no constraint on what depth of flow would be "representative" in this
channel for relating hydrology to sediment transport, channel morphological adjustment
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or incision. Field observations (described above) demonstrate that flow in Trail Canyon
recently overtopped the banks with significant flow on the floodplain, suggesting that
bankfull flows or at least flows a moderate fraction of bankfull likely occurs with some
regularity. Therefore, we interpret for Trail Canyon that the slope needed to overcome
sediment thresholds of motion is probably significantly less than the slope needed to
transport the sediment load supplied from upstream (Sc, < ASqs).
Sediment cover and supply-controlled bed morphologies
The key observation supporting the interpretation that sediment cover can inhibit
downcutting is that the longitudinal slopes of the smaller drainage area tributaries are
lower than the mainstem slopes. In his study of the Henry Mountains, Hunt (1953)
recognized that channels with more gravel maintain a steeper transport slope than the
smaller drainage area tributaries with less coarse sediment-an observation that we had
to rediscover. Furthermore, the nearby tributary junctions between Trail Canyon and
Trib43 and then Trib43 and Trib44 create a natural experiment in which bedrock
lithology and to some extent long-term incision rates are the same, but sediment supply
and cover vary systematically between channels.
Significant differences between all three channels (Trail Canyon, Trib43 and Trib44)
stem from the fact that channel morphology is a free parameter that adjusts based on local
conditions, in turn likely influencing rates of sediment transport and incision. Key
differences between channels are that (1) the Trib43 bed is organized into steeper steps
(bedrock and/or boulder jams) and (2) Trib44 has an extremely small amount of coarse
sediment exposed in its channel or valley. As coarse sediment supply decreases, we
envision a transition from plane-bed Trail Canyon to Trib43 as the bed becomes
longitudinally sorted and organized into steep, short reaches of coarser sediment,
separated by lower slope reaches of fine sediment, resulting here in a step-pool
morphology. Our field observations of bed morphology and interpretations of sediment
supply in Trail Canyon and Trib43 are consistent with the conceptual model of
Montgomery and Buffington (1997), who interpret that the ratio of sediment supply (q,)
to calculated reach-averaged transport capacity (q,t) is a key control on the channel reach
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morphology that evolves. At q, / q, - 1 they predict plane bed morphology, while at
q, / q, significantly less than 1, step-pools are predicted to form as the bed material
coarsens due to selective transport and increases in roughness due to bed sorting into
steps. Selective sorting and transport of finer sediment is clearly supported by the fact
that diorite clasts in Trib43 (diorite D50=72mm, D90=280mm) are larger than in Trail
Canyon (diorite D50=52mm, D90=129mm), in spite of the fact that sandstone clasts are a
larger fraction of the Trib43 sediment.
Several feedbacks associated with reducing coarse sediment supply and bed organization
into step-pools are likely to effectively reduce the overall transport capacity of the flow.
For example,
step-pool morphologies increase bed roughness while lowering pool slope, significantly
increasing the flow energy dissipated in localized turbulence and pressure gradients (i.e.
form drag) (e.g. Zimmerman and Church, 2001). Similarly, locally high channel widths
in Trib43 are associated sometimes with sand (rather than coarse sediment) banks, and
wider widths may in turn reduce the transport capacity of the coarse sediment. Therefore,
as the coarse sediment supply decreases it is likely that channel morphological
adjustments also decrease sediment transport capacity. In spite of this, we interpret
Trib43 to have a lower q, / q, ratio than Trail Canyon. Thresholds of motion are
probably more important in this channel than in Trail Canyon, as evidenced by boulder
jams and longitudinal sediment sorting. Our interpretation is that Trib43 is more
intermediate between transport-and detachment limited than Trail Canyon, but the higher
slope of Trib43 and relatively small amount of exposed bedrock compared to Trib44
suggests that Trib43 is still cover dominated and closer to being a transport-limited
channel.
We estimated in the field that the surface sediment in Trib44 is 98% sand, making it very
low in coarse sediment concentration compared to the other channels. Nonetheless, as fig
9d shows, active fluvial incision as evidenced by potholes and other sculpted forms are
active in the channel, particularly where narrow. Coarse sediment is probably still
significant in eroding these forms, as the potholes trap much of what coarse sediment is
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present (figure 10a). The overall lack of coarse sediment makes us speculate whether
erosion rates would be higher (and channel slopes adjusted to be lower) if the amount of
coarse sediment increased, i.e. whether this channel represents the tool-starved side of
parameter space. Weathering may also pay a role in the lowering of this channel,
although sculptured forms such as potholes indicate that abrasion does occur. Regardless,
the very low coarse sediment concentration in the channel indicates a low q, / q, ratio.
Model evaluations of cover effects
Finally, we interpret that the sediment cover relations we see and infer are broadly
consistent with the saltation-abrasion model (Sklar and Dietrich, 2007). The observed
correlation between bedrock channels cut down farther to lower slopes and increased
bedrock exposure on the bed (figure 8) is consistent with cover inhibiting incision, and
perhaps more importantly is consistent with cover effects inhibiting downcutting even
when significant bedrock is still exposed, ranging it our data from 4% to 35% exposure.
This result is potentially significant in evaluating sediment cover in different model
formulations. In the SA model, cover reduces incision rate when significant bedrock
exposure is present, not only when the bed is fully alluviated. Perhaps unsurprisingly our
interpretations of q, / q, for the different channels are also qualitatively consistent with
equation (5), in that the bedrock exposure Fe increases with decreasing q, / q,. In Trail
canyon, qs/qt-l is suggested by (a) the abundant supply of sediment not only on the bed
but also making up the banks and floodplain, (b) the lack of bed armoring, and (c) the
planar bed geometry (Montgomery and Buffington, 1997?). In Trib43, sediment sorting,
the step-pool morphology and the general lack of coarse sediment supply stored in the
valley suggests a reduction in q, / qt, while in Trib44 very little coarse sediment is
present, suggesting an even lower coarse sediment flux. While plausible, we cannot test
the quantitative form of the equations (equation 5, Fe = 1 - q, / q, ) proposed for the
saltation-abrasion model.
Our field study has only achieved a partial qualitative test of the saltation-abrasion
incision model (Sklar and Dietrich, 2004). The key attribute of the SA model that
differentiates it from others is the inclusion of both a tools and a cover effect. In
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interpreting these channels, we only find unambiguous field evidence to support the
cover effect. Additional tests of SA model cover predictions could include (a) better
constrained data showing a strong cover effect when sediment transport capacity
significantly exceeds sediment supply, or (b) showing that bed cover varies with substrate
hardness in a manner predicted by the model. Lack of evidence for a tools effect,
however, is not evidence that there is not an important tools effect. Indeed, the SA model
predicts that in most circumstances, for graded rivers, the cover effect will be dominant.
Study of field sites where channels are locally forced into sediment-starved conditions
may be the most diagnostic of the tools side of the saltation-abrasion model and other
models of river incision (e.g. Crosby et al, in press).
CONCLUSIONS
In the Henry Mountains of Utah, significant differences in the coarse sediment load in
adjacent tributaries incising into the same rock units has resulted in a natural experiment
for understanding fluvial bedrock incision. A pattern of incision has resulted in which
smaller channels with less coarse sediment supply are more deeply incised to lower
slopes than larger drainage area channels with more coarse sediment. These field
relations demonstrate that coarse sediment can inhibit downcutting into bedrock,
providing a field validation of sediment cover, a significant conceptual aspect of some
fluvial incision models including the saltation-abrasion model (Sklar and Dietrich, 2004).
Furthermore, field relations and interpretations suggest that cover effects may persist over
a range of bedrock exposures in the channel and may also depend on q, / q, as suggested
in the SA model, although our data are not sufficient to quantitatively evaluate the form
of any proposed equations. While our data do not demand a tools term, to capture
patterns of channel incision in this landscape, bedrock incision models would require a
sediment cover term.
Channels in this landscape that have abundant coarse sediment supplies are recognized as
transport-limited bedrock channels, meaning that channel slope and morphology has
dominantly adjusted, through positive and negative feedbacks, to just transport the coarse
sediment load supplied from upstream. Field surveys show that for these channels
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bedrock does outcrop in the channel bed and banks, and that furthermore the channels are
incising down over geological timescales (1-300 ka). Therefore, channels can incise into
bedrock and yet still be transport-limited. We interpret the transport-limited condition
based on (1) the abundant coarse sediment in the channel, (2) the presence of fill terraces
that imply the same channel slope during channel aggradation, (3) the contrast between
the smoothly concave longitudinal profiles of channels with abundant coarse sediment in
comparison to more variable and stepped profiles of channels with less coarse sediment,
and (4) the presence of floodplains and alluvial channel morphology. Finally,
calculations of thresholds of motion and sediment transport suggest that the slope of a
particular transport-limited channel (Trail Canyon) is probably set by sediment transport
capacity rather than thresholds to initiate sediment motion, although both effects may be
important.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. The approximate spatial distribution of diorite bedrock/colluvium and
pediment alluvium, overlain on a shaded relief map of the Henry Mountains, Utah, USA.
Some channels have abundant sources of coarse diorite clasts derived from bedrock or
colluvium/alluvium (diorite-rich), while other channels transport relatively little coarse
sediment (diorite-poor). Channel traces are calculated from USGS 10m DEMs. Map
coordinates are UTM 12N, Nad27. The simplified map of diorite bedrock and alluvium
is modified from Hintze et al, (2000), map scale 1:500,000. The actual classifications of
channel sediment supply were based on higher-resolution data.
Figure 2. DEM Longitudinal profiles for channels labeled in Figure 1. Diorite-rich
channels tend to have smoothly concave profiles, while channels with less coarse
sediment have more variable slopes that tend to reflect changes in bedrock lithology.
Figure 3. Detailed views of Ticaboo Canyon and Trail canyon, with locations shown in
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Figure 1. a. Landsat (bands 5,4,2, partially decorrelation-stretched) view of Ticaboo
Canyon. Channel traces are intentionally offset east by 500m to highlight the differences
in alluvial fill between valleys. The valleys of channels 3-4 and 3-6 are filled with
alluvial terraces and abundant diorite sediment, and yet field observations document that
bedrock does occasionally outcrop in the channels. The other channels (3-1, 3-2, 3-5)
have incised narrower canyons with very little diorite sediment. Channel profiles are
shown in Figure 4a. b. Color aerial photograph showing Trail and Maidenwater
Canyons, approximately georeferenced. Note the difference in color between Jca (dark
red), Jn (tan) and diorite-rich alluvium (gray) filling the Trail Canyon valley. Rectangle
shows the area in c. c. Close-up air photos of Trail Canyon and the confluences of
Trib43 and 44. To view in stereo, relax your eyes, focus on infinity and let the images
overlap. The asterisk is the ~-13m fill terrace similarly marked in figure 7. Note that the
Trib34 channel elevations are significantly lower than the adjacent Trail Canyon.
Figure 4a. Ticaboo Canyon profiles, locations in Figure 3a. Channel 3-1 is offset by 1km
for clarity. The diorite-rich channels (3-4,3-6) have smooth profiles while the diorite-
poor channels (3-1, 3-2, 3-5) have dramatic channel profile steps. Near confluences,
channel slopes of the smaller tributaries are significantly lower than the larger mainstem
channel. 4b. Trail Canyon and tributaries, locations in figure 3b. The slopes of the
smaller channels are always than Trail canyon near confluences. 4c. Slope-area data
plotted for Trail Canyon, Trib43 and Maidenwater south, calculated from DEM analysis.
Only locations corresponding to contour crossings (40 feet, -12.2 m) were used. Slopes
were calculated using central differencing and so average over -24.4m of vertical
elevation; no other smoothing was done.
Figure 5. Sections of channel profiles surveyed in the field. The Trib48 (South fork of
Maidenwater Canyon) profile has been offset up 50m in elevation for clarity. The
individual survey data points are shown on each profile.
Figure 6a. Field photograph looking upstream at the confluence of Trail Canyon (left)
and Trib43 (right). Differences in coarse sediment exposure are clear, with diorite
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appearing gray. The lithologically-controlled step in Trib43 is apparent in the field-
surveyed profile (figure 5). Stratigraphically the step occurs close to the top of the
Navajo sandstone; darker red, weathered beds of Jca form the hillslope above. Jn
bedrock is also exposed in the Trail Canyon channel. Note the 13m high fill terrace level;
the asterisk corresponds to a terrace marked in figure 3c. b. Confluence of Trib43 and
Trib44, showing again a difference in coarse sediment bed cover. c. The 13m fill terrace
level also occurs downstream in Trail Canyon. The history of alluvial filling and
reincision has formed an epigenetic gorge. Note field assistant for scale.
Figure 7. Surveyed field data. a. The spatial percent of bedrock exposed in the bed of
the active channels. b: Bankfull width. A majority of the bed and banks of both channels
are sediment.
Figure 8. Reach-averaged slope plotted against % bedrock exposure in the bed for
Trib44 (distance upstream from Lake Powell 13.11 to 13.55 km), two reaches of Trib43
(12.81-13.87 km and 14.02-15.45 km upstream) and two reaches of Trail Canyon
(upstream and downstream of the Trib43 confluence; 8.32-12.79 km and 12.82-15.65 km
upstream). The coarse sediment load is different in these channels, so slope is not the
only variable likely contributing to the differences in bedrock exposure.
Figure 9. Field photographs showing channel morphology. a. Looking upstream in the
Trail Canyon channel. Key things to note are (1) imbricated cobbles in the foreground,
(2) the flat bed and rectangular channel cross-section, and (3) the active floodplain level
with a higher fill terrace behind. The section of surveying rod visible is -70cm. b.
Bedrock exposed in the Trail Canyon bed and bank, looking upstream; 1.5m surveying
rod. c. Trib43, looking upstream. In the background, just upstream of where Jn bedrock
narrows, is a steeper reach of diorite and sandstone boulders and cobbles. In the narrow
bedrock-walled section the sediment is sand, pointing out the pervasive longitudinal
sorting in this channel. d. Trib44, looking upstream, showing potholes and fluvial
sculpting at the start of a narrow slot. All of the visible sediment is sand.
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Figure 10a. Total point count distributions (excluding sand) for each channel. Trail
Canyon is somewhat better sorted than Trib43; both have significantly larger coarse
sediment (and much more of it) than Trib44. b. Approximately 100 clast diameters were
measured in each of 5 reaches of trail canyon, compared to -50 clasts measured in each
of 10 reaches of Trib43. Slope-dependent longitudinal sorting is strong in Trib43 and
negligible in Trail Canyon.
Figure 1 la. Histograms of excess shear stress (Tb / cr - 1 ; zero corresponds to the
threshold of motion) calculated for bankfull flow in Trail Canyon for both the D50
(46mm) and D90 (120mm) sediment sizes on the channel bed. Calculations of shear
stress used local bankfull widths, depths and slopes surveyed in the field. Even the
Shields stress at D90 is significantly higher than the threshold of motion (1r- = 0.045).
Essentially all sediment in Trail Canyon is predicted to be transportable in a bankfull
flow. b. Cumulative distribution, of flow depth in each reach necessary to reach the
threshold of motion. Also plotted are the distribution of measured bankfull depths and
the ratio of these two, i.e. the fraction of bankfull flow depth necessary to reach the
threshold of motion.
Figure 12. Components of total channel slope, calculated as a function of flow depth
based on reach-averaged Trail Canyon morphology given in Table 1. At flow depths
below -0.08m the threshold of sediment motion (for D50=46mm) is not exceeded. At
flow depths greater than -0.15m the fraction of slope transporting the sediment load is
larger than the fraction of slope that exceeds the threshold of sediment motion.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and future work
This chapter synthesizes some of the thesis results in order to highlight what has been
contributed and what uncertainties still limit our ability to predict patterns of bedrock
channel incision and the morphology of natural landscapes. The fieldwork and flume
experiments are consistent with one another in the systematics of tools effects, cover
effects and the adjustment of channel morphology. However, the laboratory and field
analyses both describe an idealized system in which bedload abrasion is the only erosion
mechanism, and the bedrock is homogeneous, isotropic and unfractured. The picture of
bedrock incision that emerges is incomplete because of complexities important in natural
landscapes.
I first summarize the tools and cover effects as well as feedbacks with channel
morphology. The first-order importance of channel morphological adjustment is that it
drives channels towards a transport-limited equilibrium state much faster than would be
predicted from longitudinal slope changes alone. Next, I speculate on the possible
importance of complicating factors, addressing both the limitations of the present work
and future research directions to better understand landscape evolution in real landscapes.
Broadly, these factors are interpreted to be (1) possible negative feedbacks between steep
channel slopes and erosion rate, (2) bedrock heterogeneities, including fractures and
lithologic contrasts in strength and weatherability, and (3) broad sediment size
distributions and the coupling of hillslopes and channels.
Tools Effect
In the absence of sediment cover, flume experiments show that local erosion rate
increases linearly with local sediment flux (Chapter 3). This finding supports the form of
the tools effect in the saltation-abrasion model (Sklar, 2004). However, the overall
pattern of erosion is sensitive to the evolving bed topography because of its influence on
local sediment concentration due to lateral sediment transport into topographic lows.
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Local erosion rate depends directly on the local sediment flux, which changes spatially as
the bed topography evolves.
Because shear stress influences the rate and intensity of individual impacts, shear stress
can be thought of as part of the tools effect, at least within the context of the saltation-
abrasion model. The saltation model incorporates a negative shear stress dependence on
erosion, based on empirical fits to saltation trajectories. However, erosion rate in the
Chapter 3 experiments did not systematically vary with shear stress, provided that
sediment flux and sediment cover remained constant. This is interpreted to be due, in
part, to feedbacks between sediment impacts and bed roughness. A direction for future
work discussed below is to evaluate the possibility that erosion does decrease with shear
stress at channel slopes steeper than were explored in the flume experiments. A decrease
in erosion rate with increasing channel slope is a possible mechanism for creating
hanging tributaries and knickpoints observed in natural settings (Wobus et al 2006,
Gasparini et al 2006, Crosby, 2006).
In the Chapter 3 flume experiments we were able to isolate local tools effects because
sediment transport and discharge were systematically varied independently of one
another. In nature, sediment transport and discharge are coupled, although they show
natural variability as interpreted in the Swett flume study (Chapter 4). In a natural setting
discharge and erosion are also expected to be coupled, but only because of sediment
transport: sediment flux increases with shear stress, and the tools effect says that erosion
increases with sediment flux. However, the cover effect significantly complicates the
relation between erosion and shear stress, because higher sediment loads that result from
higher shear stresses can also lead to deposition.
Cover effect
Field and flume evidence show that alluvial deposition can inhibit local channel incision,
and furthermore that bedrock channels can effectively be "transport-limited" (adjusted in
their morphology to transport the sediment load of the channel) and still incise bedrock.
Channels with more coarse sediment maintain steeper slopes and are less incised than
otherwise equivalent tributaries, showing that cover can inhibit incision. At long
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timescales, the cover effect and its role in active incision is expressed in landscape form
(Chapter 5).
Cover also inhibits local erosion at the timescales of individual flood events (Chapter 4),
and was explored systematically to quantify relations between flow, sediment transport
and alluvial cover (Chapter 3). With sufficient bed roughness, local topographic lows
will alluviate when the average sediment flux is significantly less than the flume-
averaged transport capacity, as hypothesized in the saltation-abrasion model. Physically,
cover appears to take the form of stable patches of permanent bed alluviation which
locally completely inhibits incision. While still plausible, less evidence was found for
another possible sediment cover effect: a more gradual reduction of local erosion where
grains are still in transport at the bedrock-sediment interface but incision is inhibited by
high sediment concentrations and grain-grain impacts, reducing bed impact intensity. As
roughness increases, cover initiates at increasingly lower ratios of flume-averaged
sediment flux to transport capacity (qlqt). As bed roughness increases, the variations in
both shear stress and local sediment flux also increase, leading to areas where the local
transport capacity is lower than the local sediment flux. Incorporating a bed roughness
threshold for the initiation of bed cover could increase the accuracy of incision models.
Nonetheless, the simple equation relating bed cover to q/qt in the saltation-abrasion
model is surprisingly consistent with these experimental results (Chapter 3).
Channel Morphology and transport-limited conditions
Channel morphology significantly evolved in the flume experiments, in a manner
consistent with field observations (Chapter 4). The flume experiments presented in
Chapter 3 were able to cleanly demonstrate tools and cover effects in part because the
bed topography was not given time to significantly adjust to changes in imposed
conditions (qw, qs) during each timestep. However, the experiments presented in Chapter
2 show that erosion rates and patterns change explicitly as a function of evolving bed
topography. As incorporated into the saltation-abrasion model, tools and cover effects
alone are insufficient to describe erosion rates without morphological adjustment.
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Observed changes in channel morphology are described next. Following that, the
interpretation is presented that the "equilibrium" morphology that channels are naturally
driven towards (by erosion and deposition) is a transport-limited condition in which the
sediment transport capacity adjusts to balance the sediment supply.
The fundamental morphological adjustment in these flume experiments was the
formation of an inner channel. The key initial conditions (in the flume experiments of
Chapters 2 and 3, as well as the Swett Creek field monitoring in Chapter 4) were (1) an
approximately planar beds with some roughness, and (2) channel averaged sediment flux
significantly less than the channel-averaged transport capacity (i.e. tool-starved
conditions). The initial topography was then allowed to "relax" by eroding. There was
no changing baselevel control in these systems; erosion was driven by steep initial bed
slopes strongly out of morphological equilibrium with the sediment supply and flow.
Inner channel formation resulted from the positive feedback between sediment transport
and erosion. There are two key components of this positive feedback. First, sediment is
transported laterally into topographic lows, fundamentally driven by gravity (Parker,
1984). Second, abrasion only occurs where sediment impacts occur (i.e. along the
topographic lows that preferentially capture the sediment transport), and furthermore
depends directly on the local sediment flux (i.e. the tools effect, Chapter 3).
Following the positive feedback between focused sediment transport and focused erosion,
a negative feedback, fundamentally the cover effect, reduces local incision rate. This
negative feedback comes from (1) the continued local increase in sediment flux as a
result of lateral sediment transport into the inner channel (the same factor listed above
that is a positive feedback at lower local sediment fluxes), and (2) the increase in bed
roughness that results from differential incision, which in turn reduces the ability of the
flow to transport sediment. For example, we infer that sidewall friction along the
tortuous inner channel reduces the local transport capacity of the flow. The increased
roughness occurs as a natural result of the lateral focusing of sediment transport and
resulting abrasion, and also perhaps due to stable flow vortices and spatial accelerations
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of water and sediment around bends which focus abrasion due to centripetal sediment
acceleration. Based largely on the flume experiments and also consistent with the field
erosion monitoring (Chapter 4), we infer that local, highly variable bed erosion will
continue to increase bed roughness until the local flow can only just transport the
sediment moving through the local reach. In Chapter 3, inner channel bed roughness
continued to increase until stabilized by sediment deposition.
Transport-limited equilibrium?
Transport-limited conditions appear to be the equilibrium state that bedrock channel
morphology adjusts to reach, through the natural positive and negative feedbacks (tools
and cover) outlined above. The "transport-limited" condition is one in which the channel
morphology is adjusted to just be able to transport the imposed sediment load. As
discussed above, alluvial cover is the fundamental negative feedback that stops erosion,
and incision will continue, all the while increasing local roughness, until local deposition
occurs. Flume experiments of Finnegan et al (2007), Wohl and Ikeda (1997) and
Shepherd and Schumm (1974) all developed alluvial deposition in eroding bedrock
channels once stable inner channel morphologies developed, suggesting transport-limited
conditions were reached due to morphological adjustment. In natural settings, many
complexities may perturb channels from reaching transport-limited conditions. These
include rapid rates of tectonic uplift and isostacy (Whipple and Tucker 2002; Gasparini et
al 2006), as well as lithologic heterogeneities discussed further below. Nonetheless, the
results in this thesis suggest that a transport-limited condition is one that channel
morphology will naturally tend towards and sometimes reach, even in actively eroding
natural landscapes.
The importance of recognizing that channel morphology tends towards a transport-
limited state is that it provides a physically mechanistic but still abstract "condition" that
should remain relatively constant even in different channel reaches and across a
landscape. Other channel "conditions" that have been proposed in an attempt to provide
closure to certain channel problems include maximizing entropy (Leopold and Langbein,
1962), maximizing work, minimizing energy (Rodriguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo, 1997), and
arguing that reaches evolve to have constant stream power (Wohl et al, 1999). These are
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arguably less physically meaningful than a transport-limited condition. Future work
should go into comparing these proposed equilibrium conditions for channels and seeing
if they are consistent with the transport-limited condition.
The transport-limited condition allows channel morphology to be generalized without
needing to understand every feedback that can control channel morphology. For
example, the significance of bed roughness on channels may be in its influence on
sediment transport through a reach. Elegant sculpted forms of bedrock incision (e.g.
scoops, potholes, flutes, longitudinal grooves; Richardson and Carling, 2005) can
collectively and simply be considered a subset of this bed roughness. The erosion of
individual forms does contribute to overall bedrock incision, but a detailed understanding
of individual forms may be less critical to understanding the incision of the entire
channel. While sculpted forms result from locally increased rates of incision, their
overall role in channel dynamics may be to reduce overall incision rates by adding
roughness and reducing the overall transport capacity of the flow.
As another example of generalizing channel morphology to transport-limited conditions,
channel width may not directly matter for predicting incision rate if other aspects of
morphology (such as roughness) adjust as well. While measuring and understanding
width variations can still provide useful information about channel dynamics, changes in
width should perhaps be thought of as the effect of morphological adjustments toward
transport-limited conditions, not a cause of incision rate variations. The assumption is
often made that a narrow bedrock channel is more incisional, because the shear stress (or
stream power) per unit width is higher (e.g. Whittaker et al, 2006). However, a channel
still must transport the total sediment flux from upstream, increasing the average
sediment flux per unit width where the channel narrows. Bed roughness may also offset
some or all of the increase in shear stress, such that even though the unit shear stress is
higher, form drag is also higher and sediment transport capacity does not necessarily
increase (Finnegan et al 2004; Whittaker et al 2006).
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Implications of transport-limited channel morphology
A first order effect of changes in channel morphology is a more rapid approach to
transport-limited conditions than would be predicted from slope changes alone.
Following a significant perturbation, the transient channel response is to "rapidly" adjust
to approximately transport-limited conditions, without significant longitudinal slope
change, by the narrowing mechanism (i.e., lateral transport and incision focused where
transport occurs). The feedback that narrows the zone of sediment transport and active
incision is an effective mechanism for reaching transport-limited conditions. Finnegan et
al (2007), Wohl and Ikeda (1997) and Shepherd and Schumm (1974) also observed
morphological adjustments to transport-limited conditions much faster than significant
longitudinal slope changes. A relatively small and fast change in channel width and
roughness can cause the local channel reach to approach transport-limited conditions far
more quickly than channel slope (and the overall downcutting it requires) can adjust.
Following the rapid morphological approach to essentially transport-limited conditions,
we envision a continued but slower adjustment of channel slope resulting from vertical
incision. Bedrock channels can still erode at transport-limited conditions. As long as
bedrock is exposed in the channel bottom or sides, bedrock will receive sediment impacts
and continue to erode. Transport-limited conditions require that bed roughness decreases
the transport capacity of the flow to match the sediment flux imposed from upstream,
which in theory could occur over a wide range of bedrock exposures. Only if zero
bedrock were exposed in the channel during floods (complete cover) would bedrock
erosion stop completely. In the flume experiments partial bed cover occurred, but inner
channel incision continued even when conditions were interpreted to be cover-effect
dominated and transport limited. Within the context of the saltation-abrasion model,
channel erosion stops completely when flume-averaged and time-averaged qsqt equals 1.
In natural settings, natural variability in discharge and sediment flux will mean that some
flood events will still be able to locally erode enough sediment to expose bedrock and
erode the bed (Howard, 1998). Trail Canyon is still incising at least at millennial
timescales, and we interpret its slope and morphology to be transport-limited (Chapter 5).
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Another implication of a rapid transition to erosion dominated by cover effects is that
tools effects may only be obvious during transient channel adjustment. This does not
mean that tools effects are insignificant, but it means that the time over which tools
effects last will be relatively short in many channels. Therefore, tools effects may only
be observed rarely in natural landscapes unless they are significantly being forced (e.g.
high rates of tectonic uplift; Whipple and Tucker, 2002).
Channel morphological adjustments also can occur without significantly involving the
adjacent hillslopes, which matters because hillslopes supply sediment to the channels.
In field settings where hillslopes respond to channel incision (for example, angle-of
repose threshold hillslopes in actively uplifting areas), channel downcutting increases the
sediment load supplied to the channel. This feedback of increased sediment load would
further inhibit vertical incision (assuming cover effects dominate), and would be another
factor in driving the channels to transport-limited conditions. In contrast, changing
channel width would typically have less of an effect on hillslopes.
Slot canyons, common in the Henry Mountains, are an interesting exception to the
argument that downcutting increasing local sediment flux. Slot canyons represent cases
where "hillslopes" (in this case bare rock walls) do not relax as a result of channel
downcutting, and therefore do not increase the sediment load of the channels. The unique
factor that creates slot canyons is that channels are decoupled from the surrounding
landscape. The reduction in sediment load from what would otherwise be expected may
also cause canyons to be narrower (e.g. Finnegan et al, 2007) or incised more deeply (due
to lower sediment supply and reduced cover effects).
Finally, it is worth emphasizing again that not only channel slope but also width and
roughness can adjust to reach transport-limited conditions and that slope may often be
slowest to adjust. Along a natural channel, slope could vary significantly and yet the
entire channel could still be effectively equilibrated to transport-limited conditions if
width and roughness also varied. For example, differences between purely alluvial and
mixed alluvial-bedrock channels could mean that two channel reaches effectively at
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transport-limited conditions could nonetheless have different channel slopes.
Furthermore, it is still not clear how to unambiguously interpret transport-limited
conditions in the field. Transport-limited conditions need not have a smoothly concave
channel profile (as found in Trail Canyon, Chapter 5). There are not necessarily unique
morphological criteria that allow a channel to be identified as transport-limited, although
extensive bed cover is probably a good indicator. Natural complexities such as lithologic
heterogeneity may also affect channel morphology and may inhibit our ability to
recognize transport-limited channels.
Complications of nature: What factors are missing?
The flume experimental conditions were an incomplete and idealized representation of
natural systems. In particular, the "bedrock" was homogeneous and isotropic, and
sediment was a single size and moved only as bedload. As a result, the only possible
erosion process was bedload abrasion. Weathering, abrasion by suspended sediment, and
hydraulic plucking of bedrock were not included in this analysis. Similarly, in the Henry
Mountains channel reaches that we studied, the Navajo Sandstone (homogeneous,
unjointed) and abundant sediment supply (in some channels) provide a good natural
comparison to the flume experiments, but were also intentionally chosen because of their
relatively unique and simple conditions. The Henry Mountains landscape has significant
differences/contrasts in lithology, but questions of lithologic contrasts and rock properties
were not addressed within the scope of this thesis. As a result of heterogeneities in the
rock itself, there are other feedbacks of channel morphology and bedrock incision. While
heterogeneity-specific feedbacks with channel morphology may sound like special cases,
the opposite is probably more correct: bedrock erosion in the absence of fractures and
lithologic feedbacks, as studied here, is probably rarer in the natural world.
In the remainder of the chapter I speculate on what components are missing from the
understanding of channel incision presented in this thesis, pointing out limitations of the
present work and areas for future research. First, in very steep channel reaches it is
possible that incision rate decreases with increasing slope. Second, bedrock
heterogeneities including contrasts in jointing, rock strength and weatherability may exert
significant influence on channel morphology. Third, channel incision and morphology is
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sensitive to the sediment size distribution and flux supplied to the channels, and therefore
is sensitive to factors that influence sediment supply from the surrounding landscape.
Does erosion ever decrease with increasing slope?
Based on numerical simulations and field observations, the formation of stable hanging
valleys and knickpoints may indicate that erosion decreases with increasing shear stress,
in addition to sediment supply and the tools effect (Wobus et al 2006, Gasparini et al
2006, Crosby, 2006). This interpretation came, in part, as a result of analyzing variations
of the saltation-abrasion model. In the saltation-abrasion model, erosion decreases with
increasing shear stress, all else held equal, as a result of an increase in saltation hop
lengths. However, a decrease in erosion with increasing shear stress was not observed in
the Chapter 3 experiments, suggesting that the saltation-abrasion model mechanism for
this possible erosion feedback is not generally valid.
An alternative and testable hypothesis is that increasing erosional roughness at high
slopes will lead to an overall decrease in erosion rate. Wohl and Ikeda (1997)
experimentally observe significant changes in erosional bed morphology over a wide
range of flume slopes from 1% to 40%. At the highest slopes they developed steps and
pools that give a very rough bed, particularly in the longitudinal direction. In the Henry
Mountains, deep potholes often occur along steep to very steep but otherwise unincised
bare bedrock channels and slickrock surfaces (Barnes et al, 2004). Compared to other
erosional bedrock morphologies, the deep holes and recirculatory nature of water and
sediment suggests that potholes may commonly capture a significant amount of the
coarse, erosive sediment load of some channels. In channels with very low coarse
sediment loads, the capturing of sediment would reduce the downstream coarse sediment
flux and could further inhibit incision downstream due to the tools effect. At steep
channel slopes, momentum may also lead to water and sediment "detaching" from
subvertical bedrock surfaces; waterfalls are an example of this, with erosion often
focused in plunge pools and not directly on the back walls of the waterfall.
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Some experimental evidence does suggest that sediment transport and erosion rates
explicitly depend on channel slope, a variable not sufficiently explored in the flume
experiments. Lamb et al (in review) show that the nondimensional shear stress to initiate
gravel transport increases with longitudinal channel slope. Chatanantavet and Parker
(2006) conducted erosion experiments over a smooth planar bed and found that channel
slope had an explicit effect on erosion rate independent of shear stress, with incision rate
increasing with slope (up to their maximum bed gradient of 5%). In the experiments
presented in Chapter 2, the maximum initial incision rate occurred at 5% slope, not at
10% slope, although additional experiments would be needed to confirm that the
differences were not due to strength differences between the weak concretes. A
systematic exploration of erosion rate as a function of slope, over a similarly wide range
of slopes, is a logical experimental next step in determining the form of the relation
between erosion rate and channel slope. There may be an explicit, possibly strong, slope
dependence on erosion not captured by varying average basal shear stress.
Lithologic heterogeneities
There are many hypothetical ways that bedrock lithology influences channels and
landscapes; several are briefly outlined here. Lithologic complexities may perturb
channel reaches away from transport-limited conditions, and may also significantly
influence the longitudinal slope in ways not observed in entirely alluvial channels, even
with similar sediment supplies and discharges. At present, none of these complexities
have received much study within the context of landscape evolution.
Erodibility contrasts that result from lithologic contrasts perturb channel morphologies.
For example, channels are often locally wider at the contact between a weak lithology
above and a strong layer below. In Maidenwater canyon (Chapter 5) there is a 5m
waterfall formed on a resistant but thin (-20 cm) carbonate layer. The channel is wider
above the waterfall where the channel bottom is the resistant layer and the sidewall
lithology is significantly weaker. Downstream, the channel narrows significantly where
the channel "punches" through the resistant bed. Weaker bedrock below eroded to form
the vertical waterfall. There may also be other local feedbacks, such as a reduction in
shear stress from flow above the waterfall where the channel is significantly wider.
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Rock fractures commonly impart anisotropy on rock erodibility which can be expressed
in channel incision and valley morphology (e.g. Weissel and Seidl, 1997). Rock fracture
density is also a first-order control on erosion process, as closely spaced joints enable
hydraulic plucking to be more efficient than abrasion at detaching intact bedrock
(Whipple et al, 2000). Plucked blocks still remain in the channel as coarse to very coarse
sediment, potentially increasing local bed roughness as well, and perhaps relating
plucking to the systematics of coarse sediment transport.
Finally, weathering of bedrock in some settings may be significant, both in the
breakdown of sediment and also in influencing channel morphology itself. For example,
weathering in mudstones, particularly from wet-dry cycling, may widen and smooth
channels (e.g. Crosby, 2006).
Coarse sediment supply
Because the sediment load in channels ultimately derives from the surrounding
landscape, bedrock lithology can also be a first-order control on local sediment supply.
For example, large boulders can also be locally derived from valley sidewalls, resulting
sometimes in interesting feedbacks between channel slope, bedrock lithology and canyon
width. At a particular lithologic contact (Wingate sandstone above, Chinle mudstone
below) channel slopes usually increase through the weaker mudstone unit, in contrast to
the conventional intuition that channel slope should decrease in a weaker lithology.
However, valley width increases once the lower mudstone is exposed because the
stronger upper unit is undermined by some combination of hillslope erosion and lateral
channel migration in the weaker mudstone. This in turn dumps resistant colluvial
boulders directly into the channel and armors the bed. The consistency of oversteepening
at this contact in many channels suggests that it is a lithologic feedback on channel
downcutting rather than being a simple migrating wave of incision. Bedrock lithology in
other landscapes is also a first-order control on localized sediment production and
delivery, such as from large landslides.
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The absence of immoveable to only nominally moveable coarse sediment (e.g. boulders)
is perhaps the most significant omission from our analysis. As noted many times, coarse
sediment transport requires large discharges to overcome thresholds of motion (e.g.
Snyder et al, 2003; Lague et al, 2005). In addition, boulders and coarse sediment jams
typically block smaller sediment behind them and form lower slope reaches which
probably are the relevant slopes for calculating sediment transport, rather than the overall
channel slope (Zimmerman and Church, 2001). The limited data from the Swett Creek
flume mouth supports the idea that coarse sediment became jammed in the narrow inner
channel, leading to increased sediment deposition behind the jams. The same thing may
also happen without bedrock involvement in cases where coarse alluvial beds become
organized into step-pools and other morphologies. Coarse sediment increases bed
roughness, from selective sorting leaving coarser sediment and from the organization of
coarse sediment into step-pools or other stable forms. Channels may be supply-limited
from the point of view of monitoring sediment transport but transport-limited with
regards to channel downcutting, because the sediment sizes setting the respective "limits"
is different.
There is a possibility that the relative importance of adjustments in channel slope
compared to width or bed roughness vary with sediment supply and size distribution.
Montgomery and Buffington (1997) interpret the importance of sediment supply in this
way, with plane-bed geometries representing a balance between sediment supply and
transport capacity, and organized bed roughness (e.g. step pools, pool-riffle sequences)
indicating supply-limited sediment conditions. We interpret the differences between
channels in Chapter 5 in this way. Trail Canyon has a planar bed morphology, is
interpreted to not be supply limited relative to transport capacity, and the bed slope is
smoothly adjusted. The channels with reduced sediment supply have much more variable
slopes.
Erosion rates, channel morphology and future work
Given all of the feedbacks and variables that influence incision rate, it is unclear that a
broadly applicable model will be able to predict natural channel erosion rates without
being calibrated for a given field setting. This is another way of saying that erosion rate
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is not deterministic based on a simple number of parameters (e.g. rock strength and
discharge). Interpreting relative differences in local erosion rates and differences in local
landscape morphology are more attainable goals.
Overall, to understand process and form of eroding landscapes would benefit from many
factors. For numerical modeling of landscape evolution, internally consistent
parameterizations of many feedbacks should be developed. These include:
* Lithologic controls on local sediment production and delivery, incorporating
heterogeneity into the landscape.
* Mechanistic models of other channel incision processes (suspended sediment
abrasion, hydraulic plucking).
* Improved understanding of the routing of very coarse sediment to and through
channel systems.
* Relations between bed roughness, erosion and sediment supply.
* A possible decrease in erosion rate with increasing channel slope or shear stress.
Finally, these simply parameterized feedbacks within channels and the rest of the
landscape should be evaluated, using landscape evolution models, against nature. The
subhorizontal stratigraphy and simple structural geology of the Colorado Plateau and
Henry Mountains area could provide a relatively clean and well constrained natural
landscape for the evaluation and refinement of simple models for lithologic feedbacks on
landscape evolution.
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Appendix A. Data summary of channels surveys, Henry
Mountains and Navajo Mountain.
As part of field work in southeast Utah, many channels and tributaries were surveyed in
the field, using a laser rangefinder, gps and pda to quantitatively measure aspects of
channel and valley morphology. These include local reach slope, bankfull width,
bankfull depth, valley width, the fraction of bedrock exposed in the reach bed and banks,
the mean and maximum sediment size in the reach, and heights of strath and fill terraces.
Software for logging the data consisted of custom Arcpad scripts, developed by Nathan
Niemi and Ben Crosby. The data are stored in ArcGIS shapefiles; values can be directly
accessed in the following files: station.dbf, channel.dbf, geometry.dbf, terrace.dbf,
laserpoints.dbf. Digital field notes and field photographs also correspond to the field
surveys (including geonotes.shp).
Below is a summary of the surveyed channels. Numbers are keyed to archive figures 1-4:
Henry Mountains channels
1. Channel name:
Black Creek
Survey dates:
6/08/05
Bedrock units in survey reach:
Entrada sandstone, diorite sill
Alluvial cover:
Moderate, with diorite clasts, but most appear to be locally sourced from the
surrounding pediments and terraces, rather than having an abundant source from
upstream.
Description and reasons for surveying this channel:
Channel cuts across and is partially incised into a relatively thin (guessing 5m)
diorite sill. A channel step and short, steep reach occurs at downstream end of
sill. Upstream, the channel is very alluviated, probably because it is hung up on
the diorite.
2. Channel name:
Northern tributary of Maidenwater Creek, unofficially referred to during field
work as Knob Creek.
Survey dates:
10/12/04, surveying upstream of diorite steps.
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10/18/04, surveying downstream of diorite steps.
Bedrock units in survey reach:
Entrada sandstone, diorite intrusions,
Alluvial cover:
Moderate, with diorite clasts, but much of it also appears to be relatively local.
Downstream is Maidenwater spring.
Description and reasons for surveying this channel:
Channel is significantly incised into two adjacent diorite intrusions. There is a
very steep and coarse talus pile of angular diorite boulders at the downstream end
of the channel resulting from undermining and collapse, making this a nice
comparison to the Wingate/Chinle contact.
3. Channel name:
Maidenwater Canyon, middle and south branches, and mainstem.
Survey dates:
5/26/04 mainstem, surveying upstream.
5/27/04, south fork.
5/29/04, middle fork
Bedrock units in survey reach:
Navajo Sandstone
Alluvial cover:
Variable; moderate cover, but much exposed bedrock as well.
Description and reasons for surveying this channel:
Deeply incised bedrock canyons with variable width and erosional morphology.
Described in thesis chapter 5 and used in comparison to Trail Canyon.
4. Channel name:
Trail Canyon, also tributaries
Survey dates:
9/25/04 small tributary, trib45
10/04/04, started where 9/25 survey left off; also surveyed mainstem.
10/08/04, mainstem
10/09/04, trib43
10/10/04, trib43
10/19/04, trib44
5/24/05, 5/25/05, reach downstream of road crossing to Trachyte Creek.
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6/11/05, short distance upstream
Bedrock units in survey reach:
Carmel formation, Navajo Sandstone, small distance upstream in Entrada
sandstone.
Alluvial cover:
Trail Canyon has abundant sediment supply, mainly diorite from the broad valley
fill and upstream from the drainage area that reaches high onto Mt Hillers.
Description and reasons for surveying this channel:
Transport-limited bedrock channel, forms the basis of thesis Chapter 5.
5. Channel name:
Swett Creek
Survey dates:
5/25/04, surveyed in Chinle to boulder/pool.
5/28/04, Wingate sandstone.
5/31/04, Wingate sandstone.
6/03/04, Kayenta formation.
6/08/04, flume area.
9/28/04, surveyed upstream from Lake Powell delta deposits.
9/29/04, continued upstream from previous day.
10/03/04, Navajo sandstone reach.
Bedrock units in survey reach:
Navajo sandstone, Kayenta formation, Wingate sandstone, Chinle formation
Alluvial cover:
Abundant diorite, particularly upstream, but not as much as in Trail Canyon
Description and reasons for surveying this channel:
Relatively smooth channel profile that still shows some variation in profile, and
morphology, with changes in bedrock units.
6. Channel name:
Unnamed tributary of Swett Creek
Survey dates:
9/30/04
Bedrock units in survey reach:
Chinle formation
Alluvial cover:
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Moderate; very coarse, massive locally collapsed talus (mostly Wingate), as well
sediment from upstream closer to the Mt Holmes peak.
Description and reasons for surveying this channel:
Steep channel in Chinle formation, forms a fairly deep and wide valley as a result
of valley widening on Chinle, with cliffs of Wingate above. Surveyed to look at
lithologically-controlled widening.
7. Channel name:
South fork of Swett Creek; confluence just east of Hoskinnini Monument.
Survey dates:
9/27/05
Bedrock units in survey reach:
Wingate sandstone, Chinle formation. Mapped bedrock lithology is has contacts
in somewhat erroneous places.
Alluvial cover:
Smaller alluvium upstream, massive talus blocks of Wingate downstream.
Description and reasons for surveying this channel:
Profile shows a sharp and dramatic slope break where bedrock lithology goes
from Wingate upstream to Chinle downstream, demonstrating the lithologic
feedback between coarse sediment in the channel and slope. Also interesting is
that upstream, the channel transitions back to Chinle bedrock as a result of
upwarping from Mount Holmes intrusions. Presumably because baselevel is
being held up downstream, probably by Wingate boulders, the upstream section
has lower slopes.
8. Channel name:
Twomile Canyon
Survey dates:
6/1/05
Bedrock units in survey reach:
Moekopi formation
Alluvial cover:
Variable, local boulders, diorite
Description and reasons for surveying this channel:
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Another opportunity to see channel morphology in a wide valley; in part because
we were there (by boat).
9. Channel name:
Fourmile Canyon
Survey dates:
10/14/04 to 10/17/04
Bedrock units in survey reach:
Navajo sandstone, Kayenta formation, Wingate sandstone, Chinle formation.
Alluvial cover:
Relatively little diorite sourced from upstream. Wingate boulders near the
Chinle-Wingate contact. Bedrock lithology map (archive figure 2) does not have
Chinle formation mapped far enough upstream.
Description and reasons for surveying this channel:
This channel appears to have less diorite and non locally-derived sediment from
upstream, compared to Swett creek, but cuts through the same range of
lithologies. Fourmile Canyon has a significantly smaller drainage area. This
channel also is steeper through the Chinle formation, giving another example of
valley and lithologic feedbacks on channel slope.
10. Channel name:
South fork of Ticaboo Creek (official name), although the two lower-slope
tributaries that this channel has been compared to are directly south of this
channel.
Survey dates:
6/23/05, 6/24/05
Bedrock units in survey reach:
Navajo sandstone; small distance in Kayenta downtream.
Alluvial cover:
Extensive diorite alluvial cover, similar to Trail canyon. This is particularly true
upstream. Downstream, the extent of alluvial cover and diorite is much less,
suggesting preferential removal of sediment downstream.
Description and reasons for surveying this channel:
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Described in thesis Chapter 5; this channel has a steeper slope than the adjacent
smaller tributaries with less coarse sediment.
11. Channel name:
Peshliki Fork of Ticaboo Creek
Survey dates:
6/25/05
Bedrock units in survey reach:
Wingate sandstone
Alluvial cover:
Moderate, but mostly sand with some sandstone clasts. Zero diorite was observed
along the channel. We surveyed the upstream reach (below a waterfall) which
had some bedrock exposed; downstream had zero bedrock exposed until close to
the lower reach bedrock step down into the main channel.
Description and reasons for surveying this channel:
This channel has a low longitudinal slope, and zero diorite sediment, confirming
again that there are locally significant differences in coarse sediment supply
between channels. A complicating factor is that the channel runs sub-parallel to a
mapped fault. A waterfall occurs where the fault cuts across the channel.
12. Channel name:
Unnamed tributary of South Fork of Ticaboo Creek; furthest south tributary.
Survey dates:
5/30/05, 5/31/05.
Bedrock units in survey reach:
Navajo sandstone
Alluvial cover:
Almost complete bed cover, almost completely sand.
Description and reasons for surveying this channel:
This channel is the lower-slope, diorite-poor counterpart to the South Fork of
Ticaboo Creek, described in thesis chapter 5.
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Navajo Mountain Channels:
13. Channel name:
Cha Canyon
Survey dates:
10/27/04
Bedrock units in survey reach:
Wingate sandstone
Alluvial cover:
Variable, bed has abundant boulder jams.
Description and reasons for surveying this channel:
Surveyed reach in Wingate sandstone, to compare to other Wingate reaches in the
area. Started survey just upstream of confluence with Tom Hanks' "First Night
Canyon" (unofficial name).
14. Channel name:
Unnamed eastern tributary of Cha Canyon which we referred to as obl-canyon-b.
Survey dates:
6/16/05 to 6/18/05
Bedrock units in survey reach:
Navajo sandstone, Kayenta formation, Wingate sandstone
Alluvial cover:
Variable, much of it sourced from surrounding pediment fill. Channel has
boulder jams and sand flats and exposed bedrock.
Description and reasons for surveying this channel:
Cuts across multiple units, more deeply incised channel with highly variable bed
slope and more coarse sediment than Trail Canyon-Navajo.
15. Channel name:
Trail Canyon. Located at Navajo Mountain, not to be confused with Trail Canyon
in the Henry Mountains. Ironically, they both named trail because both provide
the easiest path downstream to water, although for opposite reasons (see below).
Survey dates:
6/13/05, surveyed vertical Wingate cliff and channel downstream (Chinle).
6/14/05, surveyed in Wingate.
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6/15/05, surveyed downstream from Kayenta beds into Wingate sandstone.
6/19/05, finished channel.
Bedrock units in survey reach:
Kayenta formation, Wingate sandstone, Chinle formation.
Alluvial cover:
Little in Wingate bedrock, with almost 100% bedrock exposure. In Chinle, the
channel is completely covered with collapsed blocks of the overlying Wingate.
Description and reasons for surveying this channel:
This channel is an important comparison to Henry Mountains channels that show
steeper channel reaches in Chinle compared to Wingate. The key difference is
that, in those channels, a canyon is incised through the Wingate sandstone,
whereas in this channel relatively little downcutting into Wingate has occurred,
and a high vertical waterfall occurs at the Wingate-Chinle contact. A possible
interpretation is a lack of tools in this channel has inhibited downcutting through
the wingate. Valley sides in the Wingate section indicate that weathering of
Wingate has played an important role here in the rounding of bedrock surfaces
and the expression of subtle lithologic variability within the Wingate sandstone.
16. Channel name:
Desha Canyon
Survey dates:
10/28/04, 10/29/04
Bedrock units in survey reach:
Wingate sandstone, Kayenta formation
Alluvial cover:
Variable, lots of locally derived Kayenta boulders and clasts in the Kayenta
section.
Description and reasons for surveying this channel:
Channel is incised a short distance through ledgy lower Kayenta beds. There is a
large incisional alcove within the Wingate, formed on a more resistant wingate
ledge.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1: Henry Mountains surveyed channel reaches are shown in red, on top of a DEM
shaded relief map. The survey data are unprocessed and so the georeferencing is only
approximate. Figure 1 of Chapter 5 provides the spatial context for this map.
Figure 2: The same channels as above, draped over a map of bedrock geology (Hintze
and Stokes, 1964; reference in Chapter 5). The geology map is at a scale of 1:250,000
and so only approximately locates contacts along the channels, but is still sufficiently
accurate in most cases to indicate which bedrock lithologies the surveyed channels are
incised into.
Figure 3: Navajo Moutain (northeast side), with channels surveyed here similarly shown
in red.
Figure 4: Navajo Mountain surveyed channels and bedrock geology.
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The End
